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Summary

AMBER is a compartment modelling software tool developed by Quintessa Ltd.

This is the Reference Manual for the AMBER 6.5.1 software. AMBER 6.5.1 is a flexible
software tool that allows the user to build their own dynamic compartment models to
represent the migration and fate of contaminants in a system.
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1 About AMBER

AMBER is a flexible software tool that allows the user to build their own dynamic
compartment models to represent the migration and fate of contaminants in a system,
for example in the surface and sub-surface environment. Contaminants in solid, liquid
and gaseous phases can be considered. AMBER gives the user the flexibility to define:

any number of compartments;

any number of contaminants and associated rates of degradation/decay;

any number of transfers between compartments and the uptake of contaminants by
humans and other biota;

non-linear transfer processes (e.g. solubility-limited leaching); and

deterministic, probabilistic, and complex time-varying parameter values.

This flexibility means that the user can implement models specific to their context and
tailor generic models to their specific needs.

Key features incorporated into AMBER include:

powerful, user friendly graphical interface;

spatial awareness and 3D visualisation;

fast and accurate Laplace transform and numerical time-step solvers;

time-varying source terms and transfer processes;

unit awareness;

Monte Carlo and Latin Hypercube Sampling options;

built-in graphing of results and Excel export capabilities; and

tailoring of results format.

The primary user documentation for AMBER 6.5.1 consists of two volumes: the ‘User
Guide’ manual and the ‘Reference Manual’. The User Guide introduces AMBER through
a series of tutorial exercises and also contains a knowledge base of studies involving
AMBER together with guidance on compartment modelling. The Reference Manual
provides detailed information on all of the capabilities and functions included in
AMBER.
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2 Introduction

2.1 Compartment Modelling

Compartment modelling is a flexible way of evaluating the migration and fate of
contaminants in environmental systems. Contaminants are unwanted substances within
a ‘system’ that may have the potential to do harm. In the context of this discussion,
and for modelling with AMBER, the contaminants are present in insufficient quantity
to modify the surrounding environment. The ‘system’ of interest will reflect the context
being studied, but may be small scale (such as an individual plant or a single waste
container), or large scale (such as global oceans). Systems that can be represented in
compartment models may have uniform characteristics (such as targeted modelling of
a relatively homogeneous aquifer) or may include a diverse array of different man-
made and natural media (such as a total-systems model for geological disposal of waste).
The migration of contaminants around the system being modelled is characterised by
transfer/turnover rates between the compartments.

A key assumption for compartment models is that the distribution of contaminants
within a single compartment can be considered to be uniform (either because relatively
rapid mixing occurs in the compartment, or because the average concentration is a
sufficient approximation). If this assumption does not hold, then the medium needs to
be further split-up (discretised) into a number of compartments within which averaging
is acceptable.

At any given time, the movement of contaminants from one compartment to another
is represented with a transfer rate. This is the fraction of the inventory in a particular
compartment that is transferred from that compartment to another per unit of time (per
second or per year). Transfer rates can themselves change with time. Such changes may
occur gradually (such as with changing climatic conditions) or suddenly (such as through
sudden loss/failure of a barrier).

Contaminants may also change with time, for example through chemical/physical
degradation or through radioactive decay. Contaminants may degrade/decay to
substances that are no longer of interest, for example, if the resulting species is no longer
hazardous (such as radioactive decay to a stable isotope).

The structure of a very simple compartment model is illustrated in Figure 1. The
evolving amount of a contaminant N in compartment i (Ni, moles) can be calculated
mathematically using a first order linear differential equation:

(2.1)

where:

i and j are the two compartments;

N and M are the amounts (moles) of contaminants N and M in a compartment (M is
the precursor of N in a decay/degradation chain);

Si(t) is a time dependent external source of contaminant N (moles y-1);

λN is the decay/degradation rate for contaminant N (y-1);
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λij is the transfer rate representing the loss of radionuclide N from compartment i
to j (y-1); and

λji is the transfer rate representing the loss of radionuclide N from compartment j
to i (y-1).

Figure 1. Basic Compartment Model

This equation is linear, so that, for example, if there is twice as much of a contaminant
in the system initially, then the calculated concentrations in the various compartments
will all be doubled at each time of interest. Note that the sums represent potential for
transfers between many compartments.

The solution provides the time-dependent inventory of contaminant N in each
compartment. Assumptions for compartment sizes allow estimates of the associated
concentrations to be made.

2.2 Modelling with AMBER

AMBER provides a simple and flexible environment in which compartment models can
be developed (see, for example, Figure 2). There are no significant limits on the number
of contaminants, compartments or transfer processes, beyond the practical constraints
imposed by computer processing power. A typical computer is sufficiently powerful to
permit models with several tens of compartments and contaminants to be solved within
minutes.
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Figure 2. An Example of an AMBER Representation of a Compartment
Model

The key aspects of AMBER that aid the development of compartment models are:

a simple and intuitive user interface;

a powerful system for defining parameters and expressions, which in turn can
be used to specify the characteristics of contaminants, compartments or transfer
processes;

capability to represent the spatial geometry of the modelled region;

probabilistic modelling capabilities;

consistency checking, for example, to ensure that equations defined in AMBER are
dimensionally correct;

flexible methods for outputting data, enabling models and their behaviour to be
explored.

Although the models that can be set up in AMBER are limited to those of the linear donor
controlled compartment type, this class of models can be applied to a very wide range
of problems as a result of the flexibility with which transfers between compartments can
be specified. For example, some diffusive like processes depend upon the concentrations
of contaminants in both the donor and receiving compartments, but these can readily be
represented in AMBER by including a ‘forward’ transfer from the donor to the receiving
compartment and a ‘backward’ transfer from the receiving compartment to the donor.
The combination of these two transfers will correctly model the net transfer between
compartments.

AMBER has been applied to a wide range of problems concerned with the way that
radionuclides and other contaminants move through different parts of the environment.
For more information on AMBER applications, please have a look at the ‘knowledge base’
of reports describing studies involving the software, which is provided in the User Guide.
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2.3 Spatial Modelling with AMBER

AMBER now includes the capability to represent model compartments spatially. This
brings considerable power to the model-building process, enabling users to visualise
models in three dimensions and allowing AMBER to automatically calculate various
geometric properties (e.g. areas, volumes, distances) that are frequently used in model
expressions.

The spatial structure for a model can be set up through defining x, y and z coordinates,
which can be grouped to define three-dimensional ‘cells’. The spatial cells can be linked to
compartments in the contaminant transport model, allowing associated properties to be
shared. This flexible approach is used to allow contaminant transport models to comprise
both spatial and non-spatial components.

2.4 This Manual

This is a Reference Manual to the use of AMBER 6.5.1 for Windows and Linux. It provides
instructions on the installation and use of AMBER.

Section 3 provides details regarding the installation of AMBER. Section 4 guides the user
around the basic features of the Graphical User Interface (GUI). Section 5 details certain
formatting and unit conventions in AMBER. Section 6 describes how to add contaminants
and define decays. Section 7 details how to add contaminants, transfers, sources and
submodels to an AMBER case. Section 8 describes how to build a spatial model and
link it with the contaminant transport modelling. Section 9 describes how to introduce
parameters and how to use expressions/algorithms in AMBER models. Section 10
introduces probabilistic modelling, including the range of distributions available in
AMBER. Section 11 explains how to add output times, how to check models, as well as
how to calculate and output results. Section 12 explains in detail how to run AMBER in
batch mode. Information on restricted versions of AMBER is dealt with in Section 13,
whilst troubleshooting and feedback is discussed in Section 14. A Glossary of Terms is
given at the end of the Reference Manual, along with an Index.

AMBER makes use of many standard features including:

scroll bars - to facilitate moving around the Model window and the description
fields;

cut, copy and paste functions - to simplify the entry of complicated expressions and/
or to simplify repetitive actions;

drop-down menus - offering extensive functionality but an orderly overview;

toolbar icons - providing a quick route to frequently used functions; and

check boxes and radio buttons to select options.

Throughout this guide ‘click’ means clicking the left button of the mouse and ‘double
click’ means clicking the left button of the mouse twice in quick succession. Where the
right button of the mouse needs to be clicked, this guide uses ‘right click’.

Menu items are denoted in the text by italics, which is also used for highlight glossary
terms. The ‘ | ’ notation is used in this guide for menu separation. For example, Calculation
| Calculate means use the mouse to select the Calculation menu from the AMBER menu
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bar, and then click the menu item marked Calculate. <Return> means press the ‘return’ /
‘enter’ key. Commands and text that can be typed are shown in code font.
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3 Installing AMBER

3.1 System Requirements

AMBER is not a resource-intensive code. The recommended system requirements needed
to run AMBER are a PC with at least 1 GB of RAM installed. AMBER will run on lower
specification machines, but its performance will be reduced, e.g. calculations will run
more slowly. At least 105 MB of hard disk space should be available. The PC screen
resolution used should be set to at least 960 × 600 pixels and a small font should be used.
In order for the spatial capabilities to function properly, then the computer needs to be
running with a graphics card that supports OpenGL version 2.1 or later.

AMBER runs with Windows and Linux operating systems and has been tested against:

Windows 7 and Windows 10; and

Ubuntu 18.04 LTS.

3.2 Installation Process

AMBER licences are controlled by means of USB hardware security keys called ‘dongles’.
Single-user AMBER licences can be installed on any number of PCs, but in order to run,
either a local licence dongle must be connected to the PC or a remote licence dongle
connected to a machine on the same network. This flexible method of licence control
allows a single AMBER licence to be shared between a number of PCs, although it can
only be run on a single machine at any one time.

The installation process for Windows is described below. Linux users will receive a
separate set of installation instructions from the AMBER support team.

To install the latest version of AMBER on Windows, ensure that you have the
SetupAMBER.msi file from either the Quintessa USB flash drive (for new AMBER users)
or downloaded from the AMBER website (https://www.quintessa.org/amber). Double-
click or run the SetupAMBER.msi file.

Follow the on-screen instructions to install AMBER. Once installed, AMBER will be
available via the Start | Programs menu and via a desktop shortcut.

The USB dongle must be attached to your PC (for a local licence) or a machine on the
same network (for a remote licence) before you try to run AMBER. Your computer should
recognise the key when it is first attached and install the associated drivers automatically;
the LED on the dongle will glow red to show that it is operating properly. In addition,
files required to operate the dongle are merged with the AMBER installation, so no action
is needed by the user other than installing AMBER, attaching the key and then running
AMBER.

The following are also installed with AMBER.

PDF copies of the user documentation:

• Reference Manual;

• User Guide;

https://www.quintessa.org/amber
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• The latest Release Note;

• The Verification Report;

A set of example AMBER case files;

A full set of case files associated with the User Guide tutorials; and

A set of case files used in the verification tests.

3.3 Backward Compatibility

AMBER 6.5.1 is fully backward compatible with case files from earlier versions. However,
should you encounter any difficulty in opening old case files then please contact the
AMBER support team (see Section 14.7). Case files produced in AMBER 6.5.1 contain
additional information that is not readable in previous versions of AMBER. AMBER 6.5.1
case files may be opened in some earlier versions of AMBER, but the new information
will cause problems and it is therefore not recommended.
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4 Starting AMBER

To start the application double-click on the AMBER icon on the Desktop or click on the
icon in the Programs section of the Windows start menu.

4.1 Start-up Window

When you first start AMBER a splash screen will appear, showing the AMBER logo and
the version number. This will disappear after a few seconds. If you do not want to wait
you can clear it straight away by clicking on it.

4.2 Layout of the AMBER Interface

The AMBER window uses many of the layout features that are typical of modern
software packages. The layout is shown and annotated in Figure 3. Generic features of
the layout are described below.

Figure 3. Layout of the AMBER Window

The features of the AMBER window are described below.

Menu bar: Used to access all features within AMBER, see Section 4.3.

Toolbar: Used to access the most commonly used menu items within AMBER, see
Section 4.4.
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Tool Palette: Separates the left panel and the main panel and includes the tools
needed to edit the compartment and spatial models on the main panel, see
Section 4.5.

Left Panel: Used for lists of model items and as a route to edit various aspects of the
model; the left panel can be hidden and shown via the top button on the tool palette.

Main Panel: Used to explore the physical components of the compartment and
spatial models as well as for exploring and editing model details.

Different aspects of the model can be explored via the left panel and are organised via
separate tabs at the base of the panel. If the number of tabs exceeds those that can be
displayed at the same time, then you can scroll left and right through the list of tabs via
the small black triangles either side of the left panel tabs.

Similarly to the left panel, different aspects of the model can be explored via the main
panel and are organised via tabs at the base of the panel. As with the left panel, scroll
buttons either side of the tabs can be used should the number of tabs exceed that which
can be displayed.

4.3 Menu Bar

After the Start-up window has cleared the menu bar will be visible. The menu bar
contains File, Edit, Panels, View, Calculation, Results, Options and Help menus. Note
that items in some of these menus may be ‘greyed-out’. This means that the option is not
available at the current stage.

4.3.1 File Menu

The following items are available from this menu:

New Case: Opens a new case;

Open Case: Opens an existing case;

Close Case: Closes the current case;

Save Case: Saves the current case and makes a backup file of the previously saved
case (with the extension ‘.cbk’);

Save Case As: Saves the current case with a new file name;

Save Special: This allows a case file, that only contains a selected sub-set of
contaminants, to be saved. (Those contaminants are identified by a NameSet Selection,
see Section 9.10.3 for more information on NameSet Selections). Any decays from
selected contaminants to those that are excluded are reassigned to be from the
selected contaminant to NULL. After the Save Special, the reduced contaminant case
file is in memory. Note that the option is only available when the original case file
does not need saving (to avoid loss of data).

Revert to Saved: Reverts to the previously saved case;

Close case;

Quit: Quits the application;
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Recent Cases: Provides a sub-menu that lists the last 5 cases that have been used. To
reopen any of these, simply select the required one from the list; and

A list of currently open cases: The names of all currently open cases are displayed
and the case currently being worked on is marked with a point. Any of the
background cases can be brought to the front by selecting the required case from
the list.

There is no limit to the number of open cases at any one time.

4.3.2 Edit Menu

The items below are available from this menu:

Undo <Ctrl + Z>: Allows you to undo an action;

Redo <Ctrl + Y>: Allows you to redo an action;

Copy <Ctrl + C>: Copies selected model items (compartments, transfers and sources or
parameters) from the Model panel or Parameters tab;

Paste <Ctrl + V>: Pastes copied model items to the Model panel or Parameters tab.
The copied items can come from the same or a different case file in the same AMBER
session. Note that no information, except names, can be copied and pasted with
model structures; and

Delete <Delete>: Deletes selected model items.

4.3.3 Panels Menu

The items below are available from this menu:

Case Information (see Section 5.5);

Model (see Section 7.1);

Submodels (see Section 7.2);

Contaminants and Decays (see Section 6);

Compartments (see Section 7.1.1);

Transfers (see Section 7.1.3);

Sources (see Section 7.1.2);

Parameters (see Section 9);

NameSets (see Section 9.10);

Mappings (see Section 9.11);

NameSet Options (see Section 9.1.10);
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Correlations (see Section 10.11);

Result Times (Section 11.2);

Switch Time Parameters (see Section 9.1.6);

SnapShot Parameters (see Section 11.2.5);

Pre-conditions (see Section 11.1); and

Spatial View (see Section 8).

Selecting any of the above opens the corresponding tab for the case in the left panel. If
the tab is already open it will be moved to the front.

4.3.4 View Menu

The items below are available from this menu:

Select and DeSelect sub-menus for items on the Model panel (see Section 7.1.7);

Zoom sub-menu (see Section 7.1.8);

Colour sub-menu (see Section 7.1.9);

Relative size sub-menu (see Section 7.1.10);

Align sub-menu (see Section 7.1.11);

Hide Shadows (see Section 7.1.12); and

Font: This opens the ‘Font’ tab where the user can choose the font for the text that
appears in the Model panel from the list of currently installed fonts on the PC. Note
that the font used when zooming the Model panel will be a scaled version of that
selected.

4.3.5 Calculation Menu

The items below are available from this menu:

Check Parameters: Produces a detailed report of all the user defined parameters and
internal parameters, such as Transfer Rates. The ‘Check Parameters’ item also checks
for blank mappings (see Section 9.11) and triggers a check of any preconditions that
have been defined (see Section 11.1);

Calculate: Opens the ‘Calculate’ dialog; and

Reload Import Files: Reloads any import files used in the case (see Section 9.1.11).

4.3.6 Results Menu

The items below are available from this menu:

Graph: Opens the ‘Graph type’ dialog (see Section 11.6.2);
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Report: Opens the ‘Report Information’ dialog (see Section 11.6.1 for further
information on using reports in AMBER); and

Export Files: Enables AMBER results to be exported to external text-based files (see
Section 9.1.11).

4.3.7 Options Menu

The items below are available from this menu:

Confirm Deletes: Allows the user to toggle on/off whether they should be prompted
for confirmation before deleting an item. The default setting is for AMBER to ask
for confirmation;

Units: Opens the ‘Units’ dialog that allows the user to set the units of ‘time’ and
‘amount’ from a variety of choices and to add/delete new units in a model (see
Section 5.3 for more information on units);

ADF: Opens the ‘ADF Options’ dialog where the user can select two techniques to
manage the size of the AMBER Data File (*.adf file) (see Section 11.6.3 for further
information on managing adf files); and

Locks: Opens the ‘Set Locked Parameters' dialog (see Section 9.7 for details on
locking and unlocking parameters).

4.3.8 Help Menu

The items below are available from this menu:

Reference Manual: Opens the AMBER Reference Manual;

User Guide: Opens the AMBER User Guide; and

About AMBER: opens the ‘About AMBER’ information window.

4.4 The Toolbar

AMBER has a toolbar (see Figure 4) for the most commonly used commands from the
Menu bar. The buttons on the toolbar have ‘tool tips’ associated with them, which appear
when the cursor is held over the button, and act as a reminder of the function. The ‘tool
tips’ disappear when the cursor is moved again.

Figure 4. Toolbar
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AMBER includes an undo/redo function that is accessible via the toolbar, the Edit menu
and via the standard keyboard shortcuts <Ctrl + Z> and <Ctrl + Y>. Steps can be undone/
redone sequentially. Holding the cursor over the undo/redo buttons brings up a tooltip
that describes the actions that would be changed.

4.5 The Tool Palette

The tool palette (Figure 5) includes:

a toggle for showing or hiding the left panel;

tools for adding components to the model tab (see Section 7.1); and

tools for developing and interacting with spatial models (see Section 8).

Figure 5. Tool Palette

4.6 Use of Tabs in the Main Panel

As with the left panel, different sets of information are viewed on separate tabs within
the main panel (see Figure 6). This includes:

submodels (see Section 7.2);

parameters you are editing (see Section 9);

mappings (see Section 9.11);

NameSet Options (see Section 9.1.10);

Check Parameters (see Section 11.4);

graphs of results (see Section 11.6.2); and

Spatial View (see Section 8).
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Figure 6. Tab view in Main Panel

It is also possible to view tabs in a tile arrangement in the main panel. This is achieved
by clicking and holding the mouse down on a tab, and then dragging the cursor to the
left, right or top sides of the main panel. When you have reached a position where a
tile can appear that part of the main panel will go grey (Figure 7). Release the mouse to
position the tab (Figure 8). Once you have created two tiles, it is possible to split any of
those tiles into smaller tiles, each with a number of tabs (such as Figure 9). Note that if
you try to place a tile at the top of the “Model” tab, it will always span the whole of the
main panel. You can also drag tabs from one tile to another without creating new tiles
by clicking and holding the mouse down on a tab and dragging that tab to the tab listing
on a different tile.

To return to the standard tab view, drag the tabs you wish to keep open down to the
bottom of the tile which has the Model tab on it. Alternatively, you can close the tabs in
the tile that you wish to remove by clicking on the X buttons.
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Figure 7. Positioning the tiles in the main panel
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Figure 8. Tiled main panel
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Figure 9. More complex tiled main panel
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5 Conventions in AMBER

5.1 Naming

The names of parameters, NameSets, literals, contaminants, compartments, sources
and transfers are subject to certain restrictions. A name must start with an alphabetic
character, followed by a sequence of alphanumerical characters or use ‘_’ (underscores).
Space characters and ‘-’ (minus) characters are not allowed in names. If a name is given
with a space or a minus sign in it, the invalid character is replaced by an underscore
when it is applied.

No two of the following can have the same name: contaminants, NameSets, NameSet
items, selections, literals, compartments, sources, transfers and submodel windows. In
old versions of AMBER a parameter could have the same name as a contaminant,
compartment, source or transfer, but this led to potential for confusion and so is no longer
allowed. However, this may cause old case files not to be loaded, in which case the names
will need to be edited directly in the case file (see Appendix A). The name ‘NULL’ has
special significance and cannot be used. Names in use as internal parameters, such as
Amount, cannot be used for user defined parameters.

Character case is significant. For example, ‘river’, ‘River’ and ‘RIVER’ are all considered
to be different names.

5.2 Numerical Formats

All of the following numerical formats are acceptable as constants by AMBER:

0.001

1e-3

1E-3

1.0E-03

5.3 Units

AMBER is aware of units and can manipulate them to convert from one unit to another.
All expressions are checked for unit consistency.

5.3.1 User-Defined Units

Each parameter has a defined unit, either set by AMBER or by the user. The parameter
units can be entered/edited by double clicking on a parameter in the Parameters tab in
the Left panel. Please be aware that units are case sensitive and hence Bq is recognised
as a valid parameter by AMBER, whereas bq is not.

The units for internal AMBER quantities are selected through the Options | Units dialog
(see Figure 10). These relate to sources, initial amounts, amounts, transfer rates, transfer
fluxes, decays and times. For example, if the user selects ‘Seconds’ and ‘Kilograms’, all
source fluxes will be interpreted as being in units of ‘Kilograms per Second’ and all decay
rates will be interpreted as being in units of ‘per second’.
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Figure 10. Units Dialog

The default setting for time units is ‘Years’ and ‘Moles’ for amount units. Any very old
case files from a version of AMBER before AMBER 4.0 will be assumed to be in these
units. Changing these time and amount units after setting up a model is cautioned against
since data values already entered may need to be updated to account for the change
in units which does not happen automatically. Thus a contaminant with a decay rate
specified as 0.1 per year would be assumed to have a decay rate of 0.1 per second if the
time units were subsequently changed from years to seconds.

The user can select different result time units from the ones used within the model. This
will only affect the output times reported; for further information see Section 11.2.1.

Note that this dialog also lists the available units (see Section 5.3).

AMBER calculates decays in terms of moles. For example, 1 mole of A decays to 1 mole
of B. However, this one-to-one mapping is not necessarily true of kilograms, grams or
Becquerels. Consequently, if the user selects the units of amount to be kilograms or
grams, an atomic mass greater than zero must be supplied for each contaminant so that
decay calculations can be carried out. Similarly, if the user selects the amount units to be
Becquerels, each contaminant must have a non-zero decay rate so that decay calculations
can be performed.

Units Available

AMBER has a set of units built in (see Table 1), and can handle prefixed versions indicated
(not all of which are necessarily meaningful).
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Table 1. Internal Units and Associated Prefixed Units

Unit Definition Prefixed Units
kg basic SI unit
m basic SI unit nm, um [a] , mm, km, Mm, Gm, Tm
s basic SI unit ns, us, ms, ks, Ms, Gs, Ts
mol basic SI unit
Bq basic SI unit nBq, uBq, mBq, kBq, MBq, GBq, TBq
Sv basic SI unit nSv, uSv, mSv, kSv, MSv, GSv, TSv
g 0.001 kg ng, ug, mg, Mg, Gg, Tg
min 60 s
hr 3600 s
day 24 hr
y 365.25 days
month (1/12) y
Pa kg m-1 s-2 nPa, uPa, mPa, MPa, GPa, TPa
N kg m s-2 nN, uN, mN, MN, GN, TN
cm 0.01 m
L 0.001 m3

[a]  the prefix u is used to represent micro because of its similarity to the Greek μ.

It is not possible in AMBER to extend the list of units of amount or time for internal
parameters. It is however possible to add units to the case file for user-defined
parameters. Figure 10 shows the units dialog which has two buttons that can be used
to add units:

Add Base: allows the user to specify a new base unit, i.e. a unit that cannot be
converted into or specified into any of the currently available units; and

Add Derived: allows the user to specify a new unit that can be derived from currently
available units, e.g. W = kg m2 s3. Note that when specifying the formula for a derived
unit ‘*’ cannot be used and a space should be used instead.

In both cases, the user can specify whether the new unit is prefixable or not via a check
box on the ‘Add Unit’ dialog. If the prefixable option is checked, then the n, u, m, M, G
and T prefixes can be used with the new unit in the same way as for the internal units
shown in Table 1.

Units Syntax

The syntax for specifying units is quite flexible.

A dimensionless unit can be indicated by a null entry ( ) or by a single dash (-).
Otherwise units are written with separating spaces and powers directly attached to the
relevant component. The following are all valid (note again that ‘*’ is not valid in unit
descriptions):

m

m2
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m^2

m-2

m2/s

m2 s-1

m^2 s^-1

It is also valid (although not recommended) for the unit to be preceded by a number, so
an item with units of km could have this specified as 1000m.

When a unit is attached to a constant in an expression, it must be contained in square
brackets, e.g. x+1[m] is a valid expression (if parameter x has units of ‘m’).

The units definitions allow the use of bracketed sub-units, e.g. (Sv/y)/(Bq/m3). The
bracketed subunit acts as a single item, and so can be raised to a power.

5.3.2 Unit Conversion Parameters

There are some internal conversion parameters available in AMBER. These are used
by AMBER and can be used in equations by the user to convert between quantities in
different units.

The internal parameters for unit conversion are given in Table 2.

‘MoleToKg’ and ‘KgToMole’ can only be used for contaminants with atomic masses >
0, for example, if contaminant A has atomic mass 100 and contaminant B has atomic
mass 0 a ‘MoleToKg[A]’ can be used, but not ‘MoleToKg’ or ‘MoleToKg[B]’. Similarly,
‘MoleToBq’ and ‘BqToMole’ can only be used for contaminants with a decay rate >0.

Table 2. Internal Unit Conversion Parameters

Unit Definition Prefixed Units
BqToKg Contaminant kg/Bq
BqToMole Contaminant mol/Bq
DayToYear None 1 [day/y]
GramToMole Contaminant 1/(MoleToKg*1000)
HourToYear None 1 [hr/y]
KgToBq Contaminant Bq/kg
KgToMole Contaminant mol/kg
MoleToBq Contaminant 6.022 x 10^23*DecayConstant*YearToSec
MoleToKg Contaminant AtomicMass/1000
MonthToYear None 1 [month/y]
SecToYear None 1 [s/y]
YearDay None 1 [y/day]
YearToHour None 1 [y/hr]
YearToMonth None 1 [y/month]
YearToSec None 1 [y/s]
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Conversions between units of time do not need to be added explicitly, as AMBER converts
these units into one another automatically.

Units Consistency and Conversion

AMBER checks unit consistency in each operation and each function. The rules are listed
below in Table 3. Convertible units are those that differ only by a constant factor (such
as the units of time ‘day’ and ‘year’, as one year is 365.25 days).

Table 3. Unit Consistency Rules

Operation/Function Consistency Rule Results Units
A+B,A-B A and B convertible as A
A*B,A/B none product/quotient of units

([A][B])
A^B B dimensionless (integer

unless A dimensionless)
power of units of A

A<B, A<=B, A>B, A>=B, A==B, A!=B A and B convertible dimensionless
abs(A), int(A) none as A
and(A,B,...), xor(A,B,...), or(A,B,...) all dimensionless dimensionless
cos(A), exp(A), ln(A), log10(A), sin(A) A dimensionless dimensionless
cumulativeNormal(A,Mean,SDev) all convertible to A as A
max(A,B,...), min(A,B,...) all convertible to A as A
not(A) A dimensionless dimensionless
rampDown(A,START,END), rampUp
(A,START,END)

all convertible to A dimensionless

smoothDown (A,B,S), smoothUp
(A,B,S)

A and B convertible, S
dimensionless

dimensionless

sqrt(A) A must have square units square root of units of A
stepDown(A,B), stepUp(A,B) A and B convertible dimensionless
sumType(A,mapping) none as A
largestType(A,nameset),
smallestPositiveType(A,nameset)

None literal

topHat(A,B,C) A, B, and C convertible dimensionless
typeLookUp(A,mapping) none as A

5.3.3 Units and Availability Schemes

The issue of units in availability schemes needs careful consideration (see Section 9.14
for details on availability schemes). When shared availability (e.g. elemental solubility
limits) is used there is scope for errors over units.

AMBER allows the user to select the unit of Amount. By default moles are used, but Bq,
kg or g can be selected. The solver always works in moles, and converts the amounts (and
source fluxes) between the user-units and the solver-units. This is to ensure that the decay
is handled correctly (one mole of parent contaminant decays to one mole of daughter).

Thus, all amounts that the user specifies (i.e. initial amounts and specified amounts) and
source fluxes are given in user units. It is therefore natural for the units of the Limit
for availability to be in these units as well. For individual limits this causes no difficulty,
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since each item is scaled separately. For shared limits, there is a problem, because the unit
conversion factors may differ between sister contaminants.

For kg or g units, the problem is not likely to be significant; sister isotopes will in general
have similar atomic masses. For activity (Bq) units, the scheme will not behave sensibly;
the total activity of a particular element is not of interest.

In order to minimise the likelihood of errors, while maintaining flexibility, the user
must confirm the units that apply for each Limit. The default is for these to be moles
(regardless of the generally applicable amount units), with the option of being in the
user-defined amount units. The latter may be moles also, in which case the choice is
unimportant.

Note that the expressions given for availability schemes (see Section 9.14) must have
compatible units for the choice that is made. Also, they cannot simply be constants; the
unit must be explicitly stated.

5.4 Descriptions and Comments

A description can be added to any of the following:

the case (see Section 5.5);

contaminants (see Section 6.1);

decays (see Section 6.2);

compartments (see Section 7.1.1);

sources (see Section 7.1.2);

transfers (see Section 7.1.3);

submodels (see Section 7.2);

parameters (see Section 9);

NameSets (see Section 9.10.1);

NameSet selections (see Section 9.10.3);

mappings (see Section 9.11);

availability schemes (see Section 9.14);

correlations (see Section 10.11); and

preconditions (see Section 11.1).

A description has no effect on the calculation and is purely a GUI feature to help the user.

Descriptions are free format text and can contain carriage returns. However, it is not
permitted to use the “(double quote) character in descriptions or comments.
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Comments can be added to individual parameter entries and individual mappings (see
Section 9.1.14).

5.5 Case Information

The case information tab on the left panel can provide details of the name, description,
and developer of an AMBER case file. The tab also provides summary information on
the contents of the case file, such as the number of parameters, compartments, transfers,
etc. Users can edit the Case Name, the Case Description and the Developer. The user
must click on Apply to accept any changes, otherwise they will be lost when the tab is
closed; the user can also click on Cancel to reject any changes. The Case Information tab is
displayed on the left panel when a case file is opened, and it can also be re-opened after it
has been closed by clicking on Panels |Case Information. An example is given in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Example Case Information Tab
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6 Contaminant and Decays
In this section consideration is given to:

creating a list of Contaminants (Section 5.1); and

creating a list of Decays (Section 5.2).

6.1 Contaminants

The Contaminants tab (see Figure 12) is shown in the left panel when Panels |
Contaminants + Decays | Contaminants is selected from the menu bar or the Contaminants
icon is selected from the toolbar. This tab allows the user to create, modify and delete the
contaminants includes in a model.

Figure 12. The Contaminants Tab

6.1.1 Adding a Contaminant

A new contaminant can be created by clicking the Add... button on the Contaminants
tab. The Add Contaminant dialog will appear (see Figure 13) with fields for the name,
a description and atomic mass.

Figure 13. The New Contaminant Dialog
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The atomic mass is used by the internal parameters ‘KgToMole’ and ‘MoleToKg’ to
convert units of weight (kg) into units of amounts (mol). The total decay rate of the
contaminant is also displayed and is non-zero if one or more decays have been defined
for the contaminant (see Section 6.2); the total decay rate cannot be modified from this
window. Click on OK to save your changes (and add the new contaminant to the list)
and Cancel to discard them.

6.1.2 Modifying a Contaminant

To modify an existing contaminant double-click on its name in the Contaminants tab. The
Contaminant dialog will appear in the Item Info section at the bottom of the Contaminant
tab, where contaminant information can be changed. Click on Apply to accept any
changes or Cancel to reject them.

6.1.3 Deleting a Contaminant

To delete a contaminant, click on the name in the Contaminants window and then click
the Delete button. If Options | Confirm Deletes is selected (this is the default setting),
a confirmation will be required before the deletion takes place. When a contaminant
is deleted, all the decays having that contaminant as parent or daughter will also be
deleted, along with all initial amounts, transfer rates and source fluxes relating to that
contaminant.

Delete (Keep Decays)

This allows individual (or multiple) contaminants to be deleted while keeping any decays
for which they are daughters (by reassigning the daughter as NULL). Again, if Options
| Confirm deletes is selected (this is the default setting), a confirmation will be required
before the deletion takes place.

6.1.4 Contaminant Libraries

If a set of contaminants are used regularly, a library file can be created using the
Create Library… option in the Contaminants tab. To make a library file from a set of
contaminants in a case, click on the Create Library... button. A dialog will appear in which
the user selects a filename and directory for the library file, which is saved with a '.con'
file extension.

A library file or case file can be read into the Contaminants panel by clicking on the Read
Library... button. If a library or case file is now selected and the OK button is clicked,
the Read Library - Contaminants dialog will appear. This dialog gives information
on the file being read and the option to replace existing contaminants, merge with
existing contaminants or cancel the operation. By clicking the appropriate button, the
contaminants will be loaded into the Contaminants panel.

6.2 Decays

The Decays tab (see Figure 14) is shown in the left panel when Panels | Contaminants
+ Decays | Decays is selected from the menu bar or the Decays icon is chosen from the
toolbar. This is the tab in which decays are created, modified and deleted. Note that, once
decays have been created, the user has the option of defining decay rates for all decays
directly via the internal editable DecayRate parameter rather than individually via the
Decays tab (see Section 9.6 for more information about internal editable parameters).
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Figure 14. The Decays Tab

6.2.1 Adding a Decay

A new decay can be created by clicking the Add... button in the Decays tab. The
New Decay dialog that appears allows the user to specify a decay name, add a
description, and specify the decay rate (either directly as a decay rate or by defining
the corresponding half-life). Drop down list boxes are available to select the parent and
daughter contaminants from the contaminants entered in the case file (see Figure 15).

Figure 15. The New Decay Dialog

The decay rate must be greater than or equal to zero.

The daughter contaminant can be set to ‘NULL’, which indicates that the daughter of the
contaminant is not of interest. The daughter must differ from the parent contaminant.
Click on OK to add the new decay to the list on the Decays tab.

Half-Life
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The half-life of a radionuclide can be specified instead of the decay rate. This is purely
a GUI feature; AMBER immediately translates the given half-life into a rate. The decay
rate is equal to ln2/half-life.

Editable DecayRate Parameter

The internal DecayRate parameter explicitly stores the decay rates, and is available to
be edited. The other related internal parameters (DecayConstant, HalfLife, MolToBq and
BqToMol) are derived from DecayRate.

A check box on the Decays tab lets the status of the DecayRate parameter be changed to
Editable (Figure 14). In this mode, the decay rates are defined in the DecayRate parameter
rather than through the Decays tab. Note that the rates must not be time-dependent or
sample-dependent, but expressions can be used. When DecayRate is editable, it appears
as an Internal (Editable) item under the Parameter tab (see Section 9.6).

Before a calculation, file save, or creation of a decays library, the decay rate values are
copied back to the decays. If the DecayRate parameter is subsequently changed back
from being editable to read-only, then the values previously copied across to the decays
from the DecayRate parameter will be retained in the decays.

6.2.2 Modifying a Decay

To modify an existing decay double-click on its name in the Decays tab. The Decay will
appear in the Item Info section of the left panel, and changes can be made. Click on
'Apply' to accept the changes or 'Cancel' to reject them.

6.2.3 Deleting a Decay

To delete a decay, click on the name in the Decays tab and then click the Delete button.
If Option | Confirm Deletes is selected a confirmation will be required before the deletion
takes place.

6.2.4 Branching Decays

Branching and rejoining decay chains are allowed. Decay into more than one daughter
is handled by the user setting the decay rate to reflect the probability of each decay
occurring i.e. the relative probability of A decaying to B or C is not given explicitly, but
is implicit in the decay rates given for the A>B and A>C decay processes. It is also valid
to have A decaying to B and B decaying to A. Note that it is valid to have two decays
with the same parent and daughter, but that the names must be different (and so cannot
both be the default name).

For example, Bi-212 undergoes beta and alpha decay to give two daughter nuclides,
Po-212 and Tl-208, respectively, both of which subsequently decay to give the stable
isotope Pb-208 (see Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Example of Branching Decay

The half-life of Bi-212 is 1.01 hours which is 1.15E-4 years so the decay constant is given
by ln(2)/1.15E-4. However, the rate of production of the two daughter nuclides will
differ from the overall rate of decay of the parent nuclide and it is necessary to take
into account the branching ratio for each decay (0.641 for decay to Po-212 and 0.359 for
decay to Tl-208). The decay rates for production of the daughters will be given by 0.641
* ln(2)/1.15E-4 for decay to Po-212 and 0.359 * ln(2)/1.15E-4 decay to Tl-208. The decay
rates for each decay process are entered separately and AMBER calculates the overall
decay rate of the parent nuclide as the sum of the branching decays. Similarly, the total
rate of production of the Pb-208 is calculated by AMBER following the input of the decay
rates for Po-212 and Tl-208 after the user has specified that both these nuclides decay to
give Pb-208.

Note that total decay rates can be checked for each contaminant via the Contaminants
tab (see Section 6.1.2), via the Contaminants and Decays Tree (see Section 6.1.1) or via the
internal read-only DecayConstant parameter.

6.2.5 Decay Libraries

If a set of decays is used regularly, a library file can be created using the Create Library
option on the Decays tab. To make a library file from a set of decays in a case, first click
on the Create Library... button. A pop-up window will appear in which the user enters a
filename and selects a directory for the library file (which is saved as a '.dec' file).

A library file or case file can be read into the Decays tab by clicking on the Read Library...
button. If a library or case file is now selected and the OK button is clicked, the 'Read
Library - Decays' dialog appears. This dialog gives information on the file being read in
and allows the user to replace existing decays, merge with new and existing decays or
cancel the operation. By clicking the appropriate button, the decays will be read into the
list on the Decays tab.

Decay libraries record the units for the decay information. When importing from a decay
library, the values will be converted if the new case has different base units. Note that
this can be used to update the decay units in a case where the user wishes to change the
base units for time by saving the decays to a library, updating the base units for time (see
Section 5.3.1), then reading the decays back and opting to replace the existing ones.

6.2.6 Compartment-Dependent Decays

By default, decay rates are global. However, the user can set cases up to allow decay rates
to vary from compartment to compartment. This allows non-radioactive decay processes
(e.g. organic degradation) to be modelled, and has some other useful applications.
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The decay rate, set via the Decays tab or via the DecayRate parameter as described in the
previous section, is used in all compartments unless further action is taken.

LocalDecayRate is an internal editable parameter indexed over Compartments and
Decays. The default expression for LocalDecayRate is that it is equal to DecayRate in
all compartments, but this can be modified by editing the LocalDecayRate parameter.

Both solvers in AMBER use LocalDecayRate to evaluate the decay rates in a calculation.
Thus, if only the default is used, the same rates will be used in every compartment.

In order to change the rate in a particular compartment, the appropriate entry in the
LocalDecayRate matrix must be specified. This entry can be a constant or an expression,
as for any parameter. It can even be time-dependent and/or include sampled parameters
if required.

This capability can be used in many ways. For instance, by setting the decay rate to zero
via the Decays tab, a decay could be switched on via the LocalDecayRate parameter
in specific compartments. This could be used, for example, to model chemical processes
that only occur in certain circumstances, such as organic degradation.

Compartment-specific decays can also be used to calculate an integral of the amount in
any compartment. This can be done by creating a new compartment with all decays set
to zero via the LocalDecayRate parameter and sending a non-depleting transfer to it from
the compartment(s) of interest with a rate set to unity.

6.2.7 Contaminant and Decay Trees

Contaminants and their decays can be viewed together via the Contaminants and Decays
Tree tab (see Figure 17). This function shows the contaminants linked by decays and
provides information on atomic masses and decay rates.

To access this function select Panels | Contaminants + Decays and select Show Tree from
the drop-down menu. This will open the ‘Contaminants and Decays Tree’ tab;

When any contaminant is highlighted, information on this contaminant will be
displayed in the Item Info section of the left panel below the tree diagram;

Double-clicking on any contaminant will open the Contaminant Information tab;
and

Edit and delete options are available for both decays and contaminants via the buttons
below the tree diagram.
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Figure 17. The Contaminants and Decays Tree
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7 Setting up a Compartment Model

7.1 Model Tab

The Model tab, as illustrated in Figure 18, is shown in the main panel when Panels |
Model is selected from the menu bar. It is the location where the compartments, transfers,
sources and submodels are created, modified, positioned and deleted.

Figure 18. The Model Tab on the Main Panel

If the model being viewed is particularly large, it may be useful to use <Page Up> and
<Page Down> to move up and down the view in the Model tab.

The tool palette is positioned to the left of the main panel (see Section 4.5). The top
section of controls on the Tool Palette are devoted to model tab and include the Pointer,
Compartment, Source, Transfer, Submodel, Free Text, Picture and Annotate tools. The
tools are used to create and layout the compartment model. The pointer tool is used
to select, deselect or move any compartment, source, transfer or submodel (referred to
collectively as components) on the Model tab. Note that the left panel can be shown or
hidden by clicking on the Show/Hide button at the top of the tool palette.

Adding a new compartment, source or transfer component is described in the following
sections. Adding a submodel is described in Section 7.2.

To select an existing component, click on the pointer tool and then click on the required
component on the Model tab. The component will become highlighted to show that it
has been selected. Multiple components can be selected in the standard way by holding
the left mouse button down and dragging the mouse over the area of the model tab
containing the components. Multiple components can also be selected by holding down
the <Shift> key and clicking on each item to be selected. The selection can then be moved
by dragging it with the mouse or deleted by pressing the <Delete> button. To deselect the
selected component simply click anywhere within the Model tab that does not contain
a selected component.
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7.1.1 Add Compartment

To add a compartment, click on the Compartment tool icon in the tool palette and then
click on the model panel with the mouse pointer in the position that the compartment
is required. The compartment is displayed as a rectangle containing the compartment's
name and centred on the selected position. The compartment properties can be set by
double clicking on the compartment box, at which point details about the compartment
are displayed in the Item Info section at the bottom of the Compartments tab on the
left panel. Other options are available by right-clicking on the compartment, including
changing the colour and relative size of the compartment.

Note that compartments that are subsequently linked to spatial cells are shown on the
Model and Submodel tabs as quasi-3D boxes (see Section 8.7).

7.1.2 Add Source

Click on the Source icon in the tool palette, click and hold down the mouse in the position
for the source, drag the cursor to the receptor compartment and release the mouse button.
A source is displayed as a rounded rectangle containing the source name, joined to
the receptor compartment by an arrow. Any number of sources can be attached to a
compartment. The source properties can be set by selecting the pointer tool and double
clicking on the source box. Sources can only be added if the click and drag action on
the model tab terminates in a compartment.

7.1.3 Add Transfer

Click on the transfer tool, click and hold down the mouse over the donor compartment,
drag the cursor to the receptor compartment and release. The transfer is displayed as a
rounded rectangle containing the transfer name and it is joined to the two compartments
by two arrows in the direction of the transfer. Any number of transfers can be attached
to a compartment. Note that if multiple transfers are created between the same two
compartments the transfers may be placed on top of each other. This is easily corrected by
moving one of the transfer boxes. The transfer properties can be edited by selecting the
pointer tool and double clicking on the box containing the transfer name; the details for
the transfer then appear in the Item Info section of the Transfers tab on the left panel. The
transfer tool will only function if there are at least two compartments in the model.

When creating new transfers and sources, users must be accurate in selecting the receptor
and donor compartments. If the start or end of a transfer ‘misses’ any compartments,
then no new transfer will be created.

When adding a transfer between two compartments within one or two submodels on the
parent model tab, the donor and receptor compartment will need to be selected from a
pop-up dialog with a drop-down list (see Section 7.2 for information on submodels).

By default, new transfers will automatically be named using the convention
donor_TO_receptor, where 'donor' and 'receptor' are the names of the respective
compartments. Note that to use this option effectively, compartments must be named
before transfers are added, because the naming only occurs on creation.

7.1.4 Compartment Properties

When the pointer tool is selected and a compartment, transfer or source is double clicked,
the relevant left panel tab will open and the Item Info for whatever has been double
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clicked will be shown and made available for editing at the bottom of that tab (see, for
example, Figure 19). A new compartment, transfer or source is given a unique default
name when added to the model. This default name can be edited. See Section 5.1 on
‘Naming’ for more information on naming conventions in AMBER.

Figure 19. A Compartment Information Dialog

The Item Info section for a compartment (see Figure 19) has a text entry field for its name
(which will appear in the box in the Model tab on the main panel) and a description
field in which a description of the compartment can be given. A description is purely
informative and is not used in the calculation.

The amount of each contaminant in the selected compartment at the time when the
calculation starts can be set by clicking on the Set Start Amount… button. The Set Start
Amount dialog will now appear (see Figure 20) in which the start amount can be set for
each contaminant in that compartment (if at least one contaminant has been created). The
start amount for a contaminant is set by clicking in the text entry field to the right of the
contaminant and below the compartment. Once a cell is selected, the start amount value
or expression can be entered in the field at the top of the Set Start Amount dialog, the
Expression Editor can also be used to help in formulating any expressions by clicking on
the Expand Options... button (see Section 9.2.1).
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Figure 20. The Set Start Amount Dialog

Note that a changed cell value can be confirmed in the following ways:

by clicking on the ‘tick’ button; or

by clicking on another editable cell.

Clicking OK in the dialog will save the changes.

A changed cell value can be cancelled by:

clicking on the ‘cross’ button (which reverts the value); or

clicking ‘Cancel’, to not save any of the changes made.

If the start amount is the same for many contaminants within a compartment then the
‘default’ can be used. The default value for the start amount of each contaminant can
be set by clicking in the text entry field to the right of <default> and entering text. This
sets the initial amounts for any contaminant without a specific entry to the default value.
The default can be over-ridden by entering contaminant-specific values, as described
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above. Comments can be assigned to individual entries using the approach described in
Section 9.1.14.

When a new compartment is created the default start amount is zero, unless a ‘global
default’ value has been added to the internal-editable Start Amount parameter (see
Section 9.6). Note that the start amount cannot be time-dependent, i.e. none of its values
should directly or indirectly depend on a time-dependent parameter, since the start
amount is only applied at the singular start-time. Once all of the above properties have
been set, the OK button should be clicked and the compartment information will be
updated. If you want to discard the changes that you have made, click the Cancel button
or use the close button.

The amount in a compartment can be explicitly specified as a constant or as a function
of time. This is achieved by using the 'Amount is specified' check box on the Item Info
section of the Compartments tab in the left panel. Setting the 'Amount is specified'
check box indicates that the amounts for this compartment are not to be calculated.
Instead they are taken from the appropriate entries in the internal-editable parameter
SpecifiedAmount (indexed over Contaminants and Compartments). The user can then
modify this internal-editable parameter to define the compartment amount and may use
a time-dependent parameter.

When the 'Amount is specified' check box is selected the button label changes from Set
Start Amount… to Set Specified Amount... and enables the amount of each contaminant to
be specified. Note that it is not possible to specify amounts for some contaminants while
calculating them for others in the same compartment; this would require two separate
compartments with the same features except from the way in which the amount of each
contaminant present is calculated.

When the amounts for a compartment are specified, all decays in that compartment are
ignored. Transfers into and out of the compartment still affect the compartment at the
other end, but have no effect on the specified compartment.

Visually, compartments with specified amounts are drawn on the model tab with a
shaded triangular region in the top-left corner.

7.1.5 Moving, Deleting, and Editing Compartments, Sources and
Transfers

A model component, e.g. a compartment, source, submodel or transfer, can be moved
around the Model tab by clicking on the component to be moved, holding down the
mouse button and dragging the component to its new position.

A component can be deleted from the model by selecting it and choosing Edit | Delete
from the menu bar, by pressing the <Delete> button on your keyboard, or by using
right-click to select the component and then choosing Delete from the list on the pop-up
window. If a compartment box is selected and deleted, any associated sources or transfers
to or from this compartment will also be deleted.

Multiple components can be selected for moving or deletion. This is done by selecting the
pointer tool and clicking on the components whilst holding down <Shift>. Alternatively,
clicking and holding down the left mouse button while dragging the cursor over the
chosen components also allows the user to select multiple components. The components
can now all be deleted or moved by dragging them to the new position. Changes can
be made to compartment, transfer and source properties through the Item Info sections
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on the left panel that can be accessed by double-clicking on the component or via the
Compartments, Transfers and Sources options in the Panels menu. Items can also be deleted
via the lists on the left panel, but no new items can be added via that route.

The Item Info for transfers (which appears on the Transfers tab on the left panel;
see Figure 21) has a text entry field for its name (which will appear in the box in
the Model tab) and a description field in which the details of the transfer may be
explained. The transfer can be set as depleting or non-depleting by clicking the radio
button for the appropriate setting. A ‘depleting’ transfer is one where the amount of
a contaminant lost from the donor compartment is equal to the amount gained by the
receptor compartment. For a ‘non-depleting’ transfer there is no loss from the donor
compartment (and consequently no mass conservation).

Figure 21. The Transfer Information Dialog

Transfers and sources can be switched off (made inactive) without setting the transfer
rate to zero. This is useful for variant calculations when the original needs to be retained.
There is an ‘Active’ checkbox on the Transfer and Source Item Info sections of the left
panel. Unchecking this box deactivates the transfer or source. Inactive transfers and
sources are drawn with faint lines on the Model tab. Both solvers used in AMBER skip
inactive transfers.

Removal of contaminants from the system can be modelled by creating a transfer to an
extra ‘sink’ compartment; i.e. sinks are standard compartments created and named by
the user to receive contaminants that are transferred out of the system of interest. The
user can set the amount in any sink compartments to zero via the 'Amount is specified'
option on the compartment Item Info (see Section 7.1.4).

The transfer rates (default units are per year) can be set by clicking the Set Transfer Rate...
button on the transfer Item Info. The transfer rates are set in a similar way to the start
amount for a compartment (see Section 7.1.4). However, the transfer rate may be time-
dependent, i.e. refer to time-dependent parameters. Once all the properties have been
set, the Apply button should be clicked and the transfer information will be updated. If
you want to discard the changes you have made, click the Cancel button.
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Once the transfer has been created, it is still possible to change the 'from' and/or 'to'
compartment without having to delete it and add another, by clicking on the New From/
To… button on the transfer Item Info. Changing the 'from' or 'to' compartment to one in
a different submodel is permitted.

The Set Scheme… button allows the transfer flux to be limited by the availability of a
contaminant (e.g. due to solubility limitation), and hence allows the introduction of non-
linear behaviour; see Section 9.14 for more information on availability schemes.

The source Item Info (see Figure 22) is very similar to the transfer Item Info; a text entry
field is given for the name and a description of the source. The source flux (for example,
moles per year) can be set by clicking the Set Source Flux... button. The source fluxes are set
in a similar way to the start amount (see Section 7.1.4). However, the source flux may be
time-dependent, i.e. refer to time-dependent parameters. Once all the above properties
have been set, the Apply button should be clicked and the sources will be updated. If you
want to discard the changes you have made, click on the Cancel button.

Figure 22. The Source Information Dialog

7.1.6 Splitting Transfers

For complex AMBER cases, the structure of the model system can become obscured
by the lines representing transfers between compartments. It is often sufficient, when
considering a sub-system, to be visually aware that there are incoming or outgoing
transfers without having to immediately see where they connect.

Transfers can be split to aid in laying out the Model tab. A  split transfer is a transfer, which
is visually represented in two parts, one connected to the donor compartment and one
connected to the receptor compartment. The transfer itself is unaffected - only its visual
representation in the GUI changes.

Splitting a transfer is achieved by holding the cursor over the transfer, right clicking and
selecting Split on the pop-up menu. The two halves of the transfer can then be moved
around the Model tab to the preferred location.

Rejoining a split transfer is achieved by selecting one half of the transfer, right clicking
and choosing Join from the pop-up menu. A rejoin can be initiated from either half of the
transfer and the rejoined transfer will use the position and attributes of the chosen half.
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Once a transfer is split, its two halves are labelled using the transfer name with three
dots (‘...’) as a suffix (for the half attached to the donor) or prefix (for the half attached
to the receptor).

The two halves of a split transfer act completely independently as far as the GUI view
is concerned. Transfer information can be edited from either and either can be used to
delete the transfer.

7.1.7 Selecting Model Items

Selecting a set of items (compartments, transfers and sources) on the Model tab is the first
step in many layout changes. There are several ways of making and changing selections.
Selection changes (in common with all layout changes) should be undertaken with the
pointer tool.

The most basic selection method is by directly clicking on a single item. This will deselect
all other items and select the particular one. By holding <Shift> down while clicking, no
deselection occurs, so the particular item is added to those already selected. If the item
clicked on when <Shift> is held down is already selected, then it is removed from the
selection.

To select a group of items, the mouse can be used to drag out a bounding rectangle
starting at an empty part of the Model tab. All items with centres in the rectangle will be
selected and items with centres outside the rectangle will be deselected.

The View | Select menu allows all of a particular type of item (Compartment, Transfers
and Sources, or All) to be selected. This selection is added to any existing selection.

The View | Deselect menu allows all of a particular type of item (Compartment, Transfers
and Sources, or All) to be removed from the selection.

By combining the use of the mouse-drag selection and the menu selection options, it is
possible to select all of a particular type in a section of the model.

Right-clicking on a particular item enables it to be changed without any change to the
selection.

7.1.8 Zoom

A useful feature for cases where the size of the model in the Model tab needs to be
modified is the zoom function. The zoom function is accessed through the Zoom sub-
menu in the View menu, i.e. View | Zoom. The Model tab can be scaled to 50%, 75%, 100%,
150%, 200% or any percentage between 10 and 500 (through View | Zoom | Other).

The area shown in the Model panel may be changed by using the scrolling bars at the
right, and bottom edges of the panel, or by using the arrow keys.

7.1.9 Colour

Colours can be set for every separate compartment, transfer and source in the system.
The colour of arrows and text linkage lines can be set, as can the colour of shadows and
the background colour.

To set the colour of an individual item (source, transfer, compartment or submodel), the
pop-up menu Colour option can be selected by right-clicking on the item. The item can
also be coloured by selecting the item in the Model tab and clicking on View | Colour |
Selected Items….
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To set the colour of several items (source terms, transfers, compartments and/or
submodels), select the items via the Model tab by dragging the cursor over the items
while holding the left mouse button down, or by holding <Shift> and clicking on the
items, then click on View | Colour | Selected Items....

The colour of arrows, text linkage lines and shadows can be set via the View | Colour
menu. Arrows associated with full transfers, split transfers, external transfers and/or
sources can be coloured differently. When making changes to a model that includes
submodels, the user will be asked if the changes should apply globally throughout the
model.

The background colour can be set by clicking on View | Colour | Background.

When the colour menu item is selected, a colour dialog will appear, see Figure 23. This
is the standard Windows dialog. Custom colours can be used and will be stored on the
dialog.

Figure 23. Windows Colour Dialog

For compartments, transfers, sources and submodels, the chosen colour is the
background colour of the text box. The text itself will be black or white depending on
how dark the selected background colour is.

7.1.10 Model Item Sizes

The relative size can be set for every separate compartment, transfer and source in the
system as well as the text on submodel boxes. This is relative to the nominal standard
size. The text for a resized item will use a scaled version of the base font.

Sizing should not be confused with zooming. When a zoom factor is set, the whole tab is
drawn with this factor – so that all apparent sizes and positions change. When a relative
size is set, the positions are not affected.

To set the relative size of a selected set of items, either the View | Relative Size menu or
the right-click Relative Size option can be used. To set the relative size of an individual
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item, the pop-up menu Relative Size option should be selected by right clicking on the
item of interest. Note that for submodels, it is only the text, and not the size of the box
also, which is altered.

The relative size can be chosen from the given list. When the pop-up menu is used the
current relative size of the particular item will be indicated – this can be used to discover
the current relative size.

7.1.11 Alignment

It is possible to align items on the Model tab. If multiple items are selected, then six align
options are available via View | Align or by right-clicking in the Model tab and clicking
on Align Selected (Figure 24):

Left – aligns the left side of all the selected items to the current leftmost;

Centre – aligns the centre of all the selected items to the current average centre;

Right - aligns the right side of all the selected items to the current rightmost;

Top - aligns the top of all the selected items to the current topmost;

Middle– aligns the middle of all the selected items to the current average middle; and

Bottom - aligns the bottom of all the selected items to the current bottommost.

Figure 24. Alignment in Model Tab
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7.1.12 Shadows

The model items’ shadows can have their colour changed through the View | Colour |
Shadows... menu or may be hidden completely through the View | Hide Shadows menu
item. The hide option is a checkable menu item, so a tick means that the shadows are
hidden. Each time the hide option is selected the choice is toggled between hidden and
shown.

7.1.13 Model Tab Items Copy and Paste

Any number of items within the Model tab may be copied and pasted within or between
cases in the same AMBER session.

When the Model tab is active, the selected structure(s) (consisting of any compartment(s),
source(s), transfer(s), etc.) can be copied (Edit | Copy or <Ctrl + C>). The structure can
then be pasted into another submodel of the current case or into another case open in the
same AMBER session (Edit | Paste or <Ctrl + V>).

Note that to copy a transfer it is necessary to ensure that both compartments it connects
are copied as well.

Note also that compartment or transfer specific information (such as descriptive text,
algebraic expressions, and units) will not be copied.

7.1.14 Pictures

Pictures can be added to the Model tab by clicking on the ‘Image’ button on the tool
palette or by clicking on Picture in the Add options when right-clicking in a space on the
Model tab (see Figure 25).

Figure 25. Model Tab Add Menu Options

The picture is initially added as a question mark (see Figure 26) – double clicking on this
gives access to the ‘Select Picture’ dialog where the picture to be used can be added via
'New Picture' and then selected via the drop-down menu (see Figure 27).
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Figure 26. Model Tab with Picture Question Mark

Figure 27. Picture Dialog

Pictures can be loaded from bitmap (bmp), jpeg, gif or png files. This software is based
in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group. The original files are used when the
case is reopened and so must be available (otherwise the question mark picture will be
shown). It is recommended that the picture files are kept in the same directory as the case
file or in a special subdirectory. Pictures can be resized by either dragging a corner of the
image and/or by right-clicking on the picture and selecting an alternative Relative Size.

Figure 28 provides an example of a picture that has been included in the Model tab.
Pictures are placed on the back of the Model tab so that compartments, transfers, sources,
submodels and text can be superimposed. Pictures can be resized freely or the pop-up
menu allows a ‘Fixed Aspect Ratio’ to be used. It is also possible to restore the picture to
its original size by using the Reset option.
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Figure 28. Example Picture on Model Tab

7.1.15 Adding Free Text and Linkages

Note that, in addition to pictures, free text can be added from the tool palette or
the pop-up menu that appears when right-clicking anywhere in the Model tab. These
options bring up an 'Input Text' dialog, where multi-line free text can be introduced (see
Figure 29).

Figure 29. Free Text Edit Dialog

Once free text has been added, it can be linked via a line on the Model tab to a particular
component (compartment, transfer etc.) by using the 'Annotate' tool from the tool palette.
Dragging from the text to the item creates the link.
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7.2 Submodels

Submodels allow complex models to be arranged in a hierarchical structure by grouping
convenient sets of components to aid presentation.

A submodel is simply a group of compartments, plus transfers and/or sources, that form a
convenient unit. Submodels can be nested in a hierarchical manner – so a submodel can
contain other submodels.

Transfers do not belong to submodels directly. Although, if both ends of a transfer are in
the same submodel then that transfer will only be visible in that submodel tab. Transfers
between compartments in different submodels will be visible in several submodels, as
described in more detail in Section 7.2.5.

7.2.1 Creating Submodels

To create a new submodel, the submodel tool should be selected from the tool palette on
the model window. An empty submodel can be created by clicking or dragging out an
empty rectangle with the tool. If existing compartments and sources are to be included in
the new submodel, then the rectangle should encompass those items when it is dragged
out.

Right-clicking on a submodel allows the name and description to be defined, while
double-clicking on a submodel opens up that submodel in a new Submodel tab on the
main panel. Both lead to the Submodels tab being opened in the left panel, with that
particular submodel highlighted.

Where transfers or sources enter or leave submodels, it is indicated by a small arrow
entering or leaving the transfer or source from outside the submodel. These arrows show
entry or exit from above, because the parent submodel is conceptually at a higher level.
For clarity, it is recommended that such transfers be placed above the items that they
connect to within a submodel.

7.2.2 Submodel Tabs

Each submodel has its own tab, which looks exactly like the top-level Model tab. When
a new submodel is made, its tab is opened. Otherwise, submodel tabs can be accessed in
a number of ways. The simplest is browse down through the submodel hierarchy from
the Model tab. Alternatively, the Panels menu has a Submodels submenu that allows direct
access to each submodel. The Panels | Submodels menu also includes a Show Tree... option
that displays the Submodel Navigator on the left panel, which is described in the following
section.

To go back to the top level Model tab, simply click on the Model tab at the bottom of the
main panel.

Several submodel tabs can be open at one time. Selecting an already open tab brings it
to the front. It is also possible to display the open sub-models simultaneously, including
with the main model (see Figure 30).
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Figure 30. Multiple Submodels Displayed Simultaneously on the Main
Panel

7.2.3 Submodel Navigator

If submodels are present in an opened case, the left panel will contain a Submodel tab,
see Figure 31. This can be reinstated via the Panels | Submodels | Show Tree... menu item.

Figure 31. The Submodel Tab
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The Submodel Navigator shows a hierarchical tree listing all of the submodels in the
system and allows the user to switch quickly between the main Model tab and the
submodels.

Double-clicking on a submodel name in the left panel opens a new tab in the main panel
that displays the selected submodel. As described in Section 7.2.4, it is possible to display
multiple submodels by dragging main tabs associated with the submodels to the right,
left, top or bottom of the main panel.

7.2.4 Laying Out Submodels

Submodel boxes can be resized on the Model and Submodel tabs of the main panel by
selecting them and using the grab boxes that appear in each corner. Because of this, the
relative size function applies only to the font on a submodel box.

After a submodel is created, the layout can be improved with the help of the right-click
pop-up menu. All transfers into and out of a submodel can be split (select Split All) or
joined (select Join All). Note that these options are also available for compartments.

Colour-coding the submodel boxes (and perhaps the background of the submodel tab)
is recommended.

When a new submodel is created with initial contents, the position of the items within the
submodel and their style are taken from their previous positions. For any split transfers
that become relevant for a submodel, the label moves with the submodel or compartment.
For connected transfers, the label is not moved.

Note that if systems with large numbers of compartments are being modelled, the
rendering of Model and Submodel tabs can be relatively slow. This is because of the
checking needed to determine which transfers are to be shown.

7.2.5 Editing Submodels

New items can be added into submodels just like adding them to the Model tab. Items
can be deleted from submodels in the same way.

Adding a transfer between compartments in different submodels must be done in the
common parent tab. Add the transfer from one submodel to the other in the same way
as when a transfer between two compartments is added, and select the appropriate
compartments from the 'Select Donor and Receptor' list that is presented. Adding a
transfer from a compartment in the main Model tab to a compartment in a submodel
is done by dragging the transfer arrow from the compartment to the submodel item in
which the receptor-compartment is located. Again, the receptor compartment must be
chosen from the list presented (see Figure 32).
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Figure 32. SelectCompartment(s) Dialog

This also works for sources. Of course, the position of the transfers in the submodels will
need to be changed manually after the transfer or source is added. Note that transfers
within submodels can be added by creating a transfer to and from the same submodel
in the parent tab, but this is not recommended.

Editing and deleting transfers and sources can be done from any submodel in which they
appear.

Where a transfer is between compartments that are not in the same submodel, the transfer
will be visible in the submodels that contain the donor and receptor compartments and
in submodels containing these submodels, up to a common parent. Transfers from the
donor are indicated by an out-pointing arrow, and by the name having a '…' suffix.
Transfers to the receptor have an incoming arrow and a '…' prefix. The switch between
the two styles occurs at the common parent.

7.2.6 Submodel Deletion

Submodels can be deleted in the same way as any other item, except that the user is also
asked whether the submodel contents should be deleted or kept. If any external sources
feed into the submodel, they will be automatically deleted with the submodel.

Deleting the contents deletes all compartments and nested submodels within the deleted
submodel. Keeping the contents removes the submodel box and moves its contents into
the parent level.

The new layout is adjusted so that these are visible and sensibly placed.
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8 Spatial Capabilities
Classic compartment models are illustrated using boxes within a 2D layout with arrows
and transfers in-between. This approach is used within the Model and Submodel tabs
in AMBER (see Section 7). It provides the greatest flexibility to use compartments to
represent space-filling or more irregular/abstract concepts and is the approach used by
AMBER as the basis for contaminant transport calculations.

It is often the case that compartments within AMBER models represent regular, physical,
space filling regions within a modelled domain. In such systems, the spatial properties of
the compartments (volumes, interface areas, transfer distances) are important parameter
inputs to calculating transfer rates. The Spatial panel allows compartments to be defined
and explored within a 3D framework.

The spatial capabilities in AMBER represent a completely new concept and one that
Quintessa will be developing further over the coming years. We are particularly
interested in receiving feedback on the spatial capabilities as well as ideas and
suggestions (see Section 14.7). Key features of the spatial modelling approach in AMBER
are highlighted below.

One or more spatial models can be included within an AMBER case. Typically
AMBER cases will have a single spatial model, while this approach provides users
with the flexibility to have different spatial regions within the same model.

Each spatial model allows the user to flexibly define the co-ordinates and
dimensions of spatial “cells”.

The co-ordinates of the ‘points’ that define the spatial cells allow AMBER to calculate
the relative position of compartments and associated properties (e.g. interface areas,
transfer distances).

Cells are linked by name to compartments within the 2D model/submodels,
allowing the associated properties to be available as parameters within the
contaminant transport calculations.

The top and bottom surfaces of the spatial cells are planar and the sides are
constrained to be vertical.

Spatial models are all defined in units of metres, m.

The Spatial panel in AMBER is split into the spatial view and a right-hand panel (see
Figure 33). Depending on the mode, the following tools become available on the tool
palette to manipulate the spatial view.

Add/move points or create groups of points (in X-Y Point Selection mode).

Zoom in (note that it is possible to zoom to a point inside the model)

Zoom out.

Pan.

Rotate (in Z Point Selection and 3D View modes).

Track the value of a given parameter in a cell over time (in 3D View mode).
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Figure 33. Screenshot of the 3D View and Right-hand Panel

Users can reset the view to the original planar angle by right-clicking on the view area
and selecting ‘Reset View’ from the resulting menu choice. The same right-click menu
also allows users to set the point of rotation (‘Set Rotation Point’) in the Z Point Selection
and Shape Preview modes.

The approach used to defining spatial models in AMBER can be separated into the
following stages.

Define a new spatial model, including the bounding dimensions, with an associated
image/map, as appropriate.

Within the X-Y Point Selection mode, define the x,y co-ordinates of points on the 2D
plane and group them together to define the boundaries to the spatial cells.

Within the Z Point Selection mode, define the top and bottom z co-ordinates for any
three points associated with each cell.

Within the 3D View mode, explore the resulting 3D spatial model.

Within the 3D View mode, render parameters that are indexed over spatial
compartments, with flexibility over how the parameters are displayed.

8.1 Creating a Spatial Model

To create a new spatial model, open the Spatial tab via the 'Spatial' button on the toolbar
or via Panels | Spatial View and click on the ‘New’ button at the top of the right panel. This
brings up the ‘Add New Spatial Model’ dialog. Enter the name and dimensions of the
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spatial model together with a grid spacing, if required (see Figure 34). The dimensions,
name etc. of an existing model can be edited using the ‘Edit’ button.

Figure 34. Adding a New Spatial Model

When considering the spatial attributes of the system components in a post-closure
safety assessment, it is not uncommon for the lateral extents to be on the scale of 1-100s
of metres, but with depths of the order or metres or less. For this reason, AMBER
includes the capability for the user to specify a scale factor for each axis individually.
Modifying the scaling values will change how the dimensions of the model are displayed
proportionally to each other, and is discussed further in Section 8.8.

Users can include a planar background image within a spatial model. This is achieved
by clicking on ‘Set Image’, which expands the ‘Background’ section of the ‘Add New
Spatial Model’ dialog. Enter the file path to the image (bmp, jpg, jpeg, tiff and png files
are supported). Define the x and y co-ordinates of the origin of the image, together with
its ‘Width’ (x extent) and ‘Height’ (y extent), see Figure 35. The dialog is also available
via the ‘Edit’ button, should the image need to be changed or the coordinates modified.
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Figure 35. Adding a New Spatial Model

It is important to note that, if a background image is included in a spatial model, the
associated image file should accompany the AMBER case file, otherwise the background
image cannot be loaded with the model (i.e. the path to the image is included within the
AMBER case file, but not the image itself).

Should multiple spatial models be included within an AMBER case, they can be selected
from the ‘Model:’ drop-down choice at the top of the right panel. If only one spatial model
is included within an AMBER case, then that spatial model is automatically loaded in the
spatial view. The ‘Delete’ button can be used to remove unwanted spatial models.

8.2 Defining the X-Y Points

Once a new spatial model has been defined (see Section 8.1), the X-Y Point Selection
mode is automatically selected in the right panel. The purpose of the X-Y Point Selection
mode is to define the x-y coordinates for the vertical edges of the spatial cells. The x-y co-
ordinates are added via a 2D planar view of the spatial model, which can be considered
as a top-down view. Each point that is defined can provide a corner for a spatial cell.

X-Y points can be added in the X-Y Point Selection mode in one of two ways, which are
described below.

Clicking on the 'Select Mode' tool on the tool palette, using the cursor and clicking
anywhere within the boundary of the spatial model. The x-y co-ordinates of the
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cursor can be viewed by clicking the ‘Show Mouse Coordinates’ button in the right
panel (see Figure 31).

Clicking on the ‘Add’ button under the 'Points' section of the right panel. This adds a
point with the minimum x and y co-ordinates allowed in the model. The co-ordinates
can then be edited directly in the ‘Points’ table.

The position of x-y points can be edited by either:

clicking on the 'Select Mode' tool on the tool palette and clicking-on and dragging a
point (points are highlighted green when the cursor is placed over them), or

by editing the x or y grid co-ordinates directly within the ‘Points’ table in the right
panel.

X-Y points can be deleted by selecting the row corresponding to the point (click the row
label to select the row) or any entry within the row and clicking the ‘Delete’ button within
the 'Points' section of the right panel.

8.3 Grouping Points

Once x-y points are present within a spatial model (see Section 8.2), the next step is to
group points together to form 2D outlines of what will become the 3D cells. Cells must
consist of at least three x-y points.

To create a grouping of x-y points, click the ‘New’ button under the ‘Cells’ section of the
right panel to enter a group creation ‘mode’, during which time no further points can be
added (exit the mode by clicking the ‘Cancel’ button). To define the boundary of a cell/
stack of cells, either:

click sequentially on each point around the edge of the cell, returning to clicking on
the first point once the shape is completed; or

click and hold the mouse over the first point on the boundary of a cell then drag
the mouse around the points at the edge of the cell, returning to the first point on
completion.

As the group of points is being defined, a dotted line will link those points that have been
included (see Figure 36). Once defined, the group of points is highlighted in green on the
spatial view and a pop-up dialogue allows the user to enter a name for the associated
cell. If a 2D model has been defined in the case file, then a drop-down choice is available
to adopt the name of a 2D compartment as the cell name (see Section 8.7). The next step
will be to define the z co-ordinates for each of the x-y points associated with each cell
(see Section 8.5).
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Figure 36. Showing a Group of X-Y Points being Defined

Cell names can be changed by double-clicking on the name within the Cells section of
the right panel.

Cells can be highlighted on the spatial view by selecting their names in the Cells list.
Alternatively, all of the cells can be highlighted by checking the ‘Show All Cells’ option
(see Figure 37).
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Figure 37. Showing Cells being Highlighted

8.4 Editing Points and Cells

The group of x-y points within an existing cell can be edited once the cell has been
defined. The co-ordinates of the x-y points can be changed as described in Section 8.2.

Points can be added to a cell in the following way.

If the new point does not already exist, add the point as described in Section 8.2.

Right-click on the cell to which the point is to be added in the Cells table on the right
panel, then click ‘Edit’ from the pop-up menu.

Move the cursor over an existing point within the cell adjacent to where you would
like to insert the new point (it should be highlighted in green), then clicking on that
point.

In the same way, highlight and click on the new point to be included in the cell and
finally highlight and click on the next point within the existing cell.

The cell boundary will be updated and you can click on ‘Done’ when you are
finished.

Points can be deleted from a cell in the following way.

Click on the number of the point to be deleted in the Points table of the right-hand
side panel.
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Click on ‘Delete’.

If the point belongs to one or more cells, then a ‘Delete Point’ dialog will appear
where you can select which cells the points should be removed from via check boxes
(see Figure 38).

If removing a point from a cell means that it is no longer included in any cells, then
a pop-up will ask if you wish to completely delete the point from the model.

Figure 38. Delete Point Dialog

8.5 Assigning Depths/Z Co-ordinates

Once cells have been created, the z co-ordinates that will become corners for spatial
cells need to be defined for each of the x-y points. This is done by choosing the Z Point
Selection mode (see Figure 39). The top and bottom surface of the cells must be planar,
therefore users can specify the z co-ordinates of only three points on any surface – the z
co-ordinates of the remaining points are calculated by AMBER to ensure that the surface
is planar.

Figure 39. Choosing the Z Point Selection Mode

To create a spatial object, the minimum and maximum z coordinates for three edges of
the cell must be specified. Under the ‘Cells’ list, click on the cell that you wish to edit,
then type three sets of minimum and maximum z co-ordinates directly into the ‘Z Min’
and ‘Z Max’ columns in the table on the right panel (see Figure 40). Note that you must
click away from the input field for a new value to be registered. Furthermore, you must
define 'Z Max' and 'Z Min' such that 'Z Max' > 'Z Min', i.e. each face in the x-z and y-z
planes must have four sides.
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Figure 40. Entering Z Co-ordinates

X-Y points and cells are shown on the spatial view as black points and black wire frames
at a z ‘depth’ of 0 m (or closest to it if the z range does not pass through the zero plane).
As the z co-ordinates are entered for each x-y point, corresponding red x-y-z points will
appear on the wireframe of the spatial panel (rotate the view from the initial planar angle
using the mouse, choosing an appropriate rotation point if required, to see this). Once
three points are defined on each surface, AMBER calculates the z co-ordinates of any
other points on the same surface to maintain a planar surface – these are shown on the
spatial panel and the surface is given a blue wire frame. Once a spatial cell is fully defined,
it is highlighted with a green wire frame when it is selected in the ‘Cells’ list.

Z-points can be deleted by clicking on the value in the ‘Z Min’ or ‘Z Max’ table, right-
clicking and choosing the Delete option from the resulting menu.

A Z-point already defined for one cell can be “shared” with another cell that shares the
same X-Y edge by right-clicking a Z Min/Z Max entry and selecting the existing point
from the Existing Points sub-menu (see Figure 41). The points that are available under
the Existing Points menu are the z-coordinates that are available for that particular X-Y
edge. It is not possible to define two separate Z-points with the same z value on the same
X-Y edge.

Figure 41. Sharing a Z-point

A cell may have an X-Y point that resides at or within the boundary of a group used to
define another cell. In such a case, the z co-ordinates of the point (or points) that lay on
or within the boundary of the other cell can be “inherited” from that cell. In this way,
the bottom x-y-z point (Z Min) can be “attached” to the top face of a cell below and/or
the top x-y-z point (Z Max) can be attached to the bottom face of a cell above. This is
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done by right-clicking the associated Z Min or Z Max entry and selecting a cell and min/
max condition from the Inherit Cell sub-menu. The sub-menu provides the cell(s) within
which the point sits and the choice of whether the point should be attached to the Z Min
or Z Max of that/those cell(s) (see Figure 42). The inherited point counts as one of the
three z co-ordinates that can be defined on each surface of a cell.

Figure 42. Inheriting a Z-point

8.6 Splitting Cells

A single cell can be split into a stack of cells by using the ‘Split Cell’ feature in the Z
Point Selection mode. Select the cell within the ‘Cells’ table, click the ‘Split Cell’ button
and specify how many cells you would like in the stack (see Figure 43). This creates a
stack of cells with the original cell name appended with a number and being numbered
sequentially from the bottom cell upwards. The cells that are created are linked by
default so that the bottom x-y-z points of a cell are shared with the top x-y-z points of the
cell below it in the stack. The z dimensions of the original cell are split evenly between
the new cells, though the z co-ordinates can then be edited for each cell in the x-y-z table,
as described above.

Figure 43. Split Cell Dialog
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8.7 Linking 2D Compartment and 3D Spatial Models

If cells within the spatial model adopt the same name as compartments within the 2D
model, then the spatial properties associated with that cell become available as properties
for that compartment and associated transfers via the Spatial Parameters listed in Table 4.
Notes on each of these parameters are included below.

When a cell is “linked” with a compartment in the 2D model via a common name, a chain-
link symbol appears next to it in the ‘Cells’ tables on the right panel. Compartments that
are linked to spatial cells are shown on the 2D Model and Submodel tabs as quasi-3D
boxes (see Figure 44).

Figure 44. Appearance of Compartments that are Linked to Spatial Cells

Note the feedback on the list of parameters that are shared between the 3D and 2D models
is very welcome, in particular, suggestions for additional parameters (see Section 14.7).

Table 4. Spatial Parameters Available in the 2D Model

Parameter Name Multiplicity Units Description
SpatialTopArea Compartments m2 The area of the top of a spatial cell
SpatialTransferArea Transfers m2 The overlapping interface area between

two associated spatial cells
SpatialTransferDistance Transfers m Transfer distance, defined as the

combined distance from adjacent
compartment centroids to their adjoining
interface

SpatialVolume Compartments m3 Volume of the cell

The SpatialTopArea provides the area of the top surface of a spatial compartment. It
provides the actual surface area, rather than an area projected onto a horizontal plane.
The parameter may, for example, be useful in calculating human occupancies and/or
agricultural productivity.

The SpatialTransferArea is a parameter that reports the interface area between two
adjacent spatial cells. An interface area may occur on any face of a spatial cell, may only
occur on part of a face, or may even span multiple faces.

If two cells share multiple faces, then the transfer area is the sum of all of the
interfacing areas.

If the shared area does not cover the entire face of one or both cells, the transfer area
is just that which is shared between the two cells.
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The SpatialTransferDistance parameter for a transfer between two compartments
A and B is determined by calculating the distance from the centroid of compartment
A to the centroid of the interface area and then projecting it along the normal to
the interface. This process is then repeated for compartment B and the two projected
distances are added together to obtain the full SpatialTransferDistance value. The
SpatialVolume parameter is simply calculated as the volume of the cell in m3.

Note: Spatial models created with overlapping volumes are not well defined in terms of
the AMBER spatial parameters. Users should avoid creating spatial models in such a way.

Consider, for example, a cuboid waste package encapsulated in a larger cuboid of
engineered barrier. To ensure that the spatial parameters are properly defined in a 3D
representation of the system, a valid discretisation of the system would be to consider
the engineered barrier as six separate compartments (4 side walls, top and bottom), as
is shown in Figure 45 (note that one of the sides has been hidden in the 3D view to see
the waste package more clearly).

Figure 45. Encapsulated waste package in AMBER: spatial transfer
parameters will be well-defined for this geometry setup. [Note that one
of the sides has been hidden in the 3D view to see the waste package more
clearly.]

At present AMBER does *not* prevent users from creating overlapping volumes, nor
does it warn users if they have created overlapping volumes. This is something to be
addressed in a future release.

Spatial models use an absolute tolerance to determine adjacent spatial compartments
when calculating values for the spatial parameters. Values are considered equal if their
difference is below this threshold. The default absolute tolerance is 1E-10 which is
suitable for distinguishing 10 [nm] coordinate differences up to a scale of 50 [km] - note
that this tolerance is used for area calculations too. The default tolerance value can be
overridden for a particular spatial model by modifying the CALC_TOLERANCE entry in the
case file.

8.8 3D View

Once cells have been defined with top and bottom surfaces, they can be viewed as 3D
entities in the ‘3D View’ mode. Check boxes under the ‘Cells’ list allow the associated
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cells to be shown or hidden. When shown, clicking on a cell within the list highlights that
particular cell in yellow (see Figure 46).

Figure 46. 3D ViewMode with a Specific Cell Highlighted

It is possible to render parameters, both input and results, onto the 3D View mode
(see Figure 47). Those parameters may be indexed over something else in addition
to compartments. While rendering results, the model cells become opaque instead of
transparent. More information about the rendering of results in the 3D View mode are
given in Section 8.3.3 of the User Guide.

Figure 47. Rendering parameters in 3D View
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When considering the spatial attributes of the system components in a post-closure safety
assessment, it is not uncommon for the lateral extents to be on the scale of 1-100s of
metres, but with depths of the order or metres or less. In AMBER, the user is able to
specify a scale factor for each axis individually. The axes scaling is accessed by clicking on
the Edit button in the right-hand side Spatial Model panel. Modifying the scaling values
will change how the dimensions of the model are displayed proportionally to each other.
The axis scale values are saved to the case file so that they are remembered.

The default value is 1 (no scaling). The axis scaling then works by calculating the largest
dimension, taking into consideration the scaling factors, then stretching that resultant
largest dimension of the scaled spatial model over the full width of the 1 x 1 x 1 world
coordinate cube, and then shrinking the remaining scaled dimensions proportionally.
This is demonstrated below with consideration of two simple spatial models and one
more realistic spatial model.

Example 1 - scaling a cubic spatial model: Consider a spatial model with equal initial
spatial dimensions (100m x 100m x 100m). If scaling factors of x:3, y:5, z:2 were used,
the following would occur (see Figure 48):

The longest dimension is y, so the spatial model will take up the full range of the y
axis (the whole length in the y direction of the 1x1x1 cube).

The x axis will take up 3/5ths of the x direction on the 1x1x1 cube

The z axis will take up 2/5ths of the x direction on the 1x1x1 cube

Figure 48. Example 1: (a) before and (b) after axes exaggeration. The two
figures are based on the same camera angle and zoom. The y-axes length
therefore does not change between the two parts of the figure.

Example 2 - scaling a cuboid spatial model: Consider a spatial model with initial spatial
dimensions of x=200m, y=100m and z=100m). If scaling factors of x:1, y:2, z:1 were
used, the following would occur (see Figure 49):

The x axis is initially twice as long as the other dimensions, so, when stretched by
a factor of 1/2, will appear the same length as the y axis, which is being scaled up
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to twice its original length. Both of these dimensions will take up the full length on
the 1x1x1 cube.

The z dimension is also being stretched by a factor of 1/2, and since it is initially
the same length as the y dimension, it will end up taking 1/2 the z direction on the
1x1x1 cube.

Figure 49. Example 2: (a) before and (b) after axes exaggeration. The two
figures are based on the same camera angle and zoom.

Detailed worked example: The following example is inspired by a series of former mine
workings into a hill, and the connectivity of those workings with a river that flows down
the hill in the vicinity of the former mine. Figure 50 shows a highly simplified version
of the system, comprising three interlocking tunnels adjacent to a river system. This
simplified view of the system does not include detail of the engineering of the walls
and floors of the tunnels, such as a 50 mm thick layer of concrete. The overall spatial
dimensions of the system are x=2500m, y=60m and z=4.3m.

Without using the axes exaggerating capabilities in AMBER, the spatial model would
render as shown in Figure 51. However, by setting the axes scalings to X: 1, Y: 10, Z:100,
the system can then be much more readily viewed (see Figure 52).
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Figure 50. Schematic of example system with differing spatial scales
(not to scale)

Figure 51. 3D View of system in AMBER without axes exaggeration
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Figure 52. 3D View of system in AMBER with axes exaggeration - X: 1,
Y: 10, Z:100
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9 Parameters and Expressions
The Parameters tab (see Figure 53) is shown on the left panel of the screen when Panels
| Parameters is selected from the menu bar or the Parameters button is selected on the
toolbar. It is the tab in which parameters are created, explored, modified and deleted, and
a variety of parameter information can easily be obtained.

Figure 53. The Parameters Tab

Parameters are listed in the Parameters tab in alphabetical order. AMBER models include
different types of parameters. The list that is displayed on the Parameters tab can
be filtered by clicking on the ‘Filters’ button and selecting options on the associated
subpanel. The Filters subpanel is closed by clicking on the ‘Filters’ button again, or by
clicking away from the subpanel.

The example case files that are included with AMBER include some parameters that
are locked. These parameters can be viewed on the Parameters tab by ensuring that the
‘Show Locked Parameters’ option is checked on the Filters list. See Section 9.7 for more
information on locking parameters.

By default, the Parameters tab lists all of the parameters that start with upper case letters
before those starting with lower case letters. The case of the first letter can be ignored
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in the list by checking the ‘Ignore case’ option on the Filters. The list of parameters can
also be filtered by typing all or part parameter names in the ‘Search’ field at the top of
the Parameters tab.

The other check boxes on the Filters subpanel determine the type of parameters
displayed. For example, to view only observer parameters, the check boxes for all other
parameter types should be deselected using a single click of the mouse. This leaves only
unlocked observer parameters displayed on the list.

The lower part of the Parameters tab shows a summary of the selected parameter -
including the parameter type, the units, multiplicity, self-referability, dependency on time
and the user description. The area of the Parameters tab that displays this information
can be resized vertically to make viewing parameters and their details easier.

A standard parameter may reference standard, sampled, imported or lookup time-
dependent parameters and may have multiplicity (see Section 9.12 for more on
multiplicity). If a standard parameter has multiplicity, it can also be self-referable in one
dimension (see Section 9.13 for more on self-referable parameters).

A lookup time-dependent parameter can change its value over time in a stepwise constant
or linearly interpolated fashion. It does not have multiplicity.

A sampled parameter is used in a probabilistic calculation and has a different value for each
sample in a calculation. This value is determined by a random number generator using
the user-specified characteristics of the sampled parameter. It does not have multiplicity.

An observer parameter may reference any other parameter type and may have multiplicity.
Observers can also be self-referable in one dimension.

Derived parameters are a special type of parameter that process the time-dependent value
of another parameter and calculate a result (e.g. the maximum value).

Imported parameters are parameters that are read-in from external data files.

9.1 Adding a Parameter

A new parameter can be created by clicking the Add button on the Parameters tab. A
dialog will appear prompting the user to select a parameter type (see Figure 54). Click
the radio button appropriate to the type of parameter you want to create and then click
the OK button.
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Figure 54. The Parameter Type Dialog

9.1.1 Standard Parameters

When a ‘standard’ parameter is created a dialog will appear (see Figure 55) asking for
the multiplicity of the parameter (see Section 9.12 on Multiplicity), as well as any self-
referable dimensions (see Section 9.13).

Figure 55. The Set Multiplicity Dialog

Users may specify multiplicity of parameters over internally defined NameSets
(Contaminants, Compartments, Decays, Transfers, Sources and Submodels) or they may
construct their own NameSets, as described in Section 9.10. When specifying multiplicity
for parameters, the user can choose from all available NameSets, both the internal and
user-defined ones. The only restriction is that a parameter indexed over two NameSets
must be indexed over two different NameSets.

The allowed multiplicities are therefore:

none (scalar);

Contaminants;
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Compartments;

Decays;

Transfers;

Sources;

Submodels;

user-defined NameSets; or

combinations of any two of these.

Select the desired multiplicity and click on the OK button (note that the multiplicity of a
parameter can subsequently be changed, see Section 9.1.12). A New Parameter tab will
now appear in the Main panel in which you can set the name, units, description and
value(s) for the parameter. The Expression Editor (see Section 9.2.1) can be used to assist
in defining and checking expressions. The form of the New Parameter tab will depend
on the multiplicity, as illustrated in Figure 56, Figure 57, and Figure 58.

Figure 56. New Parameter Tab: No Multiplicity
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Figure 57. New Parameter Tab: Contaminant Multiplicity

Figure 58. New Parameter Tab: Contaminant and Compartment
Multiplicity

For parameters with a multiplicity over 1 or 2 NameSets, default fields are provided.
These can be used for efficiency and to save typing the same expression many times.
The defaults can be overridden, as desired, by simply selecting the appropriate cell and
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entering the desired value or expression. Users can navigate around entries within a
parameter table by using the mouse to click on entries, by using the <Up> and <Down>
arrow keys, or by using <Ctrl + Left> or <Ctrl + Right> arrows. Users can also assign
comments to individual items within parameters with multiplicity over 1 or 2 NameSets
(see Section 9.1.14).

Click on OK to complete the definition of the new parameter and close the parameter tab,
Apply to add the parameter and keep the parameter tab open, or Cancel to discard it.

9.1.2 Paste from Spreadsheet

For parameters with multiplicity over one or two NameSets, an option is provided for
pasting inputs copied to the clipboard from spreadsheet applications, such as Microsoft
Excel®. The option is available via the 'Paste Table ...' button on Parameter tabs on the
main panel (see Figure 57 and Figure 58). Click on the cell within the parameter table
where the pasted data should start, then click on 'Paste Table'.

9.1.3 Lookup Time-Dependent Parameters

AMBER includes an automated way for you to create time-dependent parameters with
values that change or are specified at specified switch times. In any specified time period
(between two switch times), parameter values may be specified as fixed numeric values
(or algebraic expressions) or interpolated between specified values. Note that time-
dependency can also be created in AMBER models using lookup functions in expressions
(see Section 9.3), however, in such circumstances, users must be careful to declare
discontinuities as switch times.

When a lookup time-dependent parameter is created the form of the New Parameter tab
appropriate to a time-dependent parameter will appear (see Figure 59).
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Figure 59. The New Parameter Tab: Time-Dependent Parameter

When a time-dependent parameter is first created it has value 0 for all times. If you wish
to add a switch time (a time at which a parameter value is specified) click on the ‘Add
time...’ button.

The ‘Add switch time’ dialog will appear (see Figure 60). In the time field, enter the
time at which you wish the value of the parameter to be specified. Please note that only
numerical values may entered; an algebraic expression or a reference to another parameter
may not be used to specify the switch time. Repeat this process until you have added
all the required switch times. To set the time-dependent parameter value, click on the
value field to the right of the appropriate time and enter a constant or an expression in
the ‘Parameter Expression/Value’ field.

Figure 60. Add Switch Time Dialog

You can delete a switch time by clicking on the appropriate value field and then clicking
on the ‘Delete time’ button.
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9.1.4 Cyclic Time-Dependent Parameters

In some circumstances, it is desirable to have a parameter which is piecewise-constant in
time and goes through repeating cycles. Such cyclic time-dependent parameters could, for
example, be used to represent dependence on day/night or on season.

To create a cyclic parameter, proceed to the New Parameter tab for a time-dependent
parameter (see Figure 59) and specify Switch Times in the usual way. Notice that the tab
has a check box marked ‘repeat after largest time’. For cyclic parameters, this option
should be checked.

For example, Figure 59 shows the parameter tab for Erosion, a parameter modelling the
change in erosion rate caused by a flood every 1000 years. Erosion takes two values - one
for the first 999 years, and another for year 999-1000. If the ‘repeat after largest time’ box
had been checked, the same values would then be used for Erosion for each 1000 year
cycle.

9.1.5 Piecewise Time-Dependent Parameters

Time-dependent parameters (which are specified in a piece-wise fashion) can be linearly
interpolated. The Parameter tab for time-dependent parameters has a check box for this,
labelled 'Linear Interpolation'. Linear interpolation cannot be combined with the cyclic
(repeat after largest time) option.

To specify a piece-wise linear function, a sequence of times and expressions for each time
must be given. Where the expressions are not themselves time-dependent, a function of
the type shown in Figure 61 will be obtained. If the expressions themselves are functions
of time, then the interpolation will be applied at each intermediate point, and will
therefore gradually move from one form to the other.

Figure 61. A Piecewise Linear Function of Time

In combination with the Specified Amount option (see Section 7.1.4), this option can be
used to set a compartment amount as a general function of time (where an algebraic
formula is not available). Note that the solvers will treat each time-point as a discontinuity
and so specifying a very large number of these is not recommended.

9.1.6 Switch Time Parameters

Where it is known that there are discontinuities (sudden changes) in parameters at
particular times, these times should be explicitly communicated to the solvers. Otherwise
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the solvers may behave poorly, or even give incorrect results (e.g. missing a sharp spike
in a source term or transfer rate).

One way of introducing discontinuities is to use the lookup time-dependent parameter type
described in Section 9.1.3. If discontinuities are introduced via lookup time-dependent
parameters, AMBER is already aware that the times represent potential discontinuities
and they do not need to be ‘declared’ as switch times.

Functions such as topHat, stepUp and stepDown can be used to define discontinuities
where the time that the discontinuity occurs is not constant. These functions are defined
in Table 8. Note that the use of topHat, stepUp or stepDown functions of time implies
the use of the time-step solver, but if the functions imply a piecewise constant set of
parameters the Laplace solver can still be used, see Section 11.5.1.

For the topHat function, both the times for switching on and off the discontinuity should
be set through parameters that are registered as switch time parameters.

For the stepUp and stepDown functions, only the switching on has to be set using switch
time parameters.

Any parameter with a value in time units can be used as a switch time parameter.
This includes sampled parameters so that random events can be modelled. For instance,
consider a transfer that switches on at a random time tJump. The transfer rate could be
defined as:

stepUp (t, tJump) * FinalRate

where tJump is a sampled parameter. Then tJump should be declared as a switch time
parameter.

Switch time parameters should have units of time.

To declare that a parameter is a switch time parameter, select Panels | Switch Time Params
from the menu bar or the ‘Switch Time Parameters’ icon from the toolbar. The Switch
Times tab will appear on the left panel, containing a list of the switch time parameters
currently set. Parameters can be added to this list by clicking on the 'Add' button then
selecting a parameter from the list that is then displayed in the ‘Add Switch Time
Parameter’ dialog (see Figure 62). Only parameters with units of time will be displayed
and if all such parameters have already been assigned to be switch time parameters,
AMBER will report an error.

Figure 62. Add Switch Parameter Dialog
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Time-dependent import parameters can also introduce discontinuities to a model.
Therefore, time-dependent import parameters are included on the list in the 'Add Switch
Time Parameter' dialog, even though they may not have units of time. When added, each
time point defined within the import parameter is treated as a potential discontinuity by
the AMBER solvers.

A parameter can be removed from the list of switch time parameters by selecting it and
clicking 'Delete' (note that this does not remove the parameter, it simply prevents its
values being treated as discontinuities by the solvers).

9.1.7 Sampled Parameters

When a sampled parameter is added, the New Parameter tab for sampled parameters will
appear (see Figure 63).

The name, units and description fields can be set in the same way as for other parameter
types and the probability distribution type is selected from the 'PDF' (probability
distribution function) drop-down list. To set the distribution characteristics, click on
the 'PDF Characteristics...' button. This will bring up the ‘PDF Characteristics’ dialog.
The fields in this dialog will vary depending on the type of distribution selected (see
Figure 64, for example).

Figure 63. New Parameter Tab: Sampled Parameter
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Figure 64. The PDF Characteristics Dialog (Uniform Distribution)

To enable every case file to be used for both probabilistic and deterministic models, every
sampled parameter has an associated “best estimate” value.

By default, the best estimate value is calculated from the PDF characteristics. The choice
of value depends on the type of PDF, see Table 5.

If the default is not suitable, a value can be specified explicitly. The bottom right part of
the New Parameter dialog for sampled parameters contains two radio buttons that allow
the user to explicitly define the best estimate of a sampled parameter (see Figure 63) or
specify whether it should be calculated from the distribution.

Table 5. The PDFs available for Use in AMBER

PDF Type Definition of default best estimate
Uniform Mean (which is equal to the median)
Log Uniform Median
Gaussian Mean (which is equal to the median)
Log Gaussian Median
Truncated Gaussian Mean of the untruncated distribution
Log Truncated Gaussian Median of the untruncated distribution
Triangular Peak
Log Triangular Peak
Beta Mean
Log Beta Median
General CDF Median

See Section 10 for more information on sampled parameters and Section 11.5.3 for how
to undertake probabilistic calculations.

9.1.8 Observer Parameters

An observer parameter is similar to a standard parameter except that it can be defined in
terms of other observer parameters and it can reference the internal result parameters
Amount, Availability, and TransferFlux.

An observer parameter is allowed to have the same range of multiplicities as a
standard parameter, and it can also have the same self-referable properties as a standard
parameter.
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Observer parameters will generally be used for post-processing, for example, to calculate
concentrations, doses, risks or combinations of fluxes.

It should be noted that AMBER can produce small negative results for observers in some
situations. These arise because of the numerical nature of the time-stepping algorithm.
In particular, when the amount of a contaminant in a compartment falls away to zero,
there may be an "overshoot" to small negative amounts. Any observers that depend
on amounts will pick up the same behaviour. Generally, these small results can just be
considered to be zero. It is possible to use the "max" function to produce an observer that
resets any negative values to zero, e.g. max(Amount,0 [mol]).

9.1.9 Derived Parameter

Derived parameters provide a mechanism to create an output from the time-history of
another parameter.

Four types of derived parameter can be created, and are selected by choosing the
underpinning parameter from a list of all parameters and selecting the type of derived
parameter from the four available options using a radio button. The four types of derived
parameter are:

At Given Time: This derived parameter is equal to the value of a time-dependent
parameter at a time given by another parameter (which might also be a SnapShot
parameter, see Section 11.2.5).

Maximum: This derived parameter is equal to the maximum value of a time-dependent
parameter over the specified result times (including SnapShot times).

Time of Maximum: This derived parameter gives the time at which the maximum
value of the selected time-dependent parameter occurs.

Integral: This derived parameter gives the time-integrated value of a parameter.

In each case, the resultant parameter has the same multiplicity as the processed
parameter but is not time-dependent, except for the Integral option (see Section 9.12
on Multiplicity). The processed time-dependent parameter can be an input parameter, a
result (e.g. Amount) or an observer.

The derived parameters can be used in expressions for other parameters. These can then
be used in further derived parameters. Thus, it is possible to set an Observer, Tmax say,
to equal the Time of Maximum for a particular result and then to use this to obtain a
derived parameter for Amount at Tmax.

Derived parameters are added in a similar way to normal parameters. The 'Add' button
on the Parameters tab brings up a dialog that includes the derived parameter option.
Selecting this brings up a New Parameter tab in which the details of the derived
parameter can be specified. An example of a completed derived parameter tab is shown
in Figure 65.
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Figure 65. Completed Derived Parameter Tab

Once created, a derived parameter can be edited in the usual way, by double-clicking on
its name in the Parameters tab.

Note that derived parameters are produced from the time history of results stored at each
Result Time. It is therefore recommended that the user specify sufficient resolution of
Result Times around key periods of interest to meet the desired level of accuracy for the
derived parameter; e.g. increased Result Time resolution may be desirable around times
at which the results are expected to be changing rapidly (see Section 11.2).

Derived results that do not depend on the model calculation (i.e. do not directly or
indirectly depend on Amounts in compartments) are able to be used as model inputs.
The type of the derived parameter (standard or observer) is deduced from its master
parameter and, if relevant, its 'at-time' parameter.

9.1.10 NameSet Option Parameters

A NameSet Option parameter is a parameter that takes as its value the literal name of one
item from a given NameSet (see Section 9.10.1 for information about adding NameSets).
On adding a new NameSet Option parameter, the user is initially asked to select the
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NameSet over which the options should be selected. The resulting New Parameter tab
then presents a drop-down list of the items within that NameSet (see Figure 66). The
parameter acts like a standard parameter with a literal value but is more convenient to
use (see Section 9.10.4 for information about literals). NameSet Option parameters are
expected to be used for “Scenario” choices, that is as flags that configure a case to act in
a particular fashion.

Figure 66. New NameSet Option Parameter Tab

A NameSet Options tab can be accessed on the main panel via Panels | NameSet Option,
or via the NameSet Options button on the toolbar, that allows all NameSet Option
parameters to be viewed and modified on a single ‘control panel’ (see Figure 67). If
NameSet Option parameters are included within a case, then the NameSet Option tab
will be automatically opened in the main panel when a case is loaded from a saved file.

Figure 67. NameSet Option tab
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9.1.11 Import/Export Parameters

It is possible to Import and Export data between AMBER and external files. In some
situations, it is useful to be able to calculate some results and then use these in defining
parameters for subsequent calculations. In order to make this capability as flexible as
possible, the following approach has been taken:

define a file format for storing time-series data for multi-indexed parameters
(designed to be easy to create, e.g. by copying data from a spreadsheet);

enable AMBER to output parameters in the defined format; and

enable AMBER to use files in the defined format to provide values for parameters
that could then be used as normal AMBER parameters.

This section therefore describes the file format, the AMBER GUI aspects for creating
such files, and the AMBER GUI aspects for using such files, including checking for
compatibility.

Potential AMBER Uses for a Time-series Data File

The initial motivation for this capability arose from a requirement to use a calculated
complexant concentration in defining properties (e.g. Kd) for radionuclide transport.
Since the complexant calculation does not depend on the radionuclide calculation, the
calculations can be performed in sequence with the results from the first passed onto the
second.

This is illustrated in Figure 68.

Figure 68. Calculation Sequence Diagram

This clearly generalises to any result that can be calculated on the same structure
(compartments/transfers) and used subsequently.

By allowing the time-series file to be generated independently of AMBER, other
possibilities are available.
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Some other possible uses are:

calculation of a concentration field for one or more “chemicals” that subsequently
influence parameter values for a contaminant transport calculation;

specification of source fluxes in a more convenient way than currently possible;

specification of disposal history;

saving the state of the system (amounts) at some time to allow restart (e.g. with
different subsequent behaviour and less nuclides or no time dependence or to
compare two different futures without recalculating short-term behaviour);

separating source, geosphere and biosphere parts of an AMBER case (maybe for
efficiency, or to allow different models to be interchanged);

calculating a source flux for input to another program and then using its output in
an AMBER biosphere model;

reading old results and comparing them with new ones;

comparing against external results for verification;

taking a flow regime in one AMBER case file for use in another (although AMBER
is not designed to solve for water flows, the equations for transient flow are of the
same structure as diffusion equations and so this could in principle be done);

for weakly non-linear situations, if a parameter depends on the solution, then an
iterative scheme could be used by saving the results and re-inputting them in the
next iteration; and

combining the results of several AMBER calculations in a single post-processing
case.

File Format

This section describes the file format of Import and Export files. Users who wish only to
use AMBER to create and re-read these files need not be aware of this detail. The AMBER
file extension for these files is .aaf (which stands for 'AMBER ASCII file').

There are many “standard” file formats available (e.g. CDF, PDS, FITS), but they all tend
to be specialised to a particular area (oceanography, astrophysics …). Also, most use a
binary file with supplied software to read and write it. AMBER has a simple format that
is easy to use and is easy to create from a spreadsheet (possibly with the help of specially
created macros) or from file-generation applications (e.g. awk).

The approach that has been used is as follows:

an ASCII file format is used;

data items are separated by white space (single or multiple spaces);

each file may contain several parameters, so that situations where several outputs
belong together can be handled in a convenient fashion;
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although the usual case is for time-series results to be saved, static values are catered
for;

arrays (1D or 2D) or scalar values may be output (there is no single natural layout
of data values for 2D arrays and so several layout styles are allowed);

in order to ensure proper connection between the data items, it is necessary to
store array index information (NameSet item names), situations where the item list
includes unwanted items or where it has missing items have been catered for;

to protect against future extensions, a version number is included in the file; and

it is possible to store (optional) descriptive text.

So, a file could look like the following:

VERSION: 1 (optional – assumes current version if omitted – first line
 of file if present)
NAME: ComplexantConcentration (first line for each parameter in the
 file)
DESCRIPTION: “Text” (optional – multiline - quote delimited)
TYPE: TimeSeries (other choice is Constant)
DIMENSIONS: 1 (or 0 or 2)
DIMENSION 1 NAME: Compartments
DIMENSION 1 SIZE: 42
DIMENSION 1 ITEMS: comp1 comp2 … (whitespace separated list) (same for
 DIMENSION 2 if relevant)
UNITS: kg/m3 (optional – dimensionless otherwise)
NUMBER OF TIMES: 56
TIME UNITS: y (optional – dimensionless otherwise)
LAYOUT: TV_TV (choices are discussed later)
VALUES-BLOCK (organised according to the layout given)

Note that the format of the header information must be strictly followed for the file to
be read correctly by AMBER.

The following subsection describes the permitted layouts.

Allowed Layouts

Different considerations apply to static (constant) data and to time-series data, and the
way scalar data are handled is different from 1D and 2D data. There are six combinations
to consider. Table 6 gives the valid layouts. The notation tk is used to indicate the kth time,
vm(tk) means the value of the mth item in a 1D array, at time tk (the (tk) is omitted for
constants or when it is obvious which time is referred to). vmn(tk) means the value of
(m,n)th item in a 2D array, where the m refers to dimension 1 and the n to dimension 2.

Note that for the purposes of reading the files, end-of-lines and spaces can be used
interchangeably as separators, the choice being made for readability.

For each possibility, a layout name is given; this is intended to reflect the ordering so as
to make it easy to remember. The underlined choice is the default for the combination
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of time-dependency and dimension (i.e. the one that AMBER will use for writing). Note
that AMBER does not allow a selection of the output layout through the GUI (although
it can be specified in the case file).

Note that in cases where the time is repeated, AMBER re-reads the times and does not
check that they are the same. The times must be monotonically increasing.

Table 6. Valid Import File Layouts

Constant Time-series
Scalar Only one value, so the

block simply reads:
v
V

Either time then value:
t1 v(t1)
t2 v(t2)
…
TV

Or all times and all values:
t1 t2 …
v(t1) v(t2) …
TT_VV

1D List of values, so the block
simply reads:
v1 v2 …
VV

Either time then all values:
t1 v1(t1) v2(t1) …
t2 v1(t2) v2(t2) …
…
TVV

Or time repeated before
each value:
t1 v1(t1)
t1 v2(t1)
…
t2 v1(t2)
t2 v2(t2)
…
TV_TV

The following have dimension 1 held –
versions with dimension 2 held also exist:

2D Either dimension 1 is held
in blocks:
v11 v12 v13 …
v21 v22 …
…
VV_12A [a]  or VV_12
Or dimension 2 is held in
blocks:
v11 v21 v31 …
v12 v22 …
…
VV_21A or VV_21

Simplest:
t1
v11(t1) v12 v13 …
v21 v22 …
t2
v11(t2) v12 v13 …
v21 v22 …
…
TVV_12A [a]  or TVV_12
Or all values for a block
together:
t1 v11(t1) v12 v13 …
t2 v11(t2) v12 …
…
t1 v21(t1) v22 …
…
TVV_12B [a]

Or with time repeated
each row:
t1 v11(t1) v12 v13 …
t1 v21 v22 …
…
t2 v11(t2) v12 v13 …
t2 v21 v22 …
…
TVV_12C [a]

Or the “21” versions:
TVV_21, TVV_21A
TVV_21B, TVV_21C

[a] The “12” means that dimension 1 is held first, but also that v12 is the second value written (the ‘A’ version
has a line break at the end of each row – when reading back this is irrelevant).

Creating the File from AMBER

Export files are automatically written after a new calculation when the case is saved (i.e.
at the same time that the .adf file is saved). The export files have the extension '.aaf' (which
stands for AMBER ASCII file).

To set up an export file Results | Export Files... brings up the Export Files tab on the left
panel, which lists any currently defined export files (see Figure 69).
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Figure 69. Export File Tab

The 'Add' button allows new files to be defined and double-clicking on a file allows its
details to be changed. Either action brings up the Add Export File dialog which allows
the file name and parameter information to be specified (see Figure 70).

Figure 70. Export File Dialog

Click on '...' to set the file name and location. The 'Add...' button on the dialog allows new
parameters to be added to the export file. AMBER does not allow a choice of layout, so
only the parameter name is required. The file name is generally stored relative to the case
file’s directory, but may be stored as a full path if it is not below that directory. A prompt
will be issued asking whether a relative or full path name is to be used.

The 'Defer Writing File' option allows writing of Export Files to be deferred. This can be
useful for cases with large export files that take a long time to write. In such a case, if
new observers are being added and the case file is being saved frequently, then there is
no need to repeatedly write the export file. When the case is eventually closed, the user
is prompted with an option to write the export files.

Importing the File into AMBER

For importing into AMBER, the import file and parameter information is set up through
an “Import Parameter”. The actual data are read when the parameter is created (or
when the case file is opened) but may be re-loaded via Calculation | Reload Import Files
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if any relevant features change (such as changes to items in a NameSet that is used or
should data in the import file be updated). Once imported, time-series data are linearly
interpolated. For times outside the range in the imported file, a value of zero is used.

Time-dependent import parameters can introduce discontinuities into an AMBER
model. Gradual changes will tend to be identified by the time-stepping solver. For
sudden changes introduced within an import parameter, the parameter must be
identified as a switch parameter (see Section 9.1.6).

To add a new import parameter, use the 'Add' button on the Parameters tab and select
the Import Parameter option.

The multiplicity of the parameter is then selected. The number of dimensions must be
consistent with that in the import file, but the NameSet details may differ (this is set up
later). In particular, the order of the dimensions for a 2D parameter is not important.
Once the multiplicity has been defined, the New Import Parameter dialog is displayed
(see Figure 71).

Figure 71. New Parameter Dialog for Imported Parameter

The parameter name is the name to be used in the AMBER model, which may be different
from the name in the import file. The units cannot be set, but will be taken from the
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import file. A description can be entered here, but most of the information required is
specified via a “Wizard” that is accessed by the ‘Setup Import Parameter’ button. Once
set up, a summary of the import parameter is displayed in the lower text box.

The import wizard can also be used to edit an existing Import Parameter after the Import
Parameter dialog is displayed by double-clicking on the Import Parameter name in the
Parameters tab. Note that the information is not actually saved until the 'OK' button is
pressed on the dialog. When this is done, the parameter is created or modified and the
import file data is read (or re-read).

The import wizard goes through the following steps to set up the Import Parameter:

selecting the import file (formatted as described above and with an 'aaf' extension);

selecting the parameter from the file;

matching the NameSets (if 2D);

matching NameSet items in the case with the index items in the import file; and

confirming the information.

On each step, checks are made on the consistency of the information.

The first step is to provide the filename (see Figure 72). This can be typed in or found
through browsing.

On pressing Next, the file contents are checked to see that it is a valid Import File.

Figure 72. Select Import File Dialog
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The next dialog allows the particular parameter in the file to be selected via a drop-down
list (see Figure 73).

Figure 73. Select Import File Parameter Dialog

Having selected the required parameter, pressing the Next button will check that this
has the correct number of dimensions. Note that the Back button can be used at any time
to go to the previous dialog and the Cancel button quits the Wizard without saving any
information.

For a 2D parameter, the next dialog is to confirm which NameSets in the file correspond
to those in the open case (see Figure 74). Where the names match, the “natural order”
will be the obvious choice. Indeed, this and the subsequent dialogs can be ignored if the
file and case NameSets match precisely.
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Figure 74. Select NameSet Linkage Dialog

The next dialog, which is also arrived at for a 1D parameter, is to confirm which NameSet
item in the file is to be used to provide data for each NameSet item in the case (see
Figure 75 for an example where all items need to be matched).

Figure 75. Match Dimension Dialog
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Each item in the case is listed. If there is no comment after the name, then an exact match
exists in the file and no action is necessary.

Two other situations are possible. If the name reads ‘Item (unmatched)’, then no item
of the same name exists in the file (and no match has been specified). If the name reads
‘Item (use [OtherName])’, then the data will be obtained from the [OtherName] item in
the file. In either case, selecting the name and pressing 'Use…' allows the match to be
changed. When the data is read, unmatched items will have a value of zero.

For a 2D parameter, a second similar dialog is displayed for the second dimension.

Finally, a confirmation screen is displayed (see Figure 76).

Figure 76. Import Parameter Confirmation Dialog

To accept the specification press 'Finish', otherwise select 'Back' or 'Cancel'. Once the data
has been imported, it is kept unless a change occurs to one of the NameSets that could
invalidate it, or it is reloaded via Calculation | Reload Import Files.

If a relevant NameSet is changed then the following actions will occur:

If a NameSet is deleted, then the Import Parameter is deleted (this is the same as for
any other parameter indexed over the deleted NameSet);

If a NameSet is renamed, then the linkages to the file are automatically updated and
the data remain valid; and

If a NameSet item is deleted or renamed, or a new item is added, or the order
changes, then the Import Parameter data is marked as out of date and will be re-
read when required.
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Note that if a NameSet item is renamed so that the new name is not in the file, then the
import wizard will need to be used to set up the new match. If, however, the new item
name is in the file, then the data will automatically be matched.

Creating the File in Excel

The steps required to create an AMBER ASCII file (.aaf) from an Excel spreadsheet are to:

create an Excel file with a single spreadsheet containing the (time-dependent) data;

convert the file to a space delimited file. This can be achieved either by: saving the
file as a Formatted Text (space delimited) (*.prn) file, but note that if the data in
the Excel cells take up a lot of space compared to the cell sizes, it is possible that
the conversion to a space delimited text format will omit the spaces between some
entries; or saving the file as a CSV (Comma delimited) (*.csv) file, then using a text
editor to replace all of the commas with a space;

rename the space delimited file as an ‘.aaf’ file; and

add a new Import Parameter in AMBER using the created ‘.aaf’ file (see the section
called “Importing the File into AMBER”).

The import files must use a specific layout, as described in the section called “File
Format”. To enable AMBER to recognise the import data, various ‘heading items’ must be
provided to indicate the type and layout of data. These heading items must be specified
prior to the data being listed and are described below.

Note that an import file can include more than one parameter; the NAME: entry identifies
the start of each parameter.

The sub-sections below provide examples of the various types of data layout available for
import files. In each case, a screenshot is provided of the Excel layout and the resulting
layout in the AMBER ASCII file format.

Time Independent Data with Zero Dimensions

The layout type in this case is called V. Figure 77 shows an illustration of the data layout
in an Excel spreadsheet and Figure 78 shows a screenshot of the resulting import file.

Figure 77. Excel Screenshot of Layout V
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Figure 78. ASCII File Screenshot of Layout V

Time Independent Data with One Dimension

The layout type in this case is VV. Figure 79 shows an illustration of the data layout in an
Excel spreadsheet and Figure 80 shows a screenshot of the resulting import file.

Figure 79. Excel Screenshot of Layout VV

Figure 80. ASCII File Screenshot of Layout VV
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Time Independent Data with Two Dimensions

The layout type in this case is VV_12A. Figure 81 shows an illustration of the data layout
in an Excel spreadsheet and Figure 82 shows a screenshot of the resulting import file.

Figure 81. Excel Screenshot of Layout VV_12A

Figure 82. ASCII File Screenshot of Layout VV_12A

Time Dependent Data with Zero Dimensions

The layout type in this case is TV. Figure 83 shows an illustration of the data layout in an
Excel spreadsheet and Figure 84 shows a screenshot of the resulting import file.
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Figure 83. Excel Screenshot of Layout TV

Figure 84. ASCII File Screenshot of Layout TV

Time Dependent Data with One Dimension

The layout type in this case is TVV. Figure 85 shows an illustration of the data layout in
an Excel spreadsheet and Figure 86 shows a screenshot of the resulting import file.
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Figure 85. Excel Screenshot of Layout TVV

Figure 86. ASCII File Screenshot of Layout TVV

Time Dependent Data with Two Dimensions

The layout type in this case is TVV_12B. Figure 87 shows an illustration of the data layout
in an Excel spreadsheet and Figure 88 shows a screenshot of the resulting import file.
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Figure 87. Excel Screenshot of Layout TVV_12B

Figure 88. ASCII File Screenshot of Layout TVV_12B

Sampled Import and Export Files

Information can be transferred from one probabilistic AMBER case to another. For export,
AMBER creates a set of export files if any of the exported parameters in a file is sample
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dependent and a probabilistic run is carried out, with each file corresponding to the results
for a realisation.

The file names are derived from the requested name by appending _0, _1, ... after the file
name and before the .aaf extension. Thus, if the export file is specified and example.aaf,
the created files will be example_0.aaf, example_1.aaf, ... There will be one file for each
sample.

It is then possible to Import these files to another case. It is necessary to modify the case
file by hand to do this; a GUI mechanism will be added in later versions (see Appendix A
for a description of the case file layout). It is emphasised that editing an AMBER case file
using a text editor is only to be tried by advanced AMBER users. The simplest approach is
to add the Import parameter based on the first export file and then to modify the case file.

The IMPORT_PARAMETER block created will have the form:

IMPORT_PARAMETER
ParName
"description"
MULTIPLICITY parameter multiplicity
FILE "example_0.aaf"
NAME ParNameInFile
END_IMPORT_PARAMETER
END_IMPORT_PARAMETERS

The FILE line in this must be replaced by a set of four lines

BASE_FILE_NAME "example.aaf"
OFFSET n
SAMPLING type
NUM-FILES m

where:

the OFFSET is used for sampling and must differ from other OFFSET and from any
VARIATE indices for sampled parameters in the case (unless a full correlation is
deliberately required);

the SAMPLING type is RANDOM or RANDOM_NO_REPEAT or SEQUENTIAL; and

NUM_FILES is the number of files to be imported, i.e. the number of samples in the
case that generated them.

If RANDOM is used for the sampling type then each sample picks one of the import
files at random. If RANDOM_NO_REPEAT is used then the same file is not picked twice; if
SEQUENTIAL is used then the files are used in turn.

Except for the RANDOM sampling type, the number of samples in the importing case cannot
exceed the number of files available.

9.1.12 Changing Parameter Type, Multiplicity or Self-Referability

It is possible to change some aspects of a parameter via the Parameters tab. The options
are accessed via a right-click pop-up menu if you click on the parameter name in the list
on the Parameters tab (Figure 89, Figure 90, and Figure 91).
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The changes that can be made are as listed below.

Change to Standard/Observer: change between an  observer and a standard parameter
and vice versa. This is allowed as long as the usage of the parameter does not
prevent it (i.e. you cannot change an observer to a standard parameter if it directly
or indirectly uses compartment amounts).

Remove [NameSet]: removing a multiplicity  index. Any expressions that are for
specific entries in that index are lost, but any default expressions survive.

Extend Multiplicity: adding a multiplicity index. The previous expressions are taken
as the default expressions for the added index.

Swap Multiplicity: swaps the order of multiplicity for two-dimensional parameters,
which determines the way in which the information is tabulated when editing the
parameter or viewing the values.

Self-referability: allows the user to identify a parameter as being self-referencing or to
remove the self-referability if necessary (see Section 9.13).

The pop-up menu also allows Edit... to be selected (normally accessed through a double
click).
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Figure 89. Changing Parameter Type or Multiplicity via the Right-Click
Menu
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Figure 90. Selecting a New NameSet for Multiplicity Change
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Figure 91. Editing Self-Referability via the Right-Click Menu

9.1.13 Showing/Charting Parameter Values

Values for constant parameters (i.e. not time-dependent or sample-dependent) can be
reviewed via the Parameters tab in the left panel. For scalars (with no multiplicity), the
current value is simply written with the parameter information in the lower half of the
panel (see Figure 92).
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Figure 92. Current Value for Scalar Parameters with No Multiplicity

For parameters with multiplicity and constant values over time, right-clicking over the
parameter name provides a pop-up menu with an option to Show Values. This displays a
matrix of the constant values (see Figure 93). These values can be copied to the clipboard
by using the 'Copy to Clipboard' button. The whole matrix is copied as tab separated
data, and it can be pasted into a document using the usual <Ctrl+V> command.
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Figure 93. Values Tab for Parameters with Multiplicity

For time-dependent or sample-dependent parameters, right-clicking over the parameter
name gives access to a Chart… option (Figure 94). This brings up the standard Chart
dialog and the parameter will be pre-selected for the first axis (Figure 95). The type is
also pre-selected as a line chart (as usual) for non-sampled, CDF for non-time-dependent
sampled parameters, and percentiles for time-dependent parameters that depend on
samples.
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Figure 94. Charting Time-Dependent or Sample-Dependent Parameters
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Figure 95. Pre-selected Parameter for Charting Dialog

9.1.14 Comments against Individual Items

Comments can be added to individual values or expressions in parameters with
multiplicity, including via the Set Start Amount, Source Information and Transfer
Information dialogs. The comments are added by clicking on a particular entry in
the associated table, and then entering text into to the 'Comments' box above (see
Figure 96). In a similar way, comments can be added to individual mapping choices (see
Section 9.11).

Figure 96. Parameter Information Tab Showing the Comment Dialog
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Parameter or mapping items that have associated comments are highlighted with a red
indicator in the top-right-hand corner of the associated cell. When the cell is selected, the
associated comment is visible in the Comment box (see Figure 96).

9.2 Editing Parameter Values

When a parameter with multiplicity is added or edited, the user will be presented with
a parameter tab on the main panel similar to the one in Figure 97.

As the cells in the table of parameter values are of a limited size, a 'Parameter Expression/
Value' box is provided where the parameter value should be entered/edited. To add or
change the value of a particular entry in the table, select the cell whose value you wish
to change. Square-bracketed text at the top of this field confirms the entry being edited.
The width of columns in parameter tables can be altered by using the mouse to 'drag' the
column border to the left or right.

Figure 97. The Parameter Information Window

When a cell has been selected, its current value will appear in the Expression/Value field
where the expression or numerical value can then be edited. Changes to the expression/
value can either be made manually, or by using the Expression Editor (see Section 9.2.1).
When the desired modifications have been introduced, click on the green tick button to
incorporate the edited values into the table. Desired modifications can also be accepted
by clicking on another cell within the Parameter tab. Users can navigate around entries
within a parameter table by using the mouse to click on entries, by using the <Up> and
<Down> arrow keys, or by using <Ctrl + Left> or <Ctrl + Right> arrows.
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Entering expressions into parameters makes use of an ‘Intelligent Text Box’ capability.
This aids in the formulation of expressions by recognising items as they are typed (see
Figure 98).

Figure 98. Intelligent Text Box Examples

The Intelligent Text Box capability:

recognises parameter names as they are typed and offers a list of associated names
via a drop-down within which items can be selected with a click;

recognises the indexing of parameters and offers a list of items from within the
associated Namesets when a square bracket is included after the parameter name;

recognises the indexing of parameters and offers valid mapping names when a
round bracket is opened; and

highlights open round or square brackets in red, then paired brackets in green when
they are closed.

When all the edits have been completed, click ‘OK’ to commit the changes and close the
parameter tab. Edits can also be committed by clicking on ‘Apply’, in which case the
parameter tab remains open. If you decide that you do not wish to proceed with an edit
at any point, click the ‘cross’ button and the change will be reverted. If you decide you
do not want to proceed with any of the edits at any point, click the ‘Cancel’ button at the
bottom of the Parameters tab and the tab will be closed with all of the original values
unchanged.

The ‘Apply’ button can be useful in conjunction with 'showing values' of the parameter,
or one that depends on it, in another tab on the main panel (see Section 9.1.13). Indeed,
the parameter and the 'Values' tab can be displayed side-by-side on the main panel, as
described in Section 4.2.
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9.2.1 The Expression Editor

An Expression Editor is available via the 'Expand Options' button on any Parameter
tab, Set Start Amount, Set Transfer Rate, Set Source Flux, Availability or PreConditions
dialogs and tabs. The Expression Editor window contains five tabbed lists, plus a 'Check'
tab. The Expression Editor can be expanded to the right by locating the adjustable area
just to the right of the white area.

Parameters – contains all of the available parameters.

Functions – contains all of the mathematical functions available in AMBER.

Operations – contains all of the operations available, e.g. ‘+’ and ‘>=’.

NameSets – lists all of the internal and user-defined NameSets, and all NameSet items
in a separate list when a NameSet is selected; and

Mappings – lists all of the internal and user-defined mappings available in the case
file.

Clicking on an item in the Parameters, Functions, Operations and Mappings lists pulls
up a description in the right of the editor, whilst clicking on a NameSet pulls up a list
of the NameSet items. These parameters and functions can be inserted in the expression
at the location of the cursor by double-clicking on the required item. The Expression
Editor provides an additional method for creating algebraic expressions while avoiding
the potential of mistyping parameter names and other items. The Expression Editor is
shown in Figure 99.

Figure 99. The Expression Editor

The Expression Editor also allows users to check AMBER's interpretation of the defined
expression. Clicking on the 'Check' tab provides a breakdown of how the expression
is interpreted and reports any syntax errors encountered. In particular, it breaks down
the way that units and multiplicity are determined in steps and enables the resulting
definition to be cross-checked against the required units and multiplicity. This greatly
aids in resolving units and multiplicity errors; see Figure 100 for an example of a checked
expression without errors.
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Figure 100. Expression Editor Showing a Checked Expression

The expression breakdown is shown as a tree (ordered in the way that it is interpreted
internally by AMBER). Nodes of the tree are either operations (of various kinds) or
symbols. The symbols have their own units and multiplicity and these are combined
by the operations. When a self-referencing parameter is declared, the breakdown tree
truncates at the appropriate point of self-referencing. When a conflict arises (e.g. adding
incompatible units), the breakdown helps to identify the cause of the problem.

Even when an expression is fully valid, the checker is useful for showing where units
conversions occur and gives the conversion factors used.

9.2.2 Defaults

The entry in a parameter table labelled ‘<default>’ provides the default value for every
entry in the table (for a parameter with multiplicity greater than one, it is possible to
specify row or column-specific default values). It is more efficient to set a default value
for the table and then edit the entries that differ from this.

9.2.3 Modifying a Parameter Name

To modify the name of an existing parameter, double click on its name in the Parameters
tab. The appropriate parameter tab (depending on the type of the parameter) will appear
on the main panel.
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When a parameter name is changed, the opportunity is automatically given to rename
all the occurrences of this parameter in other expressions. This allows parameters to
be renamed without having to edit many different expressions. The option to leave
expressions unchanged is also available. The choice is made through a simple dialog that
is displayed when the name change occurs.

9.3 Expressions

9.3.1 General Expressions

The use of symbolic expressions/algorithms provides powerful modelling functionality.
Expressions can be used to define the values of:

standard parameters;

observer parameters;

transfer rates;

source fluxes;

local decay rates;

time-dependent parameters; and

start amounts.

However only numeric constants may be used to define the values of:

sampled parameter characteristics;

result times;

global decay rates; and

atomic masses.

Spaces are not significant in expressions, except where they are introduced into names,
which will cause an error. For example:

AAA+BBB

is equivalent to:

AAA + BBB

However an error will be caused by the space in:

AAA + B BB

The operators and functions available are given in Table 7, Table 8 and Table 9 and the
order of precedence for the operators in Table 10. Note that the list of operators and
functions is also available via the Expression Editor (see Section 9.2.1).
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Table 7. Binary Operators

Symbol Syntax Description
- -x Unary minus
+ +x Unary plus
- x1-x2 subtraction
+ x1+x2 addition
* x1*x2 multiplication
/ x1/x2 division
^ x1^x2 exponentiation

Table 8. Mathematical Functions Available

Name Syntax Description
Abs abs(x) absolute value of x
Arccos arccos(x) inverse cosine of x, result in radians
Arcsin arcsin(x) inverse sine of x, result in radians
Arctan arctan(x) inverse tangent of x, result in radians between

-π/2 and π/2
Arctan2 arctan2(y,x) inverse tangent of y/x, result in radians

between -π and π
Cos cos(x) cosine of x (x in radians)
Normal CDF cumulativeNormal

(x,mean,std_dev)
cumulative normal distribution for the given
mean and standard deviation at the given
value

Exp exp(x) e to the power of x
Int int(x) integer part of x
Largest largest(expression) largest of components
LargestType largestType

(expression)
largestType
(expression, nameset)

output is the name of the nameset item that
is associated with the largest value, which is
reported as a literal

Ln ln(x) logarithm (base e) of x
Log10 log10(x) logarithm (base 10) of x
Max max(x1,x2,x3,...,xN) maximum of arguments
Min min(x1,x2,x3,...,xN) minimum of arguments
RampDown rampDown(a, start,

end)
1 if a <= end, 0 if a >= start, interpolated value
otherwise.

RampUp rampUp(a, start, end) 1 if a <= end, 0 if a >= start, interpolated value
otherwise.

SmallestPositive smallestPositive
(expression)

smallest positive of components

SmallestPositiveType smallestPositiveType
(expression,nameset)

output is the name of the NameSet item that
is associated with the smallest positive value,
which is reported as a literal

SmoothDown smoothDown(a, b, s) 1 if a <= 0 otherwise 1/(1+(a/b)^(2/s)), which
has value 0.5 when a = b
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Name Syntax Description
SmoothDownDeriv smoothDownDeriv (a,

b, s)
Returns derivative of smoothDown(a,b,s) with
respect to a

SmoothUp smoothUp(a,b,s) Returns 1 – smoothDown(a,b,s)
SmoothUpDeriv smoothUpDeriv(a, b,

s)
Returns derivative of smoothUp(a,b,s) with
respect to a

Sin sin(x) sine of x (x in radians)
Sqrt sqrt(x) square root of x
StepDown stepDown(x1,x2) 0 if x1>x2, 1 otherwise
StepUp stepUp(x1,x2) 0 if x1<x2, 1 otherwise
Sum sum(A) or

sum(A, nameset)
sum over entries in A. Sums over all indices or
over given NameSet only if one is specified)

SumType sumType(A, mapping) sum over entries in A with the same mapping
target

Tan tan(x) tangent of x (x in radians)
TopHat topHat(x1,x2,x3) 1 if x2<=x1<=x3, 0 otherwise

typeLookUp
(expression,mapping)

transforms index

lookUp(x,y0,x1,y1,...
,xN,yN)

piecewise constant

cyclicLookUp(x,y0,
x1,y1,...,xn)

periodic piecewise constant
LookUp Functions

linearLookUp(x,
x1,y1,...,xn,yn)

linear interpolation

Table 9. Boolean Operations and Functions Available

Boolean Operator Description
a>b 1 if a is greater than b and 0 otherwise
a>=b 1 if a is greater than or equal to b and 0 otherwise
a<b 1 if a is less than b and 0 otherwise
a<=b 1 if a is less than or equal to b and 0 otherwise
a==b 1 if a is equal to b and 0 otherwise
a!=b 1 if a is not equal to b and 0 otherwise
not(a) 1 if a is 0 (false), and 0 otherwise
and(a,b,..) 1 if all its arguments are non-zero (true), and 0 otherwise
or(a,b,..) 1 if any of its arguments are non-zero (true) and 0 otherwise
xor(a,b,..) 1 if exactly one of its arguments is non-zero (true) and 0 otherwise
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Table 10. Order of Binary and Boolean Operator Precedence
Operator Description Precedence
[...] Multiplicity Highest
(...) Parenthesis
^ Exponentiation
/ Division
* Multiplication
- and + Unary minus and plus
- Subtraction
+ Addition
>, <, >= and <= Boolean operators: greater than, less than,

greater than or equal to, and less than or equal
to

== and != Boolean operators: equal to and not equal to Lowest

Associativity of operators within expressions

AMBER processes operators using left-associativity. This means that expressions in the
form a^b^c would be evaluated as (a^b)^c. Should the user intend for b^c to be
evaluated first, this can be achieved by the addition of brackets to the original expression
as follows: a^(b^c).

Expression Warnings

Prior to AMBER 6.4, there was a bug in AMBER such that if AMBER perceived that the
user had included unnecessary brackets in an expression involving a unary minus they
would be removed upon saving the case file. This only affected expressions of the form
-(a+b) and -(a-b). In part given the manner in which AMBER processes operators
(see the section called “Associativity of operators within expressions”), this meant that
affected expressions had the potential to be evaluated in a manner that was not intended
by the user. For example, 2^(-(a+b)) would be stored as 2^(-a+b), which would yield
a different answer to that intended.

Since AMBER 6.4, user entered brackets are retained, and unary minuses are given the
same precedence irrespective of whether they precede a constant or a symbol. Further,
where there is a potential ambiguity in an expression entered by a user, in particular a
potentially ambiguous use of a unary minus in an existing case file, AMBER will present
a warning message. The warning is saved to the case file and has to be manually removed
by the user by clicking the "clear warnings" button.

9.3.2 Boolean Expressions

The Boolean operators and functions return 1 for true and 0 for false (any non-zero value
is treated as true in the functions). The operators are: >, >=, <, <=, == and !=. The functions
are not(), and(), or() and xor(). See Table 9 for more information.

9.3.3 Sum and Largest Functions

The 'sum' and 'largest' functions find the sums and maxima across the components of a
parameter, respectively (note that the function names are sum and largest all in lower
case). Each function has two versions: one to act over the whole of a parameter and the
other to act over a single dimension.
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The simple form is sum(expression) and largest(expression). It is recommended
that the expression should be a simple one, often a single parameter name. In this form
the action is over the full multiplicity. Thus sum(Amount) would result in a single value
equal to the total amount summed over all contaminants and compartments.

The extended form specifies the index over which the sum should be performed. Thus
sum(Amount, Compartments) gives a vector of results, one for each Contaminant, as
Amount is indexed over both Compartments and Contaminants.

Note that there is no ‘smallest’ function as this can be simulated using -largest(-X).

9.3.4 SumType Function

The sumType function sums over items mapping to the same target. It can be used,
for example, for summing Amounts, which has multiplicity of Contaminants and
Compartments:

ElementAmount = sumType(Amount,element)

where element is a mapping from Contaminants to a user NameSet of Elements, and the
resulting ElementAmount would have multiplicity over Elements and Compartments.

It is useful in many other situations, e.g.

ChainDose = sumType(Dose,chain),

where chain is a user mapping from Contaminants to a user NameSet of decay chains, or

MaterialAmount = sumType(Amount,material),

where material is a user mapping from Compartments to a user NameSet of materials.

The first item can be an expression, as with other AMBER functions. The result has
the multiplicity of this expression except that the component corresponding to the
mapping source is replaced by that corresponding to the mapping target. So, Amount
is indexed over Compartments and Contaminants, if material is a user mapping from
Compartments to a user NameSet of Materials, then sumType(Amount,material)
must be indexed over Materials and Contaminants.

9.3.5 TypeLookUp

This is needed for the shared availability schemes (see Section 9.14), but can be used more
widely.

typeLookUp(expression,mapping)

uses the result of the expression, which must be indexed over the target of the mapping,
and produces a result indexed over the source of the mapping. Thus, where element is
a user mapping from Contaminants to elements,

typeLookUp(Kd,element)

gives a Kd value for each contaminant, given the Kd for each element. Note that this
simple form (where the expression is a single symbol) is equivalent to the construct
Kd(element). The function form extends this to handle expressions.

9.3.6 LookUp Functions
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Three “Look Up” functions are provided in AMBER. These are lookUp, cyclicLookUp
and linearLookUp.

Each provides a function of their first argument (denoted x here) in terms of the values
at a discrete set of points. The behaviour between the points differs from function to
function. In all cases, the units of the x’s should be compatible and the units of the y’s
should be compatible.

Note that if the functions are used with x as the time, t, then the time points that define
discontinuities in the model should be specified through parameters that are declared as
switch parameters (see Section 9.1.6).

The lookUp function provides a piecewise constant value. It takes the form
lookUp(x,y0,x1,y1,x2,y2,...,xN,yN) (where x1<x2<x3<...<xN). The returned value
is given in Table 11.

Table 11. lookUp Function Values
Output Condition
y0 x < x1

y1 x1 <= x < x2

y2 x2 <= x < x3

... ...

yN xN <= x

The cyclicLookUp function provides a piecewise constant value that is periodic. It
takes the form cyclicLookUp(x,y0,x1,y1,x2,y2,...,xN) (where x1<x2<x3<...<xN).
The returned value is given in Table 12.

Table 12. cyclicLookUp Function Values
Output Condition
y0 x < x1

y1 x1 <= x < x2

y2 x2 <= x < x3

... ...

yN-1 xN-1 <= x < xN

y0 xN <= x < xN+x1

y1 xN+x1<= x < xN+x2

... ...

The linearLookUp function provides a linearly interpolated value. It takes the form
linearLookUp(x,x1,y1,x2,y2,...,xN,yN) (where x1<x2<x3<...<xN). The returned
value is given in Table 13.

Table 13. linearLookUp Function Values
Output Condition
0 x < x1 or x > xN

yi x = xi

yi + (yi+1-yi) * (a-xi) / (xi+1-xi) xi < x < xi+1
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9.3.7 Ramp and Smooth Functions

The ramp transitions are provided by rampUp and rampDown. Each takes three arguments.

The rampDown(x,start,end) acts as follows. For x less than start, it is equal to 1.0. For
x greater than end, it is equal to 0.0. Between start and end, a linear ramp is used.

The units of x, start and end must all be compatible.

rampUp(x,start,end) = 1–rampDown(x,start,end)

Note that if the functions are used with x as the time, t, then start and end should
generally be parameters that are declared as switch parameters (see Section 9.1.6).

The smooth transitions are provided by smoothUp and smoothDown. Each takes three
arguments. They are similar to stepUp and stepDown except that the step is smoothed.

The smoothDown(x,X,s) acts as follows. For small x (and all negative x), it is equal to
1.0. For large X, it approaches 0.0. When x = X, the value is 0.5. The smoothness of the
transition is controlled by the value of s, a larger value of s giving a smoother transition.

The units of x and X must be compatible, and s must be dimensionless.

(9.1)

for x>0, and 1 otherwise

(9.2)

The first argument will often be t (time), but need not be. The expected range for s is
0.1 to 10.

9.4 Deleting a Parameter

To delete a parameter, click on the name in the Parameters tab and then click the 'Delete'
button. If Options | Confirm deletes is toggled on, a confirmation will be required before
the deletion takes place. Note that expressions that refer to a deleted parameter are not
deleted. This allows, for example, a scalar parameter to be deleted and a new sampled
parameter with the same name to be created without having to retype all the expressions
that refer to it. If a parameter is deleted that is used in other expressions, an additional
warning message will appear, and a further opportunity to cancel the deletion is given.

Multiple deletes are possible either by dragging to select a range of parameters, or
holding <Ctrl> whilst additional parameters are selected. If the parameters to be deleted
are all listed below one another, <Shift> can be pressed and held while clicking on the
top and bottom parameter of the list.

9.5 Parameter Copy and Paste

Parameters may be copied and pasted within and between cases. When the Parameter
window is active, the selected parameter can be copied (Edit | Copy Parameter). This
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can then be pasted into the current case or into another open case (in the same AMBER
session).

On pasting (Edit | Paste Parameter), a new parameter tab for the relevant type of parameter
is displayed on the main panel, with information from the copied parameter already
filled in. The user can then rename the parameter and change other information before
adding it to the parameters list.

There are some restrictions on copying and pasting of parameters. Firstly, only one
parameter can be copied or pasted at a time. Secondly, a few parameter types cannot be
copied: Import Parameters; and Sample Parameters using a Sample File (see Section 10.10).

Built-in parameters become user parameters when copied. So, it is not possible to copy
TransferRate directly over to form the TransferRate of another case.

Copying to a new case will fail if relevant NameSets do not exist. Where NameSet entries
differ, only the expressions for exactly matching items will be pasted. Copying derived
parameters will fail if the parameters that they depend on do not exist.

9.6 Internal Parameters

When a case is created, a number of ‘internal’ parameters are created automatically. These
internal parameters can be referenced in expressions, subject to certain restrictions (e.g.
referencing Amount in an expression for the start amount of a compartment does not
make sense).

In addition to these parameters are a number of internal parameters intended specifically
for unit conversion (see Table 2).

‘Internal’ parameters are in two groups, Internal (Read Only) parameters (see Table 14),
which cannot be created, modified or deleted by the user and Internal (Editable)
parameters which can be modified by the user (see Table 15).

Editable internal parameters can be modified via the Parameters tab in the same way as
user-added parameters.

Note that internal parameters that are only defined after calculation (Amount,
Availability and TransferFlux) can only be used in observer parameters.

Table 14. Internal Parameters (Read Only)
Name Description Multiplicity Defined
Amount The amount in each compartment Contaminant and

compartment
After
calculation

AtomicMass The atomic mass of each
contaminant

Contaminant Always

Availability The contaminant availability for
each transfer

Contaminant and
transfer

After
calculation

BqToKg Conversion factor from Bq to kg Contaminant Always
BqToMole Conversion factor from Bq to

moles
Contaminant Always

DayToYear Conversion factor from days to
years

None Always

DecayConstant The rate of each decay Contaminant Always
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Name Description Multiplicity Defined
DecayRate The global decay rate Decay If the ‘Use

Editable
DecayRate
Parameter’
option
is not
selected

GramToMole Conversion factor from g to moles Contaminant Always
HalfLife The half-life of each contaminant Contaminant Always

(invalid
if decay
constant =
0)

HourToYear Conversion factor from hours to
years

None Always

KgToBq Conversion factor from kg to Bq Contaminant Always
KgToMole Conversion factor from kg to

moles
Contaminant Always

MoleToBq Conversion factor from moles to
Bq

Contaminant Always

MoleToKg Conversion factor from moles to
kg

Contaminant Always

MonthToYear Conversion factor from months to
years

None Always

SampleNumber Sample Number (starts from 0) None Always
SecToYear Conversion factor from seconds to

years
None Always

SpatialTopArea The area of the top surface Compartments Always
SpatialTransferArea Spatial transfer area Transfers Always
SpatialTransferDistance Defined for two spatial

compartments sharing an
interface. The distance from
each compartment centroid to
the centroid of the interface is
calculated and projected along
the normal to the interface. The
projected distances are summed to
give the SpatialTransferDistance.
In the case of multiple interfaces,
the SpatialTransferDistance is
calculated as an area-weighted
average of the summed projected
distances for each interface.

Transfers Always

SpatialVolume Spatial volume Compartments Always
TransferFlux The flux of transfer for all

contaminants and transfers
Transfers and
contaminants

After
calculations
(as it
depends
on
Amount)
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Name Description Multiplicity Defined
YearToDay Conversion factor from years to

days
None Always

YearToHour Conversion factor from years to
hours

None Always

YearToMonth Conversion factor from years to
months

None Always

YearToSec Conversion factor from years to
seconds

None Always

ln2 loge(2) None Always
t Time None Always

Table 15. Internal Parameters (Editable)

Name Description Multiplicity Defined
DecayRate The global decay rate Decays If the 'Use

Editable
DecayRate
Parameter'
option is
selected

LocalDecayRate The decay rate for each
compartment

Compartment
and decay

Always

MinimumChangeTime The time between
recalculation of input
parameters

None Always

SourceFlux The flux of all sources of each
contaminant

Contaminant
and source

Always

SpecifiedAmount The fixed amount of
each contaminant in each
compartment

Compartment
and
contaminant

Always

StartAmount The start amount of each
contaminant in each
compartment

Compartment
and
contaminant

Always

TransferRate The rate of transfer for all
contaminants and transfers

Transfer and
contaminant

Always

9.7 Locking Parameters

To prevent a parameter from being modified or deleted, it may be locked. This facility is
provided to allow parameters to be protected against accidental deletion or modification.
Individual parameters may be locked.

The Set Locked Parameters dialog (see Figure 101) makes it simple to add or remove
locks from parameters. It is accessed when Options | Locks is selected from the menu bar.
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Figure 101. Set Locked Parameters Dialog

To lock a parameter, select it from the list of ‘Unlocked’ parameters in the Set Locked
Parameters dialog then click on the single right arrow to move it into the Locked
parameters list; double clicking on a parameter will also move it from one list to the
other. To select several parameters from the list, hold down <Ctrl> and select the required
parameters. To select a block of parameters from the list, hold down <Shift> and select the
required parameters. The double right arrow will move all parameters from the unlocked
list to the locked one.

To prevent locked parameters from being displayed in the full list of parameters in the
Parameters tab, uncheck the 'Show Locked Parameters' checkbox on the Filters list.

9.8 Parameter Searching

For large cases, keeping track of the parameters can be difficult. In order to help with
this task, a parameter search capability is available in addition to the filtering options on
the Parameters tab.

The 'Search...' button is present at the bottom of the Parameters tab and leads to a dialog
that specifies the type of search to be made. The results of the search are displayed in a
new Parameters tab. The search dialog is shown below (see Figure 102).
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Figure 102. The Search Dialog

A number of different types of search is available.

9.8.1 That Use

Finds all parameters that use the selected parameter. The search can be restricted to direct
use (that is to parameters with expressions that refer to the parameter explicitly), or find
all parameters that depend on the selected parameter. Note that searching with multiple
parameters selected is not available.

9.8.2 That Are Used By

Finds all the parameters that the selected parameter depends on. This can be direct only
(parameters appearing in expressions for the named parameter). Otherwise, this finds
all the parameters that are needed to define the selected parameter. Note that parameters
used in default expressions will be included even if the expression never actually applies.

9.8.3 That Are Not Used

Lists all parameters that never appear in an expression. Parameters that are not used
may imply an error or redundancy, although some observers will not be used as they are
intended for output purposes only.

9.8.4 That Only Contain Data

Lists all the parameters that do not include expressions.

9.8.5 That Use Expressions

Lists all the parameters that use expressions.
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9.8.6 With Description Including

Finds all parameters that include the specified text string in their description text. The
search can be case sensitive if required. A check-box enables comments to be searched
as well as descriptions.

9.8.7 With Comment Including

Finds all comments associated with parameter and/or mapping items that include the
specified text string in their text. The search can be case sensitive if required. A check-
box enables descriptions to be searched as well as comments.

9.8.8 That Are Indexed Over

Finds all parameters that are indexed over the selected NameSet.

9.8.9 That Use Mapping

Finds all parameters that use the selected mapping.

9.8.10 That Have Self-referable Index

Finds all parameters with a self-referable index.

9.8.11 With Units Of

Finds all parameters with the units entered.

9.8.12 With Units Using

Finds all parameters with units that include the selected base unit.

9.8.13 That Are Used in Submodel

Finds all parameters associated with a specific submodel. Upon selecting this option the
user must then choose for which submodel they want to know all the parameters.

9.9 Parameter Tree

In addition to the Parameters tab, parameters can be browsed via a resizeable Parameter
Tree window. In many situations, it is useful to be able to view the parent parameters,
which may be referred to within a particular parameter expression or the daughter
parameters that may depend on any particular parameter. The Parameter Tree can be
accessed via the Parameters tab in the following way.

Select a parameter of interest from the list on the Parameters tab.

Select either the 'Uses' or 'Used By' buttons at the bottom of the Parameters tab
on the left panel. The first option shows a tree of the parameters that the selected
parameter uses. The second option shows a tree of the parameters that use the
selected parameter.

Double-clicking on any parameter in the Parameter Tree window will open it in a
Parameter tab on the main panel where the parameter details can be viewed and
edited.
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An example of a 'Used By' Parameter Tree is shown in Figure 103.

Figure 103. An Example 'Used by Parameter' Tree

As with the tree used in the expression editor, the parameter tree detects a self-referable
parameter and truncates at a suitable point.

9.10 NameSets and Literals

9.10.1 NameSets

In AMBER, it is possible to specify multiplicity (indexing) of parameters over internally
defined NameSets (lists) - Contaminants, Decays, Compartments, Sources, Transfers and
Submodels. In addition, users can define their own NameSets.

Each NameSet has a name and a list of named items. No duplication within or between
NameSets is allowed. NameSets can be created and items added to them via the NameSet
tab which can be opened by selecting Panels | NameSets or by clicking on the NameSets
icon on the toolbar.

To create a new NameSet, click on the 'Add...' button in the NameSets tab to bring up
a New NameSet area under the Item Info section of the NameSets tab (see Figure 104),
and enter the name of the NameSet. To add an item to the NameSet, click on the 'Add
Name' button and the ‘New NameSet Item Information’ dialog appears (see Figure 105).
Type the name of the item and click on the 'OK' button. The name of the new NameSet
item will appear in the NameSet Items section of the NameSets tab. NameSets can have
as many entries as required and there are no restrictions on the number of NameSets.
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Figure 104. The New NameSet Dialog

Figure 105. New Item Name Dialog

Using NameSets removes the need for a set of similarly named parameters. For
example, instead of three contaminant-dependent parameters called Dose_Rate_Adult,
Dose_Rate_Child and Dose_Rate_Infant, a single Dose_Rate parameter can be used;
this Dose_Rate parameter could be given multiplicity over contaminants and a user-
defined NameSet called AgeGroups, containing the members {Adult, Child, Infant}.

When specifying multiplicity for parameters, the user can choose from all available
NameSets, both the internal and user-defined ones. The only restriction is that different
NameSets must be chosen for the dimensions of a parameter with dual multiplicity. Self-
referencing is also valid over all available NameSets.

By default, the NameSet tab displays the NameSets in the order that they were added
to the model, however, the user can option to list the NameSets in alphabetic order by
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selecting the ‘Alphabetic Order’ option on the NameSets tab. Any NameSets that are not
used in parameters are marked as being ‘(unused)’ in the NameSets tab.

9.10.2 Ordering in NameSets

For small cases, the ordering within the NameSets is not important, since a particular
item can quickly be located. For larger cases, such as with tens of compartments, this
can become a problem. The ordering is relevant to the user in two main ways: firstly, in
setting expressions for parameters indexed over one or more NameSets, and secondly,
in selecting results to be graphed.

The user has control over the order within any NameSet, which can be alphabetic,
creation order, or user specified. For built-in NameSets, the default is alphabetic for
Compartments, Transfers and Sources, and creation order for Contaminants and Decays.
These defaults can be changed by the user.

Changes to the ordering are made through the NameSets tab and are reflected anywhere
that the list is displayed, for example, if you edit the order of the internal Contaminants
and Decays NameSets, the changed order will be reflected in the lists viewed on the
Contaminants and Decays tabs.

Ordering is controlled for each NameSet under its Item Info section of the NameSets tab.

The ‘Alphabetic’ check box should be checked if alphabetic ordering is required (See
Figure 104). No further action is needed, as new items and renamed items will
automatically be placed in the correct position.

If the alphabetic check box is not checked, then the items can be reordered as required.
By default, new items are added to the end and renamed items retain their positions. The
buttons to the right of the NameSet Items list allow items to be moved Up, Down, to the
Top or to the Bottom of the list. Only one item at a time can be moved. To move an item,
simply select it in the list and use the appropriate buttons. The item will remain selected
so that a sequence of Up button clicks will have the obvious effect.

9.10.3 NameSet Selections

It is possible to set up a ‘selection’ within a NameSet. Selections can be used when only a
sub-set of all the items in a NameSet is of interest. This can be done for user-generated
or in-built NameSets. The capability is accessed through the NameSets window where
there is a 'Selections' button. This allows selections to be added, deleted and edited.

Once a selection has been created, it can be used in graphing. In addition to selecting “all”
for the index of a graphed parameter, it is also possible to select the named selection. The
relevant selections automatically appear in any drop-down choices when graphing.

Selections can also be used to produce a cut-down version of a case with a sub-set of
Contaminants (see Save-Special in Section 4.3.1). They can also be used to store results
only for a selection of compartments (see Section 11.6.3).

9.10.4 Literals

A literal is simply a word in single quotes. The word must begin with an alphabetic
character and continue with alphanumerics or underscores. Thus ‘pig’ is a valid literal,
as is ‘U238’, whereas 238U is not.
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Literals can be used in specifying the multiplicity of a parameter, either directly or through
the use of another parameter with a literal value. Thus, if a parameter Weight has
multiplicity over the user-defined NameSet Animals, which has items {pig, cow,
sheep}, then the following are valid uses:

Weight [pig]

Weight [animal]

where animal is a parameter with literal value ‘pig’, ‘cow’ or ‘sheep’.

Literals may not be used in combination with other components of an expression. Thus,
‘pig’ + ‘U238’ is illegal. In some cases, such errors may only be detected at run-time (i.e.
the expression can be entered and saved but not used).

As a side-effect of allowing expressions in lookup time-dependent parameters, a
parameter can have a time-varying literal value. For example, it is possible to introduce
a NameSet called WeatherType with members {sunny, rainy, foggy} and then to
have a time-dependent parameter called weather, taking values ‘sunny’, ‘foggy’ etc.
as time varies. This could then be used to set parameters whose values depend on the
weather.

Note that the parameter used in an index cannot itself be indexed. Thus weight
[animal[‘peter’]] is not allowed. But comparisons of literals are supported, e.g.
animal==‘cow’ is valid (see Table 9 for a list of logical Boolean arguments). If the animal
parameter is the literal ‘cow’, then the expression is true (i.e. takes a value of 1), otherwise
it is false (i.e. takes a value of zero).

9.11 Mappings

A Mapping is a relationship between one NameSet and another. The Mapping goes “from”
a NameSet “to” a second NameSet. A good example that is often used in practice is a
Mapping from Contaminants to Elements, where Elements is a user-defined NameSet.
Each item in the From-NameSet is mapped to an item in the To-NameSet. Different items
in the From-NameSet can map to the same item in the To-NameSet, but the other way
around is not possible.

AMBER generates some internal mappings that can be generally used: for example,
parent is a mapping from Decays to Contaminants in which every decay is assigned
a parent contaminant; donor is a mapping from Transfers to Compartments assigning
a “from” compartment to each transfer; and similarly receptor is a mapping from
Transfers to Compartments, giving the “to” compartment of a transfer.

To create a mapping, select Panels | Mappings from the menu bar or select the Mappings
button on the toolbar. The Mappings tab will appear on the left panel. Clicking on the
'Add...' button will result in a dialog that allows you to define which NameSets you wish
to map “From” and “To”. The appropriate choice can be selected from the drop-down
list of NameSets. Click on the 'OK' button to confirm your selection, and a new Mapping
tab is created on the main panel (see Figure 106).
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Figure 106. New Mapping Tab

The user can then set the mapping name, give it a description and define the mappings
between the members of the From-NameSet and the To-NameSet.

To define the mapping, select the cell next an entry in the left-hand From-list. A drop-
down menu will appear from that cell with the To-NameSet items. Select the correct
item from this list and confirm this selection by clicking elsewhere in the window or on
'OK'. Note that a default “From” item is available for cases where many From-items are
mapped to the same To-item. Comments can be inserted against mappings for individual
items (see Section 9.1.14). Mappings with associated comments are highlighted with a
red indicator and the comment can be viewed when the mapping is selected. Each cell
must have an associated mapping; a cell cannot be left blank and without a mapping. If
there is a blank mapping, checking parameters will show an error (see Section 11.4).

When a NameSet or Mapping name is changed, the opportunity is automatically given
to rename all the occurrences of this item in other expressions. This allows NameSets/
Mappings to be renamed without having to edit all of the expressions in which it is used.
The option to leave expressions unchanged is, however, also available. The choice is made
through a simple dialog that is displayed when the name change occurs.

The following example describes how a mapping from Contaminants to Elements might
be used in an expression to convert a parameter with multiplicity over Elements to give
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a result with multiplicity over Contaminants. In this example, the NameSet Elements
has elements {U, Th} and the mapping named ContaminantToElement maps:

U-238 -> U

U-233 -> U

Th-229 -> Th

Suppose the sorption coefficient, Kd, has multiplicity Elements and that Kd [U] = 1, Kd
[Th] = 0.1. Note that the expression Kd(ContaminantToElement) gives a vector with
values for U-238, U-234 and Th-230.

The Retardation, with multiplicity ‘Contaminants’, could then be defined in terms of
the sorption coefficient as:

Retardation[*]= 1+RHO_B*Kd(ContaminantToElement)/THETA_W

The use of the ContaminantToElement mapping therefore explicitly tells AMBER how
to translate the Element items under the Kd parameter to the Contaminants items within
the Retardation parameter. In this case, RHO_B is a dry bulk density and THETA_W is a
water-filled porosity.

Any mappings that are not used in parameters are marked as being ‘(unused)’ in the
Mapping tab in the Side Panel.

9.12 Multiplicity

Multiplicity is similar in concept to arrays in programming languages. A parameter
with multiplicity potentially has more than one value. For example, a parameter with
contaminant multiplicity has a value for each contaminant.

It is possible to have multiplicity across one or two dimensions. The allowed dimensions
are either the internal NameSets, e.g. Contaminants and Compartments, or user-defined
NameSets.

You can use the square bracket notation (‘[..]’) to access elements of a parameter
with multiplicity. Consider a standard parameter concentration with multiplicity
Contaminants and Compartments. A standard scalar (no multiplicity) parameter sum1
can be created to sum the concentration in compartments A and B for Contaminant NUC1.
Parameter sum1 will be defined by:

concentration[contaminant = NUC1,compartment = A]+
 concentration[contaminant = NUC1,compartment = B] 

This can be shortened to the equivalent:

concentration[NUC1,A] + concentration[NUC1,B]

If you want to sum the concentrations of A and B for each contaminant, a standard
parameter sum2 could be created with multiplicity Contaminants and the default
expression:

concentration[A] + concentration[B]
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Using a default expression saves having to type this same expression for each
Contaminant and is more efficient in calculation. Here the Contaminant index is implicit,
i.e. for Contaminant NUC1 the expression will be interpreted as:

concentration[NUC1,A] + concentration[NUC1,B]

In dual multiplicity, column defaults take precedence over row defaults.

Note that the square bracket syntax cannot be confused with the use of square brackets
for units since the latter is only valid after a constant. Thus x[m] means that x has an
index that includes m, whereas 2[m] means 2 metres!

9.13 Self-Referencing

A self-referable parameter can be used when one (or more) value within that parameter
is based upon another value within the same parameter. This feature can be useful when
trying to define additive parameters; without self-referencing, these parameters would
have to be defined separately and then linked together. A simple example would be a
parameter that defined the value of three different compartments: A, B, and C.

TotalFlow[A] = Flow[A]
 TotalFlow[B] = TotalFlow[A] + Flow[B]
 TotalFlow[C] = TotalFlow[B] + Flow[C]

A slightly more complex example would be a three compartment model (A, B and C)
with two contaminants, and parameters f_1 and f_2 (both unitless). f_1 has the values
1, 2 and 3 respectively for compartments A, B and C, with the same values for each
contaminant. The values of f_2 depend upon the values of f_1 as given in Table 16
below. The table is also a demonstration as to how f_1 and f_2 could be implemented
in AMBER without using the self-referencing functionality. Alternatively, the same two
parameters could have been defined as being self-referencing over compartments as is
shown in Table 17.

Table 16. Parameter f_2 defined in terms of f_1 (no self-referencing)
Compartment f_1 f_2

Contaminant_1 Contaminant_2 Contaminant_1 Contaminant_2
A 1 1 10 10
B 2 2 10 * f_1[A] 20 * f_1[A]
C 3 3 10 * f_1[B] 10 * f_1[B]

Note: Whilst it is acceptable that parameters can reference both within themselves
and in multiple directions between parameters, users cannot define parameters in a
recursive manner such that there is no clear definition of the parameter expressions.
Figure 107 shows the relationship between f_1 and f_2 for the three compartments: (a)
without using self-referencing parameters (i.e. Table 16); (b) using valid self-referencing
parameters (i.e. Table 17); and (c) using invalid, recursive, self-referencing parameters
such that the values of f_1[A], f_1[B] and f_2[C] are ill-defined.

Table 17. Parameters f_1 and f_2 defined as self-referencing parameters
Compartment f_1 f_2

Contaminant_1 Contaminant_2 Contaminant_1 Contaminant_2
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Compartment f_1 f_2
A 0.1 * f_2[A] 0.1*f_2[A] 10 10
B 2 * f_1[A] 2 * f_1[A] 10 * f_1[A] 20 * f_1[A]
C 0.3 * f_2[B] 0.15 * f_2[B] f_1[B] * f_2[A] f_1[B] * f_2[A]

Figure 107. Example of valid and invalid usage of self-referencing
parameters

Self-referable parameters look the same as the single or dual multiplicity parameters.
Figure 108 shows how to select self-referability for a single NameSet when setting up a
standard parameter with single or dual multiplicity.

Figure 108. A Standard Self-Referable Parameter

When a self-referencing parameter is first defined, and before it is saved, it will not be
shown in the Expression Editor. Parameters are only shown in the expression editor once
they have been saved to the AMBER case file, as they then have a set name and set
units. If the user wishes to use the expression editor for a self-referencing parameter,
then the parameter can be given a name and units and then saved before being opened
again. Otherwise, it is valid to type the self-referencing expression without the use of the
Expression Editor.
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9.14 Availability Schemes

Originally, no non-linear behaviour was allowed in AMBER. Specifically, the transfer-
flux between compartments was restricted to being linearly proportional to the amount
of material in the donor compartment. That is, the transfer flux was defined by the
relationship

TransferFlux = TransferRate*Amount[donor].

Some particular types of non-linear behaviour have been introduced which are sufficient
to cover the common cases of solubility limitation and sorption.

9.14.1 Concept of Availability

Generally, the reason for a non-linear relationship between the transfer flux and the
amount of contaminant in the donor compartment is that only a fraction of the
contaminant is available for transport. In the case of solubility limitation, excess material
will be present as precipitate and so will not move in the aqueous phase. Here, we
introduce the general concept of availability to handle these situations.

The availability of a contaminant for a particular transfer is defined to be the fraction
of that contaminant that participates in the transfer. Thus, availability is between zero
and one.

By default, the availability of all contaminants for all transfers is unity. By selecting from a
set of options, the user can specify a prescription for determining the availability for each
contaminant for a nominated transfer. Note that a parameter Availability is attached
to a transfer rather than a compartment. This is because different transfers might have
different availabilities for the same compartment (e.g. if one acts through the aqueous
phase and the other on the total, as in erosion).

Availability is a built-in (read-only) parameter that is evaluated during a calculation,
with the formula for transfer flux now being:

TransferFlux = TransferRate*Availability*Amount[donor].

Because Availability depends on the Amount in the donor compartment, the equations
that AMBER solves become non-linear. This therefore forces the use of the time-stepping
solver. The following sections discuss how the user prescribes the scheme to be used
for calculating Availability in a particular transfer. For each scheme, the user must
consider what information needs to be provided, and how this is used.

9.14.2 Individual Limit Scheme

For an individual limit scheme, all that needs to be specified by the user is the maximum
amount for each contaminant that should be included in the transfer. This corresponds to
the amount in the compartment when the solubility limit is reached, and could be given
by a numerical value or by an equation, for example (in a saturated system):

Limit = Volume*Porosity*RetentionFactor*SolLimit.

Given this limit, the Availability is the minimum of Limit/Amount and unity. It is
an error for the Limit to be negative or zero. If the Amount is zero or negative, the
Availability is defined to be unity.
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The Limit can be time-dependent and/or sampled, as needed by the user. If the value
is specified as a constant, it should explicitly have units specified – e.g. 7[mol]. See the
discussion in Section 5.3.3.

9.14.3 Shared Limit Scheme

For a shared limit scheme, it is necessary to define how the contaminants group
together in addition to their joint limits. For cases where this is necessary, the user
must have defined a NameSet for this purpose (typically Elements) and a mapping from
Contaminants to this NameSet (e.g. ContaminantsToElements).

The information needed here is the mapping (which defines the target NameSet and the
assignment of contaminants) and the Limit for each item in the target NameSet. For the
specific case of elemental solubility limits, the Limit would be defined for each element
and the mapping would indicate which contaminant belongs to which element.

The Availability is defined for each contaminant, but the values for contaminants
mapped to the same target (e.g. isotopes of a particular element) are all equal. This
ensures that the available amounts are in proportion to the full amounts (i.e. that the
correct isotopic fractions are preserved).

The Availability is the minimum of Limit/SummedAmount and unity. It is an error
for the Limit to be zero or negative. The SummedAmount is the Amount summed over
contaminants mapped to the same target. If the SummedAmount is zero or negative, the
Availability is defined to be unity.

The Limit can be time-dependent and/or sampled, as needed by the user.

9.14.4 Langmuir Scheme

In some circumstances, the relationship between the total amount of a Contaminant and
the amount available for transport is governed by a non-linear sorption relationship.
Typically, there is a limit on the amount that can be sorbed, and so the fraction available
for transport increases with the total amount. This is in contrast to a solubility limit
scheme where the availability reduces as the amount increases.

A common sorption isotherm is the Langmuir isotherm. AMBER contains a linear
approximation to the Langmuir isotherm; in this approximation, the Availability is
written as a simple function of the Amount:

(9.3)

where the values of α and β are determined by the precise details of the model.

Two cases need to be considered, as with the Limit case:

An individual scheme, where each contaminant is independently sorbed; and

A shared scheme, where the total amount of several contaminants controls the
availability.

Both cases are available. For the shared scheme, a mapping must be supplied that groups
the contaminants in the correct way, and the parameters will then depend on the target
of this mapping (typically Elements).
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The graphical interface asks for two expressions, one for the top (α above), and one for
the bottom (β above).

Note that if availability is required for some contaminants only, then α and β values for
the others should be set equal to one another. Any value is valid, but zero should be
avoided because of the possibility of the denominator going to zero.

9.14.5 Unavailability Scheme

Each of the existing Availability schemes has an associated  Unavailability scheme. These
set the availability for a transfer to one minus the value for the original scheme (see
Figure 109).

Thus, for a Limit availability scheme:

Availability = min(Limit/Amount, 1)

whereas the corresponding unavailability scheme sets

Availability = 1 - min(Limit/Amount, 1).

For a Langmuir availability scheme

(9.4)

whereas the corresponding unavailability scheme sets

(9.5)

Figure 109. Availability vs. Unavailability Langmuir Scheme

9.14.6 Availability Dialog

The user-interface components related to availability schemes are:
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a way of indicating that a non-default availability scheme is to be used for a
particular transfer; and

a way of specifying the parameters needed by the availability scheme.

A 'Set Scheme...' button on the Item Info section of the Transfers tab gives access to the
Availability Scheme Dialog shown in Figure 110.

The Availability Scheme Dialog allows the user to select the type of availability scheme
by clicking on the appropriate graph.

The drop-down list box shows valid mappings (i.e. those from Contaminants) for the use
in Shared Limits. The expression given under Limit must give a value for each of the
target NameSet, or for each contaminant in the case of Individual Limits. In cases where
a value is directly assigned under the limit, the associated units need to be explicitly
declared (e.g. 1 [mol]).

Note the Expression Editor may be accessed via the Availability Scheme Dialog.

Figure 110. Availability Scheme Dialog

9.14.7 Scaling in the Solver

Note that when availabilities are used, particularly to represent solubility limitation, the
amount of a Contaminant that is available for a transfer can be very small. This can lead
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to problems with relative errors causing the time-stepping solver to become inefficient
(i.e. slow).
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10 Probabilistic Modelling

In addition to calculating results for a set of singular parameter values (a deterministic
run), AMBER provides facilities for performing multiple calculations by sampling
the values of some parameters from probability distributions (a probabilistic run) (see
Section 9.1.7). There are two main reasons for undertaking a probabilistic run: uncertainty
analysis and sensitivity analysis.

In an uncertainty analysis, the objective is to discover the implications of uncertainty
in the values of input parameters for the calculated results. Thus, it is necessary to
characterise the input parameter uncertainty, in terms of probability distributions, and
calculate the distribution of results. The results can be analysed, for example to give
averages (see Sections Section 11.6.1 and Section 11.6.2 on generating reports and graphs).

In a sensitivity analysis, the objective is to explore the relationship between the input
parameters and particular results, in order to evaluate which parameter values are most
important. Here, the distributions given for the input parameters serve only to indicate
the range of values that are of interest. The distribution of results is analysed to indicate
correlation with the inputs.

It is, of course, possible to set up a probabilistic run and perform both uncertainty and
sensitivity analysis on the same samples. The remainder of this section describes the
various input distributions that are provided and how these can be used to produce a
wide variety of parameter distributions and correlations (see Section 11.6.1 for how to
output correlation coefficients to reports).

The mechanisms within AMBER for user-introduced parameters are ideal for
undertaking probabilistic studies. This is because the ultimate sources of uncertainty can
be identified and sampled parameters introduced to reflect them. This naturally leads to
sensible correlation structures.

Consider a case where two parameters are uncertain because they both depend on a
common third item. This is simply handled by making this common source of uncertainty
a sampled parameter and giving the formulae that can be used to calculate the original
two parameters. These parameters are then correlated, through their mutual dependency.

The first step in performing an uncertainty analysis is to clearly locate the sources
of uncertainty (not just the symptoms of it - the derived parameters). Each of the
sampled parameters must then be given a distribution. Note that in AMBER, sampled
parameters are scalar. This is because attaching a distribution to a parameter indexed by
Contaminant (say) would be ambiguous; it could mean that all the Contaminant values
should be sampled from the same distribution (independently of one another) or it could
be that only one value should be sampled, and used for every Contaminant. In AMBER,
the user is forced to resolve the ambiguity, by introducing only one or many sampled
parameters, as appropriate, or by importing the sampled data into AMBER from external
files.

Once the sampled parameters are identified it is necessary to assign distributions to them.
The art of eliciting such distributions from experts is beyond the scope of this document;
it is assumed that a particular distribution has been decided upon.

AMBER provides six basic distribution types that can be used directly. However, by
using expressions involving the basic types, other distributions can be synthesised.
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The basic types are described below. All distributions can also be specified directly as
logarithmically based distributions. This is indicated by a check box on the parameter
tab for each distribution (see Figure 63).

For a log-based PDF, the distribution parameters relate to the log, base 10, of the final
variable. Thus, for a log-uniform from 10-2 to 10+2, the log check box is selected and the
min and max must be given as -2 and +2. Note that constant expressions can be used to
define PDF characteristics, therefore log10(0.01) and log10(100) may also be used.
Similarly, for a log-Gaussian (log-normal) distribution, the values entered for the mean
and standard deviation apply to the values of logarithms.

10.1 Uniform PDF

This requires simply a minimum and maximum value. Any intermediate value is equally
likely to be sampled. The PDF for an example sampled parameter with a uniform
distribution characterised with a minimum value of 0 and maximum value of 5 is shown
in Figure 111.

Figure 111. Example Uniform PDF

10.2 Gaussian

Gaussian, or normal, distributions are well-known, and are simply characterised by a
mean (central value) and standard deviation (width). See any statistical text book for
further discussion. Note that if there is no truncation (use the Truncated Gaussian if
this is required), care should be taken with using Gaussian distributions for parameters
which have physical limits (e.g. they must be positive), since in principle the tail of the
distribution continues indefinitely. The PDF for an example sampled parameter with a
Gaussian distribution characterised with a mean value of 2.5 and standard deviation of
2.5 is shown in Figure 112.
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Figure 112. Example Gaussian PDF

10.3 Truncated Gaussian

This is precisely the same as a Gaussian, except that samples outside set limits will be
rejected. It is useful when a parameter distribution has a Gaussian shape, but where other
considerations indicate that it lies within definite bounds. Note that very tight bounds
are not allowed, since the time taken to generate a non-rejected sample could become
prohibitive. An error message will appear if the PDF characteristics are not allowed. The
PDF for an example sampled parameter with a Gaussian distribution characterised with
a mean value of 2.5 and standard deviation of 2.5 but truncated at -2 and 6 is shown in
Figure 113.

Figure 113. Example Truncated Gaussian PDF
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10.4 Triangular PDF

This simple distribution requires a minimum, a maximum and a most-probable (peak)
value. Note that the probability of sampling a value lower than the peak value depends
on the relative position of this between the minimum and the maximum. Care should be
taken in using a triangular distribution when the range is very wide. For example, if the
minimum is 1, the peak is 10 and the maximum is 100, it is not correct to suppose that
half the sample will be less than 10 (in fact only 1 sample in 11 will be), see Figure 114.

Figure 114. Example Triangular PDF

10.5 Beta PDF

The beta distribution can be used to give a wide range of distributions, including bi-
modal distributions. All values will be between the ‘minimum’ and the ‘maximum’. The
shape is determined by the ‘beta A’ and ‘beta B’ parameters. ‘beta A’ and ‘beta B’ must be
>0 and, for practical purposes, <10. If the PDF is plotted the minimum end is shaped like:

(x-minimum)beta A-1

and the maximum end like:

(maximum-x)beta B-1

If ‘beta A’ and ‘beta B’ are the same the distribution will be symmetric.

Figure 115 shows an example beta distribution with a ‘beta A’ of 0.5 and a ‘beta B’ of 0.47
producing a bimodal distribution.
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Figure 115. Example Beta PDF

10.6 General Cumulative Distribution Functions

The General Cumulative Density Function (CDF) allows any shape of cumulative
probability distribution to be approximated as piecewise linear, see Figure 116. This
corresponds to a histogram for the density function, but it is slightly more general (the
values are not necessarily spaced equally).

To specify the piecewise linear function, the minimum and maximum values must be
specified and cumulative probabilities given at the intermediate points. This is achieved
through the PDF Characteristics dialog.
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Figure 116. Example Piecewise Linear Cumulative Distribution
Function

10.7 Partial Sampling

Partial sampling enables the user to select a subset of the sampled parameters to be varied
within a specific calculation, with the other sampled parameters being fixed at their best
estimate values.

Note that the values taken by sampled parameters are independent from one parameter to
another, so the sequence of values for any sampled parameter will be the same regardless
of which other parameters are sampled or fixed at their best estimates. This allows
comparisons to be made between results with or without varying one parameter with all
other parameter values the same.

The parameters to be sampled can be specified from the Calculation dialog (Results
| Calculate). If there are sampled parameters in the model, and if Partial Sampling is
selected, the Specify… button gives access to the list of sampled parameters. This is where
the user selects which of the sampled parameters should be varied in the calculation
and which should take their best estimate value. The selected items will be remembered
between calculations and are saved with the case file.

Full sampling or best-estimate calculation can be specified separately on the Calculate
dialog – this will not destroy the selections made. Note that if “Partial” sampling is
undertaken with no sampled parameters, a set of identical best-estimate calculations will
be made!

10.8 Seeds

The samples are generated in AMBER by a pseudo-random number generator. This
requires an initial seed to be specified. If the initial seed is changed, a different set of
sampled values will be generated. Note that the sample values generated also depend
on the order in which the distributions were created. When new sampled parameters
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are added, the sample values for the existing ones do not change. Similarly if a sampled
parameter is deleted, the remaining ones will generate the same sampled values.

10.9 Selecting Specific Samples

By specifying the ‘first’ sample in the Calculation dialog (see Figure 131) and setting
the 'number' of samples to being 1, it is possible to run deterministic calculations for
specific samples/realisations of interest. This can be used, for example, to re-run a sample
that gave the highest consequences, to explore its detailed time-dependent behaviour
in isolation. The internal read-only SampleNumber parameter is useful in determining
which particular samples are important. For example, a scatter plot of SampleNumber
versus the peak consequence could be used and the sample with the highest consequence
can be identified and then run in isolation.

10.10 Sample Files

Sample files enable AMBER users to specify a set of sampled parameters to be correlated
by specifying a list of allowable parameter value combinations in a separate text-based
file (the sample file).

Note that AMBER case files can be created and edited via either the AMBER graphical-
user interface (GUI) or directly in the text-based AMBER case file. It is emphasised that
editing an AMBER case file using a text editor is only to be tried by advanced AMBER
users. It is strongly recommended that case files are backed up prior to any changes being
made to the text-based file. Should mistakes result in problems trying to open or run a
case file that has been edited directly, note that support is available to users with valid
support agreements.

10.10.1 The Sample File

The sample file essentially consists of a number or rows, each of which specifies an
allowable combination of values for a set of sampled parameters. The file is designed to
be simple to generate and simple to read (both by a user and by AMBER). The file adopts
the following format:

initial lines allow any comments that the user requires, including descriptions and
QA related information;

a line reading simply PARAMETERS that ends the comments and begins the main part
of the sample file;

a line with a list of the parameter names, separated by spaces (or tabs), with each
name being a valid AMBER parameter name (single word starting with a letter and
followed by letters, digits and/or underscores);

optionally, a line reading UNITS followed by a line giving the units for each
parameter;

any number of lines (at least one!) with a value for each parameter, separated by
spaces or tabs; and

the end of the file.

Thus the following would be valid:
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Example AMBER sample file with three parameters frac1, frac2 and
 frac3.
These sum to 1.0.
PARAMETERS
frac1 frac2 frac3
UNITS
[-] [-] [-]
0.772395638 0.206867181 0.020737181
0.59013304 0.372123159 0.037743801
0.815743246 0.115297823 0.068958931
0.657275166 0.106496794 0.236228039
0.945297448 0.053475229 0.001227323
0.864396806 0.061341433 0.074261761
0.836854324 0.156235683 0.006909993
0.2454123 0.306001455 0.448586245
0.83692153 0.100729603 0.062348867
0.404051938 0.241600856 0.354347206
0.702599264 0.130469009 0.166931727
0.66112256 0.032528876 0.306348564
0.929997329 0.050058591 0.01994408
0.163646331 0.319436626 0.516917044

The data in this example was generated with a simple Excel spreadsheet and copied to
the sample file. Note that there are no restrictions (beyond memory constraints) on how
many parameters and how many lines can be included.

10.10.2 The Sample File Block

Each sample file is identified in a new SAMPLE_FILE block within the SAMPLE_FILES
section of the AMBER case file. The SAMPLE_FILES block can be included in the case file
after the IN_BUILT parameters block (Appendix A). Each SAMPLE_FILE block includes:

an internal name for the sample file;

descriptive text within speech marks (e.g. “Text describing sample file”);

a unique variate number for the line sampler, identified with the keyword OFFSET
(e.g. OFFSET 3). Note that the number for each OFFSET and/or VARIATE value in the
case file must be unique;

the name of the sample file with the keyword FILE (e.g. FILE “sfile.txt”); and

sampling control flags with the keyword SAMPLING. Flags include SEQUENTIAL,
RANDOM and RANDOM_NO_REPEATS. Note that, by default, the sampling will be
RANDOM. If SEQUENTIAL or RANDOM_NO_REPEATS is specified, then the number of
samples must be no greater than the number of rows in the file.

Thus, a new AMBER block called SAMPLE_FILES should be created with SAMPLE_FILE
subblocks that give a name, the file and the flags, as follows:

...
END_IN_BUILT
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SAMPLE_FILES
V1
SAMPLE_FILE
sfile1
"first file"
OFFSET 3
FILE "sfile.txt"
SAMPLING RANDOM
END_SAMPLE_FILE
END_SAMPLE_FILES
...

10.10.3 The Sampled Parameter

Once the sample file has been set up and identified in the AMBER case file, the sampled
parameters can be specified in the case file. For each parameter, a NORMAL_SYMBOL
parameter block should be added within the PARAMETERS block with the following lines.

The name of the sample file with the keyword File (e.g. File sfile1). Note that this
is the name specified in the SAMPLE_FILE block (see above) and not the file name.

A name for the parameter.

A description within speech marks (“ ... “).

The units for the parameter with the keyword UNITS and identified within square
brackets (e.g. UNITS [-]). Note that the units for the sampled parameter must be
consistent with those given in the file – if no units are given in the file then it will be
assumed that the units are those specified for the AMBER parameter.

A VARIATE block with a unique variate identifier (e.g. VARIATE 3), note that this
VARIATE block identifies the parameter as a sampled parameter. Note that the variate
identifier for each OFFSET and VARIATE must be unique in the case file.

The keyword SampleFile, which specifies that the sampled parameter values are
to be obtained from a sample file.

The name of the parameter within the sample file with the keyword Parameter (e.g.
Parameter frac1).

Close the VARIATE block with END_VARIATE.

Close the parameter block with END_SYMBOL.

Note that log-based sampling is irrelevant – the file value is for the parameter itself.

An example of a parameters block entry for a sample file parameter is given below:

NORMAL_SYMBOL
sfrac1
"Sampled parameter. Allowable combinations of values specified in a
 sample
file."
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UNITS [-]
VARIATE 4
SampleFile
File sfile1
Parameter frac1
END_VARIATE
END_SYMBOL

Once the sample file has been created, identified within the case file, and the sample file
parameters created within the case file, it is possible to open the case via the AMBER GUI,
check parameters and run the sampled case. Note that the Parameter tab for a sample file
parameter provides the sample file name and the name of the parameter within that file,
but it is not editable via the AMBER GUI (see Figure 117).

Figure 117. Parameter Tab for a Sample File Parameter

10.11 Specifying Correlations

This is a scheme to allow correlations between sampled parameters to be specified as
matrices of correlation coefficients.

This is achieved by specifying a number of “Correlation Groups”, through a Correlations
tab on the left panel, which is accessed via Panels | Correlations. Each group defines
correlations between a subset of the variants (sampled parameters). No variants can be
in more than one correlation group.
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The Correlation tab allows the correlation coefficients to be set. Click 'Add ...' on the
Correlations tab in the left panel to create a new correlation group; this opens a new
Correlation tab on the main panel. Clicking on 'Add Row' allows sampled parameters
to be added to this group. The associated matrix of correlation coefficients can then be
specified by clicking and editing the values in the correlation matrix (Figure 118). Click
on 'OK' to return to the Correlations tab.

Correlations require Latin Hypercube Sampling. AMBER checks that the Latin Hypercube
Sampling option is selected and warns the user if this is not the case. Also note that when
partial sampling is used (Section 10.7), only sampled parameters within a correlation matrix
are correlated.

Figure 118. Correlation Tab Showing a Matrix of Correlation
Coefficients
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11 Running and Reporting a Case File

11.1 Preconditions

Models may include assumptions about the range of input parameter values for which
it can/will be used. These ranges can be checked before calculation. These checks are
known as preconditions.

Preconditions are added through a list of Preconditions on the left panel (see Figure 119)
and tabs for each precondition on the main panel (see Figure 120). The Preconditions tab
is accessed via Panels | Pre-conditions or via the toolbar button. The list of preconditions
can be modified as needed. Adding a new precondition or editing an existing one (by
double-clicking) brings up the individual precondition tabs on the main panel.

A precondition has a name, a description, an expression to be tested and a failure
message. The name and test are compulsory. The name must satisfy the usual rules for a
valid name in AMBER (starts with a letter, no spaces or special characters).

Figure 119. Preconditions Window
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Figure 120. Edit Preconditions

The test is an expression that gives a true (1) or false (0) result, such as param1>0. See
Section 9.3.2 for a list of the operators and functions that produce such Boolean results.

Preconditions can be set to give errors or warnings. To stop a calculation going ahead if
the condition fails, set the type to ‘Error’ rather than ‘Warning’.

All preconditions can be checked by using Check Parameters, accessed from the
Calculation | Check Parameters. This lists failures, and flags errors and warnings at the
end of the parameter checking block. The user-specified failure message is written out
for each failure. The preconditions are also checked automatically prior to calculation,
but here only errors are relevant and the checking stops if any violated condition is
discovered. If a precondition contains an error (e.g. refers to a non-existent parameter)
then this will also count as an error.

Preconditions can be time-dependent, but the checks will only be made for specified
result times.

Preconditions can have multiplicity – the check will be made for each entry.

The Expression Editor can be used to help build and check the precondition arguments
via the 'Expand Option' button on the individual Precondition tabs (see Section 9.2.1).
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11.2 Result Times

The Result Times tab (see Figure 121) is shown when Panels | Result Times is selected from
the menu bar or the Result Times button is selected from the toolbar. This is the window
in which result times are created, modified and deleted. Note that the result times are
distinct from the solve steps that AMBER uses. The result times define the end time point
of the calculation and the time points at which AMBER will store the amounts it calculates
to be present in each compartment in the results file.

Figure 121. Result Times Window

The start time, which must be non-negative and less than the earliest result time, is
entered in the start time field provided. It is zero by default.

11.2.1 Result Time Units

The units used for result times can be different from those used for data input and
rates, if specified as such in the Units dialog, which is accessed via Options | Units (see
Section 5.3). By default, the same units are used.

If different units are used for result times, then the only effect is on times specified in the
Result Times tab, and on the times given in reports and graphs. All other times remain
in the internal units – including the time variable itself, t.
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Changing the time units (or any other units for that matter) will invalidate any calculated
results.

11.2.2 Adding a Result Time

One or more new result times can be created by clicking the Add Times button. Result
Times can then be added via the bottom of the panel (see Figure 122), which includes a
choice of adding a single time, an arithmetic or geometric sequence of times, and fields
that you can use to specify the new result times.

To add a single result time, select the 'Single Time'  radio button and enter the time in the
'Time' field. To enter an arithmetic or geometric sequence of times, select the 'Arithmetic
Sequence' or 'Geometric Sequence' radio button, enter the first and last times in the
sequence in the 'First Time' and 'Last Time' fields and the number of times in the 'Number
of Times' field. For example, to add the sequence of result times 10, 20, 30...200 select
'Arithmetic Sequence', enter 10 in the 'First Time' field, 200 in the 'Last Time' field and 20
into the 'Number of Times' field. Result times are listed in increasing order. If a duplicate
time is input, a warning dialog appears but the duplicates are then discarded. Click on
'OK' to add the new result times to the Result Times window.

Figure 122. Add Times Section of the Result Times Panel

11.2.3 Modifying a Result Time

To modify an existing result time, double click on the result time in the Result Times
window. The Change Result Time dialog will appear. Change the value in the field as
required.

11.2.4 Deleting a Result Time

To delete a result time, click on it in the Result Times window and then click the Delete
button. If Options | Confirm deletes is toggled on, a confirmation will be required before
the deletion takes place.

Note that multiple result times can be selected for deletion with <Ctrl>, <Shift>+click or
by clicking and holding the left mouse button down as the cursor is scrolled over the
result times.
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11.2.5 Reporting Results at a Sampled Time

It is sometimes necessary to be able to report results at a sampled time, which can be
done by using Snapshots and  Derived Parameters, either in conjunction or independently
of each other.

SnapShots

In general, AMBER stores the Amount in each compartment for each contaminant at each
result time. Most observed results are then generated by linearly interpolating the values
between the result times. This is generally adequate, but cannot cope with a situation
where the time of interest is uncertain, or is derived from a calculation. This is particularly
true where there is a discontinuity of some sort at or near the time of interest. In these
circumstances, it is useful to be able to record the Amounts at the unknown time of
interest, in which case SnapShots can be used.

A SnapShot is specified by first defining a variable that evaluates to the time of interest;
e.g. create a parameter t_SnapShot with a value of  100 [y]. The GUI for SnapShots is
identical to that for Switch Times, and is accessed via the Windows | SnapShot Parameters
menu. Clicking on the Add button opens a dialog in which the user can select from the
parameters that evaluate to a time as one of their SnapShot parameters (see Figure 123).

Figure 123. Selecting a SnapShot parameter from the parameters that
evaluate at times of interest in the Vault.cse example case file

When a calculation is undertaken, AMBER stores Amounts in the compartments at each
SnapShot time in addition to the result times to provide increased resolution at the
unknown times of interest. In addition to this, SnapShots are very useful when used in
conjunction with Derived Parameters, as they will appear in the "Param for time:" drop
down menu in the dialog (see Figure 65 in Section 9.1.9).

SnapShot parameters cannot be Observers, but can be Sampled Parameters. They must
evaluate to a single value with time units.

11.2.6 Modifying a Result Time

To modify an existing result time double click on the result time in the Result Times
window. The Change Result Time dialog will appear. Change the value in the field as
required.

11.3 Saving The Case

It is advisable to save the case regularly, particularly after significant data has been added
and prior to the next calculation. The filename is appended with an asterisk '*' when
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unsaved changes have been made. Select File | Save Case As from the menu bar to save
the case with a new path and File | Save Case from the menu bar or the Save icon from
the toolbar to save the case with the same name and path.

If a case has been altered and the File | Save Case option is selected, AMBER makes a
backup copy of the previously saved version of the case. This is given the same name
as the case file with the extension ‘.cbk’. This is useful if the saved case is accidentally
overwritten.

If a case has been altered and the original case is required the File | Revert to Saved option
can be used. This will delete all the changes made since the case was last saved.

If an attempt is made to close a case with unsaved changes, then a message is produced
prompting for a save or discard.

The ‘Save Special’ option is available via File | Save Special and allows a case to be
saved with only a selected set of contaminants (identified by Section 9.10.3), or reporting
defaults (see Section 11.3.1). If the Selected Contaminants option is used, any decays from
selected contaminants to those that are excluded are reassigned to be from the selected
Contaminant to NULL. This option is only available when the original case does not need
saving (to avoid loss of data).

11.3.1 Reporting Defaults

One of AMBER’s strengths is the flexibility provided by the text-based case file in
providing a route for quality assuring models; the layout of the text-based case file is
described in Appendix A. In auditing the text-based case file against the specification for
the model and data, users need to be aware where items within a parameter are picking
up default expressions. This is made easier by a Save Special option that enables the user
to save a version of the case file that explicitly includes the default entry against all items
that use it within a parameter.

The option is available via File | Save Special... | Reporting Defaults (see Figure 124).

Figure 124. Reporting Defaults Option
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Via this option, the use of default values/expressions is highlighted in the text case file
with an explicit entry against the item and the following comment:

#”=== default ===”

where default is the default value/expression.

For example, Figure 125 shows a parameter block (see Section A.13) from a
case file in which a default expression for calculating compartment volumes
(Length*Width*Depth) is used for some compartments. The same parameter is shown
in Figure 126 with the default values reported via Save Special ...

Figure 125. Standard Parameter Block

Figure 126. Parameter Block with Reporting Defaults

On reading back such a case file these entries are removed (i.e. any comments that start
#=== have the part up to the second === removed. Users/reviewers can add comments
after the second ===; these will be retained as comments in the case file.

11.4 Checking Parameters

Calculations and report generation can sometimes result in errors being reported in a case
due to incorrect parameter definitions. For example, you might have defined a parameter
x in terms of parameter y, where y is undefined. The Check Parameters window provides
a useful way to ‘debug’ such problems. It is good practice to check parameters before
calculation to help avoid errors being encountered during the calculation and any errors
being encountered in generating results.

Select Calculation | Check Parameters from the menu bar, or click on the Check Parameters
button on the toolbar. The Check Parameters tab (see Figure 127) will appear in the main
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panel with a summary of all the user defined parameters and model inputs. Simple
evaluation errors will be reported. The Check Parameters tab also checks mappings and
reports any unmatched items as well as preconditions.

Figure 127. Check Parameters Tab

Note that the information in the window is a ‘snapshot’ taken at the time that the check is
done. The information on the Check Parameters tab becomes greyed-out when changes
have been made to the case and the check becomes invalid. The check can be updated
by via the menu bar, toolbar (as described above) or by clicking on 'Check' on the Check
Parameters tab itself.

When parameter information is displayed in the Check Parameters window, either due
to error reporting or because the ‘Only show errors’ option is unchecked, then the Edit
button becomes available on the Check Parameters tab. If the cursor is placed within
a block of parameter information, clicking on the Edit button opens the Parameter tab
for that parameter, enabling the information to be viewed and edits to be made (see
Figure 128).
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Figure 128. Check Parameters Tab with Edit Button Activated

11.4.1 Checking by Graphing

In AMBER, input parameters can be graphed prior to a calculation. This is particularly
useful for checking time-dependent and sampled inputs. Graphing is discussed in
Section 11.6.2.

11.4.2 Checking by Expression Editor

When the cause of an error is not obvious, using the Check functionality of the Expression
Editor can often resolve the problem, see Section 9.2.1.

11.5 Calculation

A calculation is initiated by selecting Calculation | Calculate.

11.5.1 Solvers

AMBER has two solvers:

a Laplace solver, which is used for cases with no time-dependency or with piecewise
constant (step-wise) time-dependent parameters; and

a time-step solver, which is used for cases with more complex time-dependency.

The type of solver to be used is selected automatically by AMBER. The Laplace solver
is selected by default for case without time-dependency or with piecewise constant
‘Lookup Time-dependent’ parameters. Otherwise, the time-step solver is selected.
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11.5.2 Solver Controls

Three solver controls are available, and are discussed below.

Forcing the Laplace Solver to be Used

For cases where the transfer rates, sources, specified amounts and local decay rates are
piecewise constant, but use stepUp, stepDown or topHat functions, AMBER does not
recognise that the Laplace solver could be used. The user can force the use of the Laplace
solver in this situation by selecting it on the Calculate dialog that comes up when a
calculation is requested.

AMBER checks that the problem is suitable for Laplace solution before proceeding. The
discontinuity times must be properly specified as Switch Parameters through the Switch
Parameters Window for this option to function correctly (see Section 9.1.6).

Speeding up the Time-Step Solver when Rates Change Only Slowly

When the time-step solver is used, AMBER has to recalculate the transfer rates, sources,
specified amounts and local decay rates at every time-step. For complex problems, this
can be a slow process. In many cases, the rates change only slowly with time and it is not
necessary for them to be recalculated every time-step.

The user can speed up the solver in these cases by specifying a minimum interval
between recalculations. For intervals shorter than this, all the rates can be calculated by
linear interpolation. The interpolation scheme is used for transfer rates (and sources,
availability parameters, decay rates and specified amount if appropriate). This is invoked
by using the internal editable MinChangeTime parameter. Note that the interpolation
is only used between discontinuities (as set by Switch Time parameters). Using the
interpolation scheme can substantially reduce run times without altering the results
significantly.

When the interpolation scheme is used, AMBER will try to use a linear interpolation
scheme instead of calculating the full transfer rate expressions (and sources and
availability parameters) at every time step when the time-step is smaller than the
MinChangeTime; this means that the rate will be calculated every MinChangeTime
interval (or greater). So if MinChangeTime is 10 years, the rates will be calculated at 0, 10,
20 years etc. Once the step is longer than 10 years, the rate will generally be calculated
every step as before. MinChangeTime can itself be time-dependent.

It is important to note that the MinChangeTime should be set to the smallest time over
which significant changes to transfer rates occur, regardless of the rates themselves. Thus,
if transfer rates, sources and availability parameters do not change the MinChangeTime
can be set very large.

AMBER does not check that the given MinChangeTime is sensible – so it should be used
with care. This does mean that a quick and approximate calculation can be performed by
setting the MinChangeTime to a large value and ignoring the shorter timescale changes.

Maximum Polynomial Order

The user has the option of controlling the order of the polynomial used when AMBER
extrapolates results to predict the amounts at the next time step. The default that is used
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by AMBER and which provides robust results in the majority of cases is a maximum
polynomial order of five. However, in cases where extremely small results  [1]  are of
interest, unexpected oscillations may be observed. In such cases, it is recommended that
the user sets the maximum order of the polynomial used by AMBER to lower than
five. This can be done via the Calculate dialog (see Figure 129), which is accessed via
Calculation | Calculate... or by clicking on the ‘Calculate’ button on the toolbar. The user
has the choice of setting the maximum order of the polynomial to between two and five.

Figure 129. New Max. Order Option on Calculate Dialog

Using a lower maximum order will reduce any oscillations observed in small results. It
will also force AMBER to take smaller solve-steps, which will result in longer run times.
Therefore, there is potential for the user to adjust the maximum order to between two
and five to optimize the results against the run time of the calculation.

This issue highlights the importance of inspecting results generated by numerical solvers,
which is good practice for any numerical modelling code.

11.5.3 Performing a Calculation

Once the model has been set up to run a calculation, the Calculation | Calculate item can be
chosen from the menu bar or the Calculate icon is selected from the toolbar. The Calculate
dialog will now appear (see Figure 130).

[1]  More than about six orders of magnitude smaller than amounts elsewhere in the model.
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Choosing the Solver Type

Either the Laplace Forced or  time-step solver will automatically be selected. If you have
used the internal time variable t in expressions that are used directly or indirectly to
calculate source terms and/or transfers you will be forced to use the time-step solver.
If you have not used t (or have only used it within observer parameters) you will have
the option to choose either the Laplace solver or the time-step solver. Where you have
a choice, you should normally choose the Laplace solver as it will generally be faster
and more accurate. The Laplace solver also handles differences in scale within a problem
better (e.g. large amounts in one compartment and small amounts in another).

Figure 130. The Calculate Dialog

Checking For

The Calculate dialog has check boxes that the user can use to enable/disable the checking
for negative transfer rates or source fluxes. As negative rates and fluxes are not normally
expected this can be a useful check, for example it might reveal an incorrect sign in a
source or transfer expression. A maximum of three negative values will be reported during
a calculation (it is possible that hundreds could occur in a probabilistic case). However,
very small negative Amounts can be generated by the solver (e.g. -10-15) where zero might
have been expected. If small negative values are a problem, you can screen them out
using the max function, for example replacing x with max(x,0).
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Samples And Seeds

If at least one sampled parameter is defined (see Section 9.1.7 and Section 10), the Samples
(Number & First) and Seed fields will be enabled. Enter the number of samples to be run
(between 1 and 32,767) in the Number field (the left-hand field) (note that the time taken
to solve the problem will be approximately proportional to the number of samples), and
enter the first sample to be solved in the First field (the right-hand field).

The ‘seed’ is the base seed used by the sampling random number generator (from which
the seed of each sampled parameter is offset). The offset to the seed, i.e. a non-negative
integer related to its position in the case file in relation to the other sampled parameters, is
constant for the lifetime of a sampled parameter. This increases the independence of the
sampled parameters and makes probabilistic calculations relatively robust to the deletion
of old parameters or the addition of new parameters. You might wish to change the seed
to see how this affects the results. The seed can be an integer in the range 1 to 999999999.

Sampling

Sampling is carried out using a Monte Carlo scheme by default, although Latin Hypercube
Sampling (LHS) can be selected.

When LHS is used, the samples generated for each sampled parameter are more
uniformly distributed across its range compared to Monte Carlo Sampling. Specifically,
with N samples, one value is generated in each of N quantile ranges (of width 1/N).
Thus, for the simple case of a uniformly distributed parameter between 0 and 1 with
100 samples there will be one sample between 0 and 0.01, one between 0.01 and 0.02 etc.
Within each quantile the sample is random. LHS is a form of ‘stratified’ sampling, as
opposed to fully ‘random’ sampling.

LHS produces smoother distributions with fewer samples when compared with Monte
Carlo analysis. This has the potential advantage of producing good distribution fits with
fewer sampled runs, thereby reducing the calculation time and size of results files. This
advantage is most noticeable for small numbers of sampled parameters.

LHS can be selected via the Use Latin Hypercube Sampling check box on the Calculate
dialog (see Figure 131).
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Figure 131. Calculate Dialog for Sampled Case

Partial sampling enables some sampled parameters to be held at their  best estimate values
whilst others are sampled and is discussed in Section 10.7.

The Do not calculate check box is provided to allow sample information to be checked
before a calculation is run. Once the number of samples and the seed is set, graphs and
reports for sampled input parameters can be produced.

In order to help in finding which sample number is producing results that are interesting
to look at separately, there is a built-in parameter, SampleNumber. This takes a value equal
to the sample number. It can then be used in scatter plots to pick out the sample of interest.
Note that SampleNumber is set to the “global” sample number, so if 10 samples are run
starting from 100, the SampleNumber will equal 100, 101, … 109.

The interesting case can then be run in isolation by inserting the sample number of
interest into the First field on the Calculate dialog and setting the number of samples to
1. This enables a single calculation to be undertaken with the combination of sampled
values of interest, whereupon the interesting results can be investigated in detail.

Calculation Requirements

Before a calculation is allowed to run, the following criteria must be satisfied:

the number of compartments must be greater than zero;
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the number of contaminants must be greater than zero;

the number of result times must be greater than zero;

all the required parameters must be correctly defined; and

the start time must be less than the first result time.

The Progress dialog will be displayed while the calculation is taking place, and it reports
the sample number (if applicable) and the estimated percentage completed. When the
time-step solver is being used, the Progress dialog also reports the current calculation time,
see Figure 132. The calculation progress is also reported in the AMBER banner, which
means that it is visible on the Windows Taskbar.

Figure 132. Progress Dialog

A calculation can be cancelled while it is running by pressing the 'Cancel' button on the
Progress dialog. If it is a deterministic calculation, any results calculated so far will be lost.
If it is a  probabilistic calculation, any samples already completed will be kept. For example,
if a 100 sample calculation is cancelled after 50 samples, the saved results will be the same
as if a 50 sample calculation had been run to completion.

A check-box on the Calculate dialog allows an auto-save to be requested. With this option
selected, the case is automatically saved once the calculation finishes. This is particularly
useful for long probabilistic runs in reducing the risk of results being lost. By default, the
‘Save after calculate’ option is set to ‘on’ for new cases.

Checking if a Case has Been Calculated

The title bar indicates when a case has been calculated by reporting its status as
‘(Calculated)’. Once calculated, the Calculate command via the Calculation menu changes
to ReCalculate.

11.6 Results

The results of a calculation are stored in a binary file with extension ‘.adf’ (AMBER data
file) and the same stem as the case file. If a case file expects to have a binary file and one
cannot be located, for example because the binary file has been renamed or removed, a
warning message will be generated when the case is opened stating: “Warning: Binary
results file [case file name].adf could not be opened. You will need to re-calculate”. An
‘.adf’ file can be regenerated by running the calculation again.

During calculation, temporary binary files are produced. These files are prefixed by
the letters ‘ab’ (AMBER binary). These are cleared up automatically and should not be
deleted while AMBER is running.
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If a change is made in the model after it has been calculated that would invalidate the
calculated results, the results file is deleted. However, when such a change is made, a
warning that the change would result in the invalidation of the saved results is given,
together with an option to cancel any changes and retain the results.

11.6.1 Report File

After the calculation, the results can be presented in report form. If Results | Report is
selected from the menu bar or the ‘Write Report’ icon is selected from the toolbar, the
Report Information dialog (see Figure 133) will appear.

The Report Information dialog gives the opportunity to decide the delimiter (comma,
semicolon, space, tab) and number of significant figures to which the results are given in
the report. The user has the choice of whether the compartment amounts, source fluxes,
transfer fluxes and parameters are reported. If the Parameters check-box is selected,
you can choose which parameters to output, and their ordering, by clicking on the
'Parameters...' button. This will bring up the Choose Parameters dialog, see Figure 134.

Figure 133. Report Information Dialog

The Report Dialog remembers the number of significant figures and delimiter. This is
done through the configuration file and so applies to all cases. The list of selected and
unselected parameters is also remembered whilst a case is open. Any new parameters
are added to the chosen list so that they are not omitted from reports by mistake.

Note that the requested number of significant figures does not include a minus sign if
the reported values were negative.
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Figure 134. Choose Parameters Dialog

If you only wish to report the results for a few of the available parameters, use the double
left arrow to move all the parameters from the ‘Chosen’ to the ‘Not Chosen’ list. Then
choose an individual parameter by selecting it from the list of Not Chosen parameters
and clicking on the single right arrow to move it into the Chosen parameters list. To
select several parameters at once, hold down <Ctrl> and select the required parameters.
To select a block of parameters from the list, hold down <Shift> and select the required
parameters.

Double-clicking on a parameter can also be used to move it from one list to another.

If the calculation was probabilistic (see Sections Section 9.1.7 and Section 10), you can
choose which statistical measures to report under the 'Statistics' section of the Report
Information dialog, the options are otherwise greyed-out. The options available are:

Mean;

Standard Deviation;

Min/Max; and

Confidence Limits.

When ‘Confidence Limits’ is selected, there are two sets of options. The first option is the
type of confidence limits (Guttman, Tchevechev, or Gaussian), while the second option
is of the percentage of the confidence limits (90, 95 or 99%).

Once the parameter and statistics options have been chosen, the 'OK' button should be
clicked and a dialog will appear prompting the user to supply the path for the report file.
The report is written to a text file that can be read with an appropriate editing package,
such as Notepad in Windows.
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Note that a probabilistic calculation with only one sample is treated like a  deterministic
calculation for the purposes of report generation.

For probabilistic cases, it is also possible to report correlation coefficients between
sampled parameters and calculation end-points of interest. To do this, ensure that the
‘Correlations’ box on the Report Information window is checked and choose the sampled
inputs and probabilistic outputs to be included via the 'Correlation Params' button (see
Figure 135). Matrices of standard and rank correlation coefficients will then be included
in the resulting report file.

Figure 135. Report Information Dialog showing Correlation Options

Parameters indexed over one NameSet can be included in the correlation matrix, in which
case, the correlation matrix report will include entries for each item in the NameSet.
Parameters indexed over two Namesets (i.e. having dual multiplicity) cannot be included
in a correlation matrix report. If there are specific entries within parameters that have
multiplicity that are needed within a correlation matrix, separate new parameters can be
created to make them available in isolation and remove some of the multiplicity.

11.6.2 Graphs

You can create a graph by selecting Results | Graph from the menu bar or the 'Create
Chart' icon from the toolbar. The Graph Type dialog will appear (see Figure 136).

Graph Types
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If the calculation was deterministic the allowed graph type is:

Line.

If the calculation was probabilistic (see Section 9.1.7 and Section 10) the allowed graph
types are (see Figure 136):

Line;

Mean + Confidence Limits;

Cdf (Cumulative distribution function);

Scatter;

Percentile; and

Sample Lines.

If you choose ‘Mean + Confidence Limits’, there is also a choice of confidence limit
bounds; if ‘None’ is selected then several means can be plotted on the same chart (this
is shown in Figure 136). If you choose ‘Percentile’, there is a choice of percentiles.
The ‘Sample Lines’ option allows the user to plot results from each realisation of a
probabilistic case on a single chart.

Figure 136. Graph Types for Sampled Case Results

Note that graphing of input parameters is permitted before a calculation and can be
useful for checking the specification of a case.

Other Graphing Options

Apart from choosing the graph type, the ‘Graph Type’ dialog contains the following
graphing options:

'Recent';
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Chart: New / Overlay on…’;

‘Output to CSV’;

‘Output to Excel’;

‘X-axis Logarithmic’;

‘Y-axis Logarithmic’;

'Include Locked Parameters';

'Include Results'; and

'Include Locked Observers'.

AMBER keeps a record of the options plotted for up to twelve recent charts. These recent
charts can be replotted by selecting 'Recent' and choosing the required plot from the
drop-down menu.

New charts are created by default, however, the user can overlay results on previously
plotted charts by selecting the 'Overlay on' radio button and choosing the required base
chart from the drop-down menu.

The axes types (log or linear) can be specified in the Graph Type dialog (see Figure 137),
and are remembered between graphs. Thus, if a series of graphs are created which
all require a logarithmic time axis; this can be achieved directly without the need to
repeatedly select the option for each one.

Depending on the type of graph chosen, you will be prompted with one or more dialogs
asking you for the parameter(s) you wish to plot. By using the three check boxes 'Include
Locked Parameters', 'Include Results', and 'Include Locked Observers', the user can
include/exclude certain groups of parameters from the option lists provided.

If in the evaluation of a parameter being graphed a zero divide occurred, the graph is not
shown and an error message is reported.

Figure 137. Example of the Graph Plots Dialog
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Charting Packages

The AMBER installation includes two charting options:

an internal charting package; and

exporting charts to Microsoft Excel®.

The internal charting package is based on Quintessa’s wxWidgets plotting library. New
charts are shown on their own tabs in the main panel. Chart options are then available
by right-clicking on the new chart tab. The internal charting package allows, amongst
other features:

series names and values to be shown by holding the cursor over points on the chart;

switching between a graph and tabular view (right-click and select View Data), from
where data can be copied to the clipboard by highlighting and pressing <Ctrl>+C;

charted data to be saved as comma separated files (right-click and select Export
Data...);

chart styles to be modified (right-click and select Options), the curves, axes, titles and
legend can then all be edited via a Graph Options dialog; and

chart images to be saved (right-click and select Save Image...).

To output a chart to Excel, simply check the ‘Output to Excel’ check box on the Graph
Type dialog. This generates the chart in Excel, with the chart data being included in
a separate worksheet. The data worksheet includes the name of the AMBER case file
from which the chart was generated, together with the parameter name and units. Once
'Output to Excel' is selected for a given case file, that option is remembered for future
graphs generated from that case file. If Excel is not available, then the internal charting
package is used.

It is possible to overlay new charts on the previously created Excel charts.

Closing Excel will simply cause it to be relaunched if further graphs are exported.

In addition to outputting to charting packages, chart data can be saved directly to comma
separated files (.csv) via the ‘Output to CSV’ option on the Graph Type dialog.

11.6.3 Smaller Result Files

AMBER saves its results in binary files denoted by the type ‘adf’ (AMBER Data File).
These files can be very large in probabilistic cases. Users have control over the size of
the ‘adf’ file through two options via the ADF Options dialog, see Figure 138 (accessed
via Options | ADF...).
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Figure 138. ADF Options Dialog

Firstly, the Amount results are stored as single precision by default. Selecting the results
to be stored in double precision will approximately double the size of the ‘adf’ file.

Secondly, for probabilistic cases it is possible to only store Amount results for a subset of
Compartments. This requires the user to have created a NameSet selection from the list
of Compartments by viewing the ‘Internal (Read Only)’ items in the NameSet window,
highlighting Compartments and clicking on Selections (see Section 9.10.3).

If the results for a compartment are not saved, then any observers relying on that
compartment will not be available. Thus, some care is required when deciding which
compartments to save. The selection of compartment is identified through the ADF
Options dialog. The reduction in file size is approximately proportional to the number
of compartments not saved (there are other fixed items such as result times that do not
scale).

The ADF Options dialog also provides the option of reporting the expected ADF size
prior to a calculation.
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12 AMBER Batch Mode

This section describes a facility to allow AMBER to be run without the user interface
in batch mode. This allows, for example, AMBER cases to be queued, run and outputs
generated in an automated way. It also allows execution of AMBER by other applications.
It is not simple to run AMBER in batch mode, so the facility should be considered an
advanced option. Batch mode enables users to:

set up a queue of case files to be run in order (including probabilistic calculations);
and

use ‘template’ and ‘substitution’ files to automate the running of different variants
of the same case file.

To run AMBER in batch mode, it is necessary to create a control file (.ctl) with commands
in it. AMBER is then executed with the command line arguments “-batch filestem”
where filestem is the control file name without the .ctl ending. While running, a file
‘filestem.AMBER’ is created. This file is deleted on successful completion, or contains an
error message if completion fails. During running, the file contains an indication of the
current action, the messages are also echoed to a log file ‘filestem.AMBERlog’.

One of the simplest ways of launching AMBER with the appropriate command line is to
create a DOS batch file (file extension “.bat”) with a single command line, see Figure 139.

Figure 139. runit.bat File

12.1 Control File

A control file (file extension “.ctl”) consists of a sequence of lines that includes the
instructions for undertaking the batch run. Each line is a command and may have
parameters. Blank lines and lines starting ‘#’ are ignored.

The valid control file lines are (each of which is described in Section 12.1.1):

DIRECTORY “name”
LOAD case-file
RUN [FORCE-LAPLACE] [USE-TIMESTEP] [SAMPLES n] [FIRST n] [SEED s]
 [LHS]
SAVE case-file
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SUBSTITUTE template-file substitute-file case-file
LOCAL-SUBSTITUTE template-file case-file
$$SUB … lines as would be in a substitute file
END-LOCAL-SUBSTITUTE
REPORT report-filename
WRITE filename NEW/APPEND text
DATE-TIME filename NEW/APPEND
BLOCK_WRITE filename NEW/APPEND end-token
text
text
…
end-token
PERMIT permit-filename
LINE-GRAPH graph-file NEW/APPEND expression [SELECT selName FROM
namesetName …]
PERCENTILE-GRAPH graph-file NEW/APPEND n p1 p2 … pn expression
CDF-GRAPH chart-filename NEW/APPEND expression [time]
SCATTER-GRAPH chart-filename NEW/APPEND expr1 expr2 [time1 [time2]]
MEAN-AND-CONF-GRAPH chart-filename NEW/APPEND expr [percent]
SAMPLE-SUMMARY filename NEW/APPEND expr1 expr2 …
SAMPLED-LINE-GRAPH graph-filename NEW/APPEND expression
CORRELATIONS filename NEW/APPEND “expr1” “expr2” …
TABULATE filename NEW/APPEND expression [time] [SELECT selName FROM
namesetName …]
FULL-TABULATE filename NEW/APPEND expression [time] [SELECT selName
FROM namesetName …]
EXPRESSION-FILE filename
EVALUATION-TIMING filename NEW/APPEND
MEMORY-REPORT filename NEW/APPEND
CASE-INFO file style
ADF-PRECISION SINGLE/DOUBLE
ADF-COMPARTMENTS ALL/[SELECT selectionName]

The notation above is as follows. Upper case items are keywords to be entered as shown.
Lower case items are to be replaced by the specific data required. Square brackets indicate
an optional item and a "/" indicates a choice.

Filenames can be fully qualified. They should be given in double quotes if they contain
special characters or spaces. Expressions should also be placed in quotes if they are not
simply single parameter names.

Figure 140 provides a simple example of a control file, in which a case file is loaded,
run and saved. The control file creates a results file and tabulates the values for two
parameters. This example can be extended, as illustrated in Figure 141, by including
commands to run a second case file and append the results to the same output file.
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Figure 140. Simple Example Control File

Figure 141. Extended Example Control File

12.1.1 Control File Commands

Each of the available control file commends are described in detail below.

DIRECTORY “name”

Gives a directory for subsequent files. The “name” can be a full path or relative to the
previous (or initial) directory.

LOAD case-filename

Reads in the case file as specified. This action will fail if the file is not found or contains
errors.

RUN [FORCE-LAPLACE] [USE-TIMESTEP] [SAMPLES n] [FIRST n] [SEED s] [LHS]

Runs the case file that has been loaded. This action will fail if there is no case file loaded
or it has any errors.

FORCE-LAPLACE asks for the Laplace solver even though there is time-dependence – this
will fail if the time-dependence is not stepwise constant. USE-TIMESTEP forces the use
of the time-stepping solver.
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For a probabilistic case, the middle arguments set the number of samples to be run, the
first case to be run and the sample seed respectively.

The LHS command forces Latin-Hypercube sampling to be used rather than standard Monte-
Carlo sampling.

SAVE case-filename

Saves the loaded case under a new (or the same) name. This will save the calculated
results. Fails if there is no case loaded, or the given file cannot be written. Note that the
filename must be given even if it is the same as the loaded filename. It is recommended
that a different filename is used.

SUBSTITUTE template-filename substitute-filename case-filename

Creates a case file from the given template and substitution files. The syntax for these
is discussed later. Fails if the files do not exist, or if they have errors, or if the case file
cannot be written. Note that the case is not loaded by this command, and in fact the file
that is created need not be a case file at all.

LOCAL-SUBSTITUTE template-file case-file
$$SUB … lines as would be in a substitute file
END-LOCAL-SUBSTITUTE

Allows substitutions to be specified within the control file without the need for separate
substitute files.

REPORT report-filename

Write a full report to the given file. This fails if there is not a calculated case.

WRITE filename NEW/APPEND text

Write a single line to a file. APPEND adds the line to an existing file; NEW creates a new file
(or overwrites an existing file).

DATE-TIME filename NEW/APPEND

Adds a line to an output file that includes the time, day and date in
 the following format:
 HH:MM:SS on day dd mmm yyyy,, e.g. 16:46:18 on Friday 09 Nov 2012

BLOCK-WRITE filename NEW/APPEND end-token
text
text
…
end-token

Writes multiple lines to a file. APPEND adds to an existing file; NEW creates a new file (or
overwrites an existing file). The block of lines is terminated by an end-token as indicated
on the header line. Any end-token can be used, but a consistent choice is recommended,
e.g. END_BLOCK_WRITE.

PERMIT permit-filename
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Only relevant if a restricted version of AMBER is in use. Reads the permit information.
This must be done prior to loading a case file.

LINE-GRAPH graph-filename NEW/APPEND expression [SELECT selName FROM
namesetName …]

Writes the data for a line graph (values versus time) to the given file. The file can
be extended (APPEND) or created (NEW). The expression can be any valid AMBER
expression. If the expression is not scalar, then several columns of data are written.
The file is comma-separated and is suitable for importing to a spreadsheet. Line graph
data can be reported for a subset of items using Selections (see Section 9.10.3). The
optional SELECT SelName defines the selection name and FROM namesetName defines
the NameSet. For 2D results, the SELECT block can be repeated, so the selections from
both dimensions can be specified – giving more flexibility than in the GUI.

PERCENTILE-GRAPH graph-filename NEW/APPEND n p1 p2 … pn expression

Only valid for a probabilistic case with at least two samples.

Writes the data for a percentile graph (values versus time) to the given file. The file
can be extended (APPEND) or created (NEW). The expression can be any valid AMBER
expression. The expression must be scalar. One column is produced for each percentile.
The file is comma-separated and is suitable for importing to a spreadsheet.

The number of percentiles and percentages are given before the expression. The
percentages can be between 0 and 100. The extreme values will give the minimum and
maximum values sampled.

CDF-GRAPH chart-filename NEW/APPEND expression [time]

Only valid for a probabilistic case.

Writes the data for a cumulative distribution function graph to the given file. The file
can be extended (APPEND) or created (NEW). The expression can be any valid AMBER
expression. If the expression is time-dependent then the time at which the CDF is
required is provided in a second expression. This may simply be a numeric value or an
expression evaluating to a time. Results will be interpolated to the given time. If no time
is given then zero will be used.

SCATTER-GRAPH chart-filename NEW/APPEND expression1 expression2 [time1
[time2]]

Only valid for a probabilistic case.

Writes the data for a scatter graph to the given file. The file can be extended (APPEND) or
created (NEW). The expressions can be any valid AMBER expressions. If the expressions
are time-dependent then the times at which they are to be evaluated must be is
provided in additional expressions. This may simply be a numeric value or an expression
evaluating to a time. If both variables use the same time then only one time expression
need be given. If no time is given then zero will be used.

MEAN-AND-CONF-GRAPH chart-filename NEW/APPEND expression [percent]

Writes the data for a mean and confidence limit graph (values versus time) to the given
file. The file can be extended (APPEND) or created (NEW). The expression can be any valid
AMBER expression. The expression must be scalar. One column is produced for the mean
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and one each for upper and lower confidence limits. The file is comma-separated and is
suitable for importing to a spreadsheet.

The percentage confidence may be given. The only valid values are 90, 95 and 99. If no
value is given then 95 is used. The Gaussian confidence limits are used.

SAMPLE-SUMMARY filename NEW/APPEND expr1 expr2 …

Only valid for a probabilistic case.

Writes a list of sampled values to the given file, suitable for various statistical post-
processing. The file can be extended (APPEND) or created (NEW). The expressions can be
any valid AMBER expressions. The expressions must be scalar and not time-dependent.
One column is produced for the sample number and one for each expression. One line
is produced for each sample. The file is comma-separated and is suitable for importing
to a spreadsheet.

SAMPLED-LINE-GRAPH graph-filename NEW/APPEND expression

Only valid for a probabilistic case.

Writes one block per sample with results for each time. The file can be extended (APPEND)
or created (NEW). The expression can be any valid AMBER parameter.

For example, running the Level1B example case file in batch mode, with 100 samples and
the command:

SAMPLED-LINE-GRAPH “ChainDose.txt” NEW Dose_Chain

would produce a file called ChainDose.txt that includes the time-dependent Dose_Chain
results (in Sv y-1) for each of the 100 samples.

CORRELATIONS filename NEW/APPEND “expr1” “expr2” …

Only valid for a probabilistic case.

Writes a matrix of correlation coefficients between defined expressions where “expr1”
“expr2” ... are any number of expressions that must be scalar and not time-dependent.
This writes a correlation matrix and a rank-correlation matrix to the output file filename,
using the given expressions (which can of course be simple parameters). The file can be
extended (APPEND) or created (NEW).

TABULATE filename NEW/APPEND expression [time] [SELECT selName FROM
namesetName …]

Writes the values for an expression to the given file. The file can be extended (APPEND)
or created (NEW). The expression can be any valid AMBER expression. If the expression
is time-dependent then the time at which the values are required is provided in a second
expression. This may simply be a numeric value or an expression evaluating to a time.
Results will be interpolated to the given time. If no time is given then zero will be
used. The optional SELECT SelName defines the selection name and FROM namesetName
defines the NameSet. For 2D results, the SELECT block can be repeated, so the selections
from both dimensions can be specified – giving more flexibility than in the GUI.

The output is presented in a tabulated format and is intended for inclusion in a summary
output. Zero values are not individually written out but the number of zero values
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is indicated after the table. For probabilistic cases, the table gives the range of values
(minimum, maximum) for the expression.

FULL-TABULATE filename NEW/APPEND expression [time] [SELECT selName FROM
namesetName …]

Operates exactly the same as TABULATE, but reports all values rather than just non-zero
ones.

EXPRESSION-FILE filename

Writes a full list of all the expressions in use in the current case to a file. This is not
intended for use with the other options and so always replaces the file named.

EVALUATION-TIMING filename NEW/APPEND

Reports a breakdown of the time that AMBER takes to evaluate each expression during
a run. This enables the user to identify where rearranging expressions can be of most
benefit in reducing the run time of complex cases. The command must be set after the
case is loaded. The report gives the time spent in evaluation of each parameter (including
any parameters that it uses).

MEMORY-REPORT filename NEW/APPEND

Writes a report to the named file giving an indication of the size of arrays used in
evaluating each symbol and expression. This can be useful in diagnosing cases where
intermediate results require large amounts of memory. It should be used in conjunction
with the Check function in the Expression Editor to diagnose the precise cause of any such
cases.

CASE-INFO file style

Writes the case information to the given file (file name, case name, description,
developer).

Here “style” is NEW or APPEND or EXTEND as for other batch commands.

ADF-PRECISION SINGLE/DOUBLE

Enables the results to be stored in single (default) or double precision in the ADF files.

ADF-COMPARTMENTS ALL/[SELECT selectionName]

Commands AMBER to store results for all compartments (default) or for a selection of
compartments, defined by the selectionName NameSet selection.

12.2 Template File

A template file is an adapted case file that contains some items that are to be substituted;
it is recommended that the file extension “.tpl” is used. The text to be substituted is given
in a substitution file (see Section 12.3). Thus, a single template file can be used to generate
a large number of case files running variants on a specific case.

Although intended for creating case files, the approach is completely generic, and the file
that is created is simply referred to as the output file here.
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A template file has some special lines in it that will control what is written to the output
file; other lines will be copied unchanged. These special lines are one of the following
and are described below.

$$COMMENT any text
$$CHANGEALL
$$CHANGE name1 name2 … nameN
$$IFEXIST name
$$IF name text
$$ELSE
$$ENDIF
$$FOR name first last
$$ENDFOR

$$COMMENT lines are skipped; they are for annotation only.

The template file items that are to be substituted should usually have the form $name$.
If this form is used then the $$CHANGEALL instruction can be used to indicate that all are
to be substituted. If $$CHANGEALL is not used, or the file items to be substituted do not
follow the standard name then individual $$CHANGE instructions will be necessary.

A single $$CHANGEALL line indicates that all subsequent lines in the template file are to be
modified if they contain any names of the standard form $name$ that are in the substitute
file. Each occurrence of each name in each line is replaced by the text specified in the
substitution file.

$$CHANGE lines indicate that the next line in the template file is to be modified. Each
occurrence of each name in the $$CHANGE line is replaced by the text specified in the
substitution file.

$$IF specifies the requirement that a name in the substitution file has to equal the
specified text for the commands below this line to be executed. If this requirement is not
fulfilled, the commands following the $$ELSE line will be activated if specified. The line
$$ENDIF specifies the end of commands depending on either $$IF or $$ELSE.

$$ELSE is followed by the commands that will be executed instead of the commands
following the lines $$IF or $$IFEXIST, if the condition has not been met. The dependence
of the commands on this line is ended by the $$ENDIF line.

$$ENDIF ends an if-block or else-block.

If-blocks may be nested.

$$IFEXIST starts an if-block. The if-block is included if the name exists in the substitute
file, otherwise the else-block (if any) is included.

$$FOR starts a loop. Only simple integer loops are currently supported. The $$FOR line
names a temporary name (e.g. $ctr$) that is given an integer value between the start
and end values. The loop contents are repeatedly inserted with $ctr$ set as if it had been
in the substitution file. The start and end values can be integers of can be other symbols
that have integer values.

$$ENDFOR ends a for-block.

Figure 142 shows an extract from an example template file where the ‘values’ for two
NameSet Option parameters are to be substituted.
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Figure 142. Example Template File

12.3 Substitution File

As described before, a substitution file (file extension “.sub”) gives the values that are to
be used with a template file to create an output file such as an AMBER case file. It has
only two types of item.

$$SUB name text
$$QUOTED_SUB name “text that can extend over more than one line”

$$SUB gives the value for a named item in the template file. The rest of the line is taken
as the substitution text.

$$QUOTED_SUB is for cases where the substitution text has line breaks. The text is
delimited by any character – the first non-blank is taken as the delimiter and the text is
read up to the next occurrence. This allows text containing quotes to be substituted.
Figure 143 shows an example substitution file that sets the ‘values’ for the NameSet Option
parameters shown in Figure 142.

Figure 143. Example Substitution File

Figure 144 shows an example control file that uses the template and substitution files
shown in Figure 142 and Figure 143 to create an AMBER case file, which is then run and
selected results reported.
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Figure 144. Example Control File

12.4 Amberlog File

An amberlog file, with the suffix .amberlog, is created when AMBER is run in batch
mode. It captures the warning messages that are generated during a batch run and allows
the user to trace any potential problems with the run. A sample amberlog file is shown
in Figure 145.

Figure 145. Sample .amberlog File Output

12.5 Batch mode return exit codes

There are 94 different exit codes that can be reported to the debug output on running
AMBER in batch mode.

Table 18. Batch mode exit codes and meanings in Debug output
Exit Code Meaning
0 Success
1 Missing batch control file name
2 Failed to Read Initial Permit (RESTRICTED version only)
4 Failed to Find Control File
5 Error opening or writing to status file
6 Unexpected Item in Control File
7 Missing Template File Name on SUBSTITUTE
8 Missing Substitute File Name on SUBSTITUTE
9 Missing Case File Name on SUBSTITUTE
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Exit Code Meaning
10 Substitution failed (either failure to open template, substitute or case file;

or failure to process the template file; or Missing Template File Name on
SUBSTITUTE)

11 Missing Case File Name on SUBSTITUTE
12 Local substitute failed (either failed to open template or case file; or syntax

error in the LOCAL-SUBSTITUTE block; or failed to process template file)
13 Missing Directory Name on DIRECTORY or failed to create/open or read case

file
135 Missing Permit File Name on PERMIT (RESTRICTED mode only)
136 Failed to Read New Permit (RESTRICTED mode only)
14 Failed to set directory name
15 Missing Case File Name on LOAD
16 Error in calculation
17 Missing File Name on OPEN_FILE
18 Missing local file name on OPEN_FILE
19 Missing File Name on WRITE
20 Missing New/Append flag on WRITE
21 Unknown write style on WRITE
22 Missing File Name on WRITE
23 Missing New/Append flag on WRITE
24 Unknown write style in BLOCK_WRITE
25 Error writing to file (either failed to create/open file, unknown local file, or

syntax error in BLOCK_WRITE)
26 Missing Case File Name on SAVE
27 Error saving case file
28 Missing File Name on REPORT
29 Failed to write report
30 Missing Output File Name on LINE-GRAPH
31 Missing New/Append flag on LINE-GRAPH
32 Unknown write style on LINE-GRAPH
33 Error creating/writing/etc. line graph (i.e. something went wrong while

trying to run/evaluate this block)
34 Missing Output File Name on PERCENTILE-GRAPH
35 Missing New/Append flag on PERCENTILE-GRAPH
36 Unknown write style on PERCENTILE-GRAPH
37 Error creating/writing percentile graph
38 Missing Output File Name on SCATTER-GRAPH
39 Missing New/Append flag on SCATTER-GRAPH
40 Unknown write style on SCATTER-GRAPH
41 Error creating/writing scatter graph
42 Missing Output File Name on CDF-GRAPH
43 Missing New/Append flag on CDF-GRAPH
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Exit Code Meaning
44 Unknown write style on CDF-GRAPH
45 Error creating/writing CDF graph
46 Missing Output File Name on MEAN-AND-CONF-GRAPH
47 Missing New/Append flag on MEAN-AND-CONF-GRAPH
48 Unknown write style on MEAN-AND-CONF-GRAPH
49 Error creating/writing mean and confidence limits graph
50 Missing Output File Name on SAMPLE-SUMMARY
51 Missing New/Append flag on SAMPLE-SUMMARY
52 Unknown write style on SAMPLE-SUMMARY
53 Error creating/writing sample summary
54 Missing Output File Name on CORRELATIONS
55 Missing New/Append flag on CORRELATIONS
56 Unknown write style on CORRELATIONS
57 Error creating/writing correlations
575 Expected number of columns after TABULATION-COLUMNS
58 Missing Output File Name on TABULATE
59 Missing New/Append flag on TABULATE
60 Unknown write style on TABULATE
61 Error creating/writing tabulate
62 Missing Output File Name on SAMPLED-LINE_GRAPH
63 Missing New/Append flag on SAMPLED-LINE_GRAPH
64 Unknown write style on SAMPLED-LINE_GRAPH
65 Error creating/writing sampled line graph
66 Missing Output File Name on SINGLE-VALUE
67 Missing New/Append flag on SINGLE-VALUE
68 Unknown write style on SINGLE-VALUE
69 Error creating/writing single value
70 Missing Output File Name on TIMEDEP-VALUE
71 Missing New/Append flag on TIMEDEP-VALUE
72 Unknown write style on TIMEDEP-VALUE
73 Error creating/writing timedep value
74 Missing File Name on CASE-INFO
75 Missing New/Append flag on CASE-INFO
76 Unknown write style on CASE-INFO
77 Error writing case info
78 Missing File Name on EXPRESSION-FILE
79 Error writing expression file
80 Missing File Name on MEMORY-REPORT
81 Missing New/Append flag on MEMORY-REPORT
82 Unknown write style on MEMORY-REPORT
83 Error writing memory report file
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Exit Code Meaning
84 Missing File Name on EVALUATION-TIMING
85 Missing New/Append flag on EVALUATION-TIMING
86 Unknown write style on EVALUATION-TIMING
87 Evaluation Timing set before case loaded
88 Missing Type in ADF-PRECISION
89 Unknown type in ADF-PRECISION
90 Missing Type in ADF-COMPARTMENTS
91 Missing selections in ADF-COMPARTMENTS SELECT
92 Unknown type in ADF-COMPARTMENTS
93 Unrecognised Keyword in Control File
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13 Restricted Versions of AMBER

A restricted version of AMBER can be produced through the AMBER support team. This
is intended to be used in delivering a specific solution (such as a model) to a user who
does not want to purchase a full AMBER licence.

The restricted version has to be used in conjunction with a permit file. The permit file
contains a set of conditions that must be satisfied by a case for it to be valid. Currently
this is in terms of the number and names of Compartments, Contaminants etc., but could
be extended as required.

It is possible to restrict the usage strictly to the original model or to allow a limited degree
of extendibility.

Please contact the AMBER support team (see Section 14.7) if you are interested in using
a restricted version of AMBER to make your model more widely available.
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14 Troubleshooting

14.1 AMBER Help File

This Reference Manual is available within AMBER. It can be launched from the Help |
Reference Manual menu. The User Guide is also available via Help | User Guide.

14.2 Parameter Errors

Setting up a complex model within AMBER may require the input of a large number
of parameters, each of which must be correctly defined in order to allow the model to
function properly. Some errors in parameter input may be obvious as they are brought
to the user’s attention by AMBER error messages when the user checks parameters (see
Section 11.4) or the model fails at the calculation or report generation stage, but some
errors may go unnoticed until the final output of the model is received. These problems,
and how to resolve them, are discussed below.

14.2.1 Combining Parameters: Case Sensitivity

A typical compartment model may contain in excess of fifty different parameters, all of
which must be correctly defined. Parameters are often defined by referencing other input
parameters; for example, assume the ‘depth of recharge’ parameter D_rec is defined in
terms of the equation:

D_rec = Ppt - ETP + D_irr * (1 - mu_root)

A common mistake that is made when setting up a model is to initially define a parameter
in upper case alphabetical characters and then reference the same parameter in lower
case (or vice versa), elsewhere in the model. As case is significant in AMBER, care should
be taken to avoid inconsistencies in the definitions and in the subsequent referencing
of input parameters. In the above example, the evapotranspiration rate ETP has been
correctly referenced. However, if ETP were to be replaced by Etp then the model would
fail at the calculation stage (when the parameter D_rec is used to derive transfer fluxes
that affect the compartment Amounts). The user would be informed of this error by an
appropriate error message (see Figure 146).

Figure 146. AMBER Calculation Warning
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A similar error is produced when the user checks parameters, see Figure 147.

Figure 147. The Check Parameter Window with Errors

14.2.2 Combining Parameters: The Need for Consistent Multiplicity

It is important to realise that a given parameter should only be defined in terms of other
parameters that have the same or lower degrees of multiplicity. For example, assume that
the parameter D_w has been defined with contaminant multiplicity as:

W_ing * D_ing * C_comp [Well]

with D_ing having Contaminant multiplicity, W_ing having no multiplicity. Although
C_comp has Contaminant and Compartment multiplicity, the use of [Well] indicates
that only the results for the single Well Compartment are to be used. Therefore
C_comp[Well] only has contaminant multiplicity, consistent with D_w, in which it is used.

In order to check that parameters have been correctly defined the ‘Check Parameters’
function can be used (see Section 11.4). Should the [Well] identifier be omitted from
the expression for D_w then an error will be reported in the Check Parameters window,
identifying the problem of the additional Compartments dimension (multiplicity) in the
observer (see Figure 148).
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Figure 148. Check Parameters Window with Multiplicity Error

Multiplicity can also be checked via the Expression Editor, which provides a breakdown
of the multiplicity of parameters contributing to an expression and their interpretation
(see Section 9.2.1).

14.3 Error Messages

As described in Section 11.4, it is recommended that before a calculation is run the
‘Check Parameters’ function is used. To do this, select Results | Check Parameters. A
dialog appears showing the number of parameters checked, and the number of errors.
By default, only the errors are shown explicitly, but by unselecting the ‘Only show errors’
tick box, all parameter definitions may be viewed.

If there is an error in a parameter, it will be highlighted by an error message. This error
message will describe the type of error. Typical error messages are explained below.

‘Evaluate error - cannot find definition for ETP (while evaluating D_rec)
(evaluating TransferRate [*,Transfers=OtherWater])’

This error message informs the user that no definition could be found for the parameter
ETP whilst AMBER was attempting to evaluate the parameter D_rec. In order to rectify
the problem, the user would have to check the definition of D_rec as well as the definition
of ETP. From an inspection of these parameters, it could become apparent that the
evapotranspiration rate was initially defined as Etp and that in the equation defining the
depth of recharge (D_rec) a parameter ETP has been referenced which has no definition.
The TransferRate for the transfer of radionuclides by recharge is defined in terms of
D_rec and therefore cannot be evaluated either. To rectify this error, the user must replace
the parameter ETP by Etp in the equation defining depth of recharge.

Errors in matching the multiplicity of parameters are also highlighted by checking
parameters. For example:
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‘Evaluate error - Mismatched dimensions: expression has extra
[Compartments] (evaluating Parameter_A)’

This statement informs the user that, during the evaluation of the parameter
Parameter_A, there has been a mismatch in the degrees of multiplicity. In order to
correct this error, the user will have to examine the definition of Parameter_A. Inspection
could reveal that C_comp (with contaminant and compartment multiplicity), rather than
C_comp[Well] (with only contaminant multiplicity) has been used. Since Parameter_A
only has multiplicity over contaminants, C_comp cannot be used on its own within its
definition and must cite a specific compartment.

Errors in observing unit consistency are also highlighted explicitly when checking
parameters. For example:

‘Evaluate error – Incompatible units in add, [y] for A, [m] for B’.

This statement informs the user that during the evaluation of the parameter, there has
been a mismatch in units in the equation used. In order to correct this error, the user will
have to examine the unit consistency in the equation for this parameter. It is shows that
parameter A has units of ‘y’ whereas parameter B has units of ‘m’.

Note that convenient ways of investigating parameter errors, include use of the
Expression Editor (see Section 9.2.1) or generating a 'Uses...' parameter tree for the
parameter with an error (see Section 9.9).

14.4 Common Syntax Errors

Spaces are not permitted in parameter names, therefore the underscore symbol ‘_’ is
frequently used in AMBER. If a user tries to define a parameter name with a space in it,
a window will appear telling them that the parameter name is invalid. Care should be
taken to avoid using a minus sign ‘-’ in place of the underscore.

The symbol for multiplication is ‘*’ and not ‘x’.

AMBER names (for parameters, NameSets, Contaminants, etc.) must begin with a letter,
although numbers and underscores can be used within the name.

14.5 Copy and Paste Dialog Text

As with most Windows applications, considerable time can be saved by using keyboard
shortcuts for the copy and paste functions.

Copy: Highlight text, parameter or model components to be copied then press <Ctrl>
and <C>

Paste: Press <Ctrl> and <V>

This will also allow copying and pasting between AMBER and other Windows
applications and between AMBER models.

14.6 Choosing Result Times

It is important to recognise that the result times chosen can significantly affect the
appearance of any results graphs plotted, although the final results will not be changed.
The accuracy of results is independent of Result Times because the AMBER solvers
independently generate their solve-steps based on the dynamics of the model.
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Care must be taken to ensure that appropriate result times are chosen, with sufficient
resolution around key times of interest. These may include the timing of discontinuities
or peak results.

14.7 Feedback

AMBER is developed in response to user feedback; therefore the AMBER support team
encourages users to provide feedback about the software. In particular:

if you identify a new feature that would enable AMBER to better address your
modelling needs;

if you have a suggestion to enhance existing AMBER features;

indeed, we welcome any comments about the software.

The spatial awareness and 3D visualisation capabilities included in AMBER 6.5.1
represent key functions that are unique in this calibre of contaminant transport and risk
assessment codes. The capabilities provide a basis for further enhancement, we therefore
particularly welcome feedback and ideas for how to extend and further enhance these
aspects of the software.

The AMBER support team is here to help to address any questions that you have about
the use of the software and would be interested to hear if you have any questions. In
addition, support agreements entitle existing users to help from AMBER experts if they
encounter any problems with developing cases.

If a problem is encountered, then please include the AMBER log file with any email
to the support team. For Windows users the log file can be found here: C:\Users
\<USERNAME>\AppData\Roaming\AMBER\Logs. For Linux users the log file can be found
here: ~/.AMBER/Logs.

AMBER Support Team:
 e-mail:               amber@Quintessa.org
 Telephone:        +44 (0)1925 885956
 Address:           Quintessa Limited
                            First Floor, West Wing
                            Videcom House
                            Newtown Road
                            Henley-on-Thames
                            Oxfordshire RG9 1HG
                            United Kingdom.
 Website:            https://www.quintessa.org/amber

Glossary of Terms

Active Layout The layout in use for the model window at any particular
time.

Alphabetical Character A character that is one of A-Z or a-z.

Alphanumerical
Character

A character that is one of A-Z, a-z or 0-9.

https://www.quintessa.org/amber
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Availability A fraction between 0 and 1 which is the amount of
contaminant which can participate in a particular transfer.

Best Estimate A single value used to represent a sampled parameters in
a deterministic calculation. Usually, the best estimate will
be central in the distribution, but this is not compulsory.

Binary Operator An operator with two operands (e.g. the ‘+’ in X+Y)

Boolean Operator A non-mathematical operand which returns a value of 1 or
0 depending on whether the result is true or false.

Case The entity that contains compartments, transfers, sources,
contaminants, decays, parameters, and result times. Cases
can be stored to disk and read back.

CDF Cumulative distribution function.

Chain A possible path through a series of decays. For example,
if the decays are A->B, A->C, B->D, and C->D, the possible
chains are A->B->D and A->C->D.

Comment Text comment associated with an individual parameter or
mapping item.

Compartment A distinct physical entity (e.g. top-soil, river, cow, or
person) through which contaminants may pass and/or
in which contaminants may accumulate. Instantaneous
mixing within a given compartment is assumed.

Cyclic Time-Dependent
Parameter

A parameter which is piecewise-constant in time and goes
through repeating cycles. Such parameters could be used,
for instance, for parameters that depends on the time of
year.

Decay Rate An internal read-only parameter indexed over decay in
expressions and evaluates to the decay rate as specified in
the decay dialog.

Decay Process The process of transformation of one contaminant into
another. Decays are assumed to be first order in nature
(i.e. the amount of decay is proportional to the amount of
substance remaining). ‘Decay process’ is often shortened
to ‘decay’.

Depleting Transfer The default transfer type, where the amount received by
the receptor compartment is matched by the amount lost
from the donor compartment.

Derived Parameter Derived Parameters are a special type of parameter that
process the time-dependent value of another parameter
and calculate a result, e.g. the maximum value.

Description Text description associated with model items.

Deterministic Calculation A calculation in which none of the parameters is sampled.
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Dialog A special type of window which the user has to close before
any other task can be started. Dialogs are generally used to
prompt the user for information.

Discontinuity A point in calculation time when a sudden change may
occur in a model. It is important that the AMBER solvers
are aware of when such times may be, either by using
lookup time dependent parameters, or by declaring such
times as switch times.

Environmental Variable An operating system variable that can be created and set
by the user.

Expression A mathematical statement phrased in terms of parameters,
constants, operators, and functions that evaluates to a
constant for any given time.

Expression Editor Tool to help in the construction and checking of algorithms
etc. within parameters.

File Extension The part of a file name after the ‘.’. For example, the
extension of ‘mycase.cse’ is ‘cse’.

File Stem The part pf the file name before the '.'. For example, the file
stem of 'mycase.cse' is 'mycase'.

Flux The amount of a given contaminant flowing between two
compartments (in the case of a transfer flux) or into a
compartment from outside the system (in the case of a
source flux) per unit time.

Function A procedure for calculating mathematical transformations
e.g. ‘exp’ in ‘exp(x)’.

GUI Graphical User Interface.

Laplace Solver Solves Equation 1 by means of a Laplace transform and is
therefore only valid when the source terms and/or transfer
rates of the problem are constant or piecewise-constant
functions of time.

Latin Hypercube
Sampling

A ‘stratified’ sampling technique that is not truly random,
but ensures values more closely fit the defined distribution
when a relatively small number of samples are used..

Layout A collection of information controlling the positions, sizes,
colours, and other attributes of the model window.

Library A part of a case that can be saved independently and
reloaded.

Literal A word in single quotes. Literals are useful in providing
an indexing system over related quantities.

LocalDecayRate An internal editable parameter indexed over
Compartments and Decays. The default expression for
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LocalDecayRate is that it is equal to DecayRate in all
compartments.

Locked Parameter A locked parameter is protected from editing. It has
been designated ready only, and cannot be edited until
‘unlocked’.

Mapping A mapping links the elements of one NameSet to those
of another. For example, contaminants may be mapped to
elements.

MinChangeTime A timescale for the solver interpolation scheme.

Model The model is the compartmental representation of a
system.

Monte Carlo Sampling Fully random sampling within the defined distribution.

Multiplicity The ability of a parameter to have more than
one expression/value. For example a Kd parameter
might have contaminant multiplicity, allowing it to
have different expressions for each contaminant. Only
standard parameters, observer parameters (derived output
parameters), import parameters, and some internal
parameters can have multiplicity. A parameter with
contaminant multiplicity may alternatively be described as
being ‘indexed’ by contaminant.

NameSet A NameSet is a group of names. By defining NameSets
the user can allow multiplicity by their own defined
dimensions, and group similar names to simplify
parameters and expressions.

NameSet Option
Parameter

A parameter that can take the ‘value’ of an item from
a defined NameSet. Intended for use in implementing
multiple scenarios within a single case and defining which
one is to be run.

NameSet Selection A subset of items within a NameSet.

Navigator See Submodel Navigator.

Non-Depleting Transfer A transfer process in which there is no reduction of
contaminant in the donor compartment. This is in contrast
to a depleting transfer where the amount received by the
receptor compartment is matched by the amount lost from
the donor compartment. Non-depleting transfers can be
useful for modelling some physical processes.

Observer Parameter A parameter that is calculated as a post-processing step
after the solver has completed. Possible uses of observer
parameters include the calculation of the intake of a
contaminant by a human.

Parameter A parameter is a named object with a defined value used
in AMBER cases. There are several types of parameters
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– internal, standard, time-dependent, sampled, observer,
etc.

Precondition A check that is made prior to solving the model. This can be
used to ensure that derived parameters stay in range (e.g.
in a probabilistic calculation).

Probabilistic Calculation A calculation in which at least one of the parameters is
sampled.

Radio Buttons A group of buttons on the user interface, only one of which
can be selected at any time.

Result Time A time at which results will be calculated.

Sample A calculation for which each sampled parameter has been
assigned a fixed value (by a random number generator).
A number of samples will be required to evaluate
probabilistic behaviour.

Sample File A file that lists permitted combinations of sampled
parameters.

Sampled Parameter A parameter that has a different value for each sample in
a probabilistic run.

Scalar A parameter with no multiplicity.

Self Referable Parameter A parameter with multiplicity in which expressions can
refer to other entries within the same parameter, whilst
avoiding circular references.

SnapShot Time A time when the compartment amounts are stored in
addition to result times.

Source Term The input of one or more contaminants from outside
the model into a compartment. ‘Source term’ is often
shortened to ‘source’.

Specified Amount Allows the amount in a compartment to be specified
directly, rather than being calculated on the basis of the
contaminant transport calculations.

Split Transfer A transfer which is visually represented in two parts: one
connected to the donor compartment and one connected to
the receptor compartment.

Standard Time Parameter The basic parameter type. It can have multiplicity and the
expressions used to define it can reference any other type
of parameter except observer parameters.

Start Amount The amount of each contaminant in a compartment at the
start time.

Stored Layout A named layout that has been saved and can later be used
as the active layout.
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Submodel A group of compartments (plus transfers and sources) that
form a convenient unit and thus can be represented in a
separate window.

Submodel Navigator A panel within the Model window that enables quick
navigation to submodels included within a case.

Switch Parameter A parameter which is defined a time at which there is a
discontinuity in the AMBER case must be defined as a
switch parameter. Switch parameters alert AMBER to the
discontinuity.

Switch Time A time at which a step time-dependent parameter changes
its value.

Time-Step Solver A ‘stiff’ ordinary differential equation solver that can be
used to solve problems in which source terms and/or
transfer rates are dependent on the variable ‘t’ (time). It can
also be used for problems in which source terms and/or
transfer rates are constant or piece-wise constant functions
of time.

Time-Dependent
Parameter

A parameter that changes its value with time in a piecewise
constant manner (see Figure 149).

Figure 149. A piecewise constant function over
time

Transfer Process The transfer of one or more contaminants from a donor
compartment to a receptor compartment. The flux of the
transfer is equal to the amount in the donor compartment
multiplied by the rate of the transfer. For example, if the
transfer rate if 0.1y-1, one tenth of the amount in the donor
compartment will be added to the receptor compartment
each year. ‘Transfer process’ is often shortened to ‘transfer’.
See also non-depleting transfer.

Unary Operator An operator with one operand (e.g. the ‘-‘ in ‘-X’).

Unavailability A fraction between 0 and 1 which is the amount of
contaminant which cannot participate in a particular
transfer.
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A Appendix: AMBER Case File Format

AMBER case files are intended to be edited via the AMBER GUI. However, to provide
maximum flexibility to users, and to ensure a ‘future-proof’ method of storing case file
information, the case files are stored in ASCII text format and can be edited via a suitable
text editor (e.g. NotePad++ or TextPad). Editing of case files directly in a text editor is only
advised for expert users only. It is strongly advised that regular back-up copies are made
or that the case file name is iterated each time it is edited as AMBER is strict about the
permitted format for the case file and user feedback is limited if an error is introduced.

If an AMBER case file format is damaged and cannot be repaired by the user, then those
with valid AMBER support agreements can seek help from the AMBER support team (see
Section 14.7). However, it is emphasised that the user takes responsibility for maintaining
the file format once an attempt is made to edit it via a text editor.

Nonetheless, having access to the text-based case file can provide additional flexibility
to the expert user, therefore this Appendix provides a description of the case file layout.
AMBER case file information is stored in the text-based case file in a series of nested input
blocks, the key blocks, and their associated order, are:

Section A.1 Case Information
 Section A.2 Contaminants
 Section A.3 Decays
 Section A.4 Compartments
 Section A.5 Source Terms
 Section A.6 Transfers
 Section A.7 Submodels
 Section A.8 User NameSets
 Section A.9 Internal NameSet Order
 Section A.10 NameSet Selections
 Section A.11 User Mappings
 Section A.12 Extra Units
 Section A.13 Parameters
 Section A.14 Correlations
 Section A.15 Switch Parameters
 Section A.16 SnapShot Parameters
 Section A.17 Availability Schemes
 Section A.18 Derived Parameters
 Section A.19 Preconditions
 Section A.20 Calculation Options
 Section A.21 User Units
 Section A.22 Export Files
 Section A.23 Import Parameters
 Section A.24 ADF Options
 Section A.25 Partial Sampling
 Section A.26 Result Times
 Section A.27 Spatial
 Section A.28 Graphical Info

These are described in turn below. Syntax for each block is provided, with user specified
input highlighted in italics and keywords/symbols required as written are highlighted
in bold.
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Syntax blocks can have comments associated with them, denoted by opening quotation
marks in-line with the block header in the case file. These comments enable users that are
reviewing/auditing case files via text editors to insert comments. They are not viewable
via the graphical user-interface. An example is provided for the opening line of the
CONTAMINANTS block below:

CONTAMINANTS “Block checked by J. Bloggs 1 Jan 2011”.

Also, all comments and/or descriptions can be preceded by a # symbol to make them
easy to highlight in some text editors. In the GUI, the # becomes the first character of
the comment.

A.1 General Case File Information

The general case file information consists of: a title; a description (which can go over
multiple lines); and information on who generated the file and when.

The syntax for this is:

“case name”
“case description”
AMBER_VERSION: version number
GENERATED_BY: who
DATE: text entry for date
TIME: text entry for time

This information is not used by AMBER, so can simply be used for case file quality
assurance purposes.

A.2 Contaminant Information (CONTAMINANTS)

Each contaminant requires two lines in the case file within the CONTAMINANTS block. The
syntax is:

CONTAMINANT name atomic_mass
“description”

Here, and elsewhere in AMBER, the name must only contain alphanumeric characters
and underscores and must start with an alphabetic character (no spaces or dashes are
allowed, so Np-237 would be invalid). The atomic mass is given in grams.

Example:

CONTAMINANT Np237 237
“Neptunium 237 in 4n+1 chain”

Each contaminant is given one after another. There is no significance to the order except
in reporting when the case file ordering is followed.

A.3 Decays Information (DECAYS)

Each decay requires two lines in the case file within the DECAYS block. The syntax is:

DECAY parent daughter rate name
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“description”

The parent must be a contaminant that was specified in the contaminant information. The
daughter can either be a known contaminant or can be given as NULL, indicating that the
decay product is not of interest. The rate is given in units of y-1 (assuming years are the
nominated time unit). The description is simply a comment (it could be used to record
the half-life). The name is not of interest here, but must be unique, e.g. parent__daughter.

Example:

DECAY Np237 Pa233 3.3e-6 Np237__Pa233
“half-life = 2.1e5 years”

Each decay is given one after another. There is no significance to the order. Note that if
Bq is used as the unit of Amount (as is expected here) then all contaminants must be a
parent in at least one decay so that their total decay rate is known.

If branching chains are required, the same parent can be used in two decays. Note that if
the branching is known from a total half-life and branching fractions, then the fractional
decay rates that AMBER needs can be calculated as follows.

For a half-life of T and branching ratios of α and β (which sum to 1), the relevant rates
are α.ln(2)/T and β.ln(2)/T.

A.4 Compartments Information (COMPARTMENTS)

Each compartment requires two lines in the case file within the COMPARTMENTS block.
The syntax is:

COMPARTMENT name
“description”

The description could be left blank if no descriptive text is available. Example:

COMPARTMENT Upper_soil
“Surface soil”

Each compartment is given one after another. There is no significance to the order except
in reporting when the case file ordering is followed.

A.5 Source Term Information (SOURCE_TERMS)

Each source term requires three lines in the case file within the SOURCE_TERMS block. The
syntax is:

SOURCE_TERM name
“description”
target_compartment

The description could be left blank if no descriptive text is available.

Example:
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SOURCE_TERM FixedFlux  
“Unit flux to deep soil”
Deep_Soil

If there are multiple sources, each is given one after another. There is no significance to
the order except in reporting when the case file ordering is followed.

A.6 Transfer Information (TRANSFERS)

Each transfer requires three lines in the case file within the TRANSFERS block. The syntax
is:

TRANSFER_PROCESS name
“description”
donor receptor DEPLETING

The description could be left blank if no descriptive text is available. Note that the
keyword DEPLETING applies to all transfers if, as is assumed here, the transfer represents
an actual transfer of contamination from the donor to the receptor.

Example:

TRANSFER_PROCESS River_Flow
“Flow of river water”
River_Water Marine_Water DEPLETING

Each transfer is given one after another. There is no significance to the order except in
reporting when the case file ordering is followed.

A.7 Submodels (SUBMODELS)

AMBER lists the names and compartments included in submodels under the SUBMODEL
block.

The syntax is:

SUBMODEL name
“description”
ITEM compartment
ITEM compartment
...
END_SUBMODEL

Any number of compartments can be included in a submodel. Specific compartments
cannot be included in more than one submodel.

Example:

SUBMODEL Repository
“Near-field model”
ITEM WasteContainer
ITEM Backfill
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ITEM ConcretePlug
END_SUBMODEL

A.8 User NameSet Information (USER_NAMESETS)

User NameSet information is stored in the USER_NAMESETS block; the general syntax is:

NAMESET
Name
“description”
entry1
entry2 …
END_NAMESET

There is no significance to the order except in reporting when the case file ordering is
followed.

Example:

NAMESET
Elements
“Elements included in the model”
U
Np
Th
END_NAMESET

A.9 Internal NameSet Order (INTERNAL_NAMESET_ORDER)

NAMESET sub-blocks record the order for each internal NameSet which are either listed
in full or noted as alphabetic ordering with the ALPHABETIC keyword.

Example:

NAMESET
Compartments ALPHABETIC
END_NAMESET

A.10 NameSet Selections (NAMESET_SELECTIONS)

SELECTION sub-blocks record selections of items in any of the internal and/or user-
defined NameSets in the case. The syntax is:

SELECTION nameset
Name
“description”
item1
item2
...
END_SELECTION
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Where nameset is a NameSet defined in the case, name is a unique name for the selection
and item1, item2 are the selected items from within that NameSet.

Example:

SELECTION Contaminants
U238_Chain
“Contaminants in the U-238 decay chain”
U_238
U_234
Th_230
END_SELECTION

A.11 User Mapping Information (USER_MAPPINGS)

The general syntax for a user mapping within the USER_MAPPINGS block is:

MAPPING
name
“description”
FROM [nameset1]
TO [nameset2]
MAP [*] -> [entry_Z] [“comment”]
MAP [entry_a] -> [entry_A] [“comment”]
MAP [entry_b] -> [entry_B] [“comment”]
…
END_MAPPING

The default line [*] is optional; any items in the FROM NameSet without a specified
mapping will pick-up the default entry from the TO NameSet. The “comment” entries
are also optional for each mapping. An example is provided below without default or
comments.

Example:

>MAPPING
ContaminantsToElements
DESC “Mapping from Contaminants to Elements.”
FROM [Contaminants]
TO [Elements]
MAP [Np237] -> [Np]
MAP [Pa233] -> [Pa]
MAP [U238] -> [U]
MAP [U235] -> [U]
END_MAPPING

A.12 Units Information (EXTRA_UNITS)

The EXTRA_UNITS block records the error treatment in the case and any user added units
with the following syntax:

ERROR_TREATMENT RESPECT|WARN
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BASE [PREFIXABLE]
unit name
DERIVED [PREFIXABLE]
unit name
unit definition

Where RESPECT or WARN indicate whether the case will fail on units errors or provide a
warning and the optional PREFIXABLE tag indicates whether new base or derived units
are prefixable.

Example:

ERROR_TREATMENT RESPECT
ERROR_TREATMENT RESPECT
DERIVED
Week
7 day

A.13 Parameter Symbol Information

The parameter information is stored in the case file in three blocks:

In-built parameters (IN_BUILT parameter block);

Standard parameters (PARAMETERS block); and

Observer parameters (OBSERVERS block).

In each case the formats for the individual parameters are the same, with information
contained within individual SYMBOL blocks. The format is described below for
parameters with no multiplicity (scalar parameters), single multiplicity; dual multiplicity
and for sampled parameters. For other parameter types, the user is advised to create an
example via the GUI and inspect the resulting case file format for the definition.

Within these blocks, there is an optional keyword, WARNING_FLAGS, which appears only
if AMBER identifies a potentially ambiguous use of a unary minus. The entries that are
considered to be potentially affected are highlighted using a flag value of 1.

For scalar parameters, the entry would look something like this:

SYMBOL
H_grad
"Hydraulic gradient of aquifer"
UNITS [-]
SCALAR
 "-5+2*3"
WARNING_FLAGS
 1
END_SYMBOL

For parameters with multiplicity, the entry would like one of the below, dependent on
whether the parameter had single or double multiplicity.
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WARNING_FLAGS
 [itemA] 1

WARNING_FLAGS
[itemA1,itemB1] 1

A.13.1 Scalar Parameters

Scalar parameters (i.e. they only have a single value rather than one that depends on a
NameSet). Each parameter will require a SYMBOL block with the following syntax:

SYMBOL
name
“description”
UNITS [units]
SCALAR
“value or expression”
END_SYMBOL

An example is provided below.

Example:

SYMBOL
ING_Rice
“Ingestion rate for rice”
UNITS [kg/y]
SCALAR
“200.0”
END_SYMBOL

A.13.2 Parameters with Single Multiplicity

The name, description and units components for a parameter with single multiplicity are
the same as specified for scalar parameters. However, the SCALAR line is replaced with
the definition of the NameSet over which the parameter is indexed:

SYMBOL
name
“description”
UNITS [units]
MULTIPLICITY [nameset]
[SELF_REFERABLE nameset]
[*] “default value or expression” [“comment”]
[item1] “value or expression for item1” [“comment”]
...
END_SYMBOL

Where item1 is an item from the specified NameSet and the line can be repeated for each
item with a specific value or expression. Any NameSet items that do not have specific
value or expressions do not need including as lines in the SYMBOL block and will instead
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pick up the default value or expression. The “comment” and SELF_REFERABLE entries are
optional for each item.

Example:

SYMBOL
V_comp
“Volume”
UNITS [m3]
MULTIPLICITY [Compartments]
[*] “0.0”
[River_Water] “River_CSA*River_Length”
[Deep_Soil] “StudyArea*Soil_Depth”
[Top_Soil] “1000”
…
END_SYMBOL

A.13.3 Parameters with Dual Multiplicity

The name, description and units components for a parameter with dual multiplicity are
the same as specified for scalar parameters. However, the SCALAR line is replaced with
the definition of the NameSets over which the parameter is indexed:

SYMBOL
name
description”
UNITS [units]
AMBER 5.7 Reference Guide
181
MULTIPLICITY [namesetA][namesetB]
[SELF_REFERABLE nameseti]
[*,*] “global default value or expression” [“comment”]
[itemA1,*] “default value or expression for itemA1” [“comment”]
...
[*,itemB1] “default value or expression for itemB1” [“comment”]
...
[itemA1,itemB1] “value or expression for specific items” [“comment”]
...
END_SYMBOL

Where itemA1 is an item from the first specified NameSet and itemB1 is an item from the
second. Any specific combination of items that do not have specific value or expressions
do not need including as lines in the SYMBOL block and will instead pick up the default
value or expression. The “comment” and SELF_REFERABLE entries are optional (in the
latter case, nameseti must be either namesetA or namesetB).

Example:

SYMBOL
Kd
"Distribution coefficients"
UNITS [m3/kg]
MULTIPLICITY [Elements][Media]
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[*,*] "0"
[C,*] "0.005"
[Tc,Aquifer] "0.0001"
[Tc,Soils] "0.01"
[Tc,WasteFacility] "0.001"
[Tc,UnsaturatedZone] "0.01"
[Cs,Aquifer] "0.1"
...
END_SYMBOL

A.13.4 Sampled Parameters

Sampled parameters adopt the following syntax:

SYMBOL
parameter name
"description"
UNITS [units]
VARIATE unique variate number
Uniform|Triangular|Gaussian|TruncatedGaussian ...
[Min minimum]
[Peak peak]
[Max maximum]
[Mean mean]
[SD standard deviation]
BEST-ESTIMATE best estimate
[BEST-EST-IF-PARTIAL]
[LOG-BASED]
END_VARIATE
END_SYMBOL

Where the variate number is an input to the sampling sequence and should be
unique from all other variate/off-set numbers, unless a full correlation is intended. The
distribution definition should match the type of distribution (e.g., if uniform then only
minimum and maximum are required). The BEST-EST-IF-PARTIAL tag indicates if the
parameter is fixed at the best estimate value if partial sampling is used. A log-distribution
can be indicated with the LOG-BASED tag.

Note that beta and general cumulative distribution functions are also available. The user
is advised to create examples and inspect the case file definition if these are required.

A.14 Correlation Matrices (CORRELATION)

Correlation groups are specified via sub-blocks within the CORRELATIONS block with the
following syntax:

CORRELATION
name
“description”
SampledParameter1 SampledParameter2 CorrelationCoefficient
...
END_CORRELATION
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An example is provided below.

Example:

CORRELATION
WaterFlows
“Correlations between sampled parameters involved in water flows”
Precipitation Irrigation -0.9
Precipitation RunOff 0.75
Irrigation RunOff -0.4
END_CORRELATION

A.15 Switch Parameters (SWITCH_PARAMS)

Standard parameters that introduce time dependency into the dynamic model need to
be declared as switch times. This is achieved by listing the time dependent parameters
in the SWITCH_PARAMS block:

SWITCH_PARAMS
ParameterName
...
END_SWITCH_PARAMS

A.16 SnapShot Parameters (SNAPSHOT_PARAMS)

SnapShot parameters are defined as a list in the SNAPSHOT_PARAMS block:

SNAPSHOT_PARAMS
ParameterName
...
END_SNAPSHOT_PARAMS

A.17 Availability Schemes (AVAILABILITY_SCHEMES)

Availability schemes are specified via sub-blocks in the AVAILABILITY_SCHEMES block:

SCHEME SharedLimit|IndividualLimit
“description”
EXPRESSION "value or expression"
UNITS Moles|UserDefined
[MAPPING mapping]
TRANSFER transfer
END_SCHEME

Where the scheme can be one of either SharedLimit or IndividualLimit. The units
can either be specified as Moles, or as UserDefined specified units. If a shared limit is
specified, then the associated mapping needs to be included.

Example:

SCHEME SharedLimit
“Availability limitation on contaminant releases”
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EXPRESSION "AvailabilityLimit(donor)"
UNITS Moles
MAPPING ContaminantsToElements
TRANSFER Leaching
END_SCHEME

Where AvailabilityLimit is a user defined parameter indexed over elements and
compartments.

A.18 Derived Parameters (DERIVED_PARAMETERS)

Derived parameter information is stored in the case file in the DERIVED_PARAMETERS
block. The following syntax is used for each parameter sub-block:

DERIVED_PARAMETER
DerivedParameterName
“description”
BaseParameterName
MAX|MAXTIME|INTEGRAL|AT
[TimeParameter]
END_DERIVED_PARAMETER

Where the BaseParameterName is the parameter on which the derived output is based.
This is followed by a line with a keyword indicating the type of derived parameter, which
can be one of MAX, MAXTIME, INTEGRAL or AT. For the AT derived parameters, an additional
line is required that provides the parameter that defines the time at which the parameter
is needed.

Example:

DERIVED_PARAMETER
DoseRateAtEndControl
“Calculated dose rates at the end of institutional control”
DoseRate
AT
t_EndControl
END_DERIVED_PARAMETER

A.19 Preconditions (PRECONDITIONS)

Preconditions are specified via individual CONDITION blocks within the PRECONDITIONS
block. The syntax is as follows:

CONDITION
name
"description"
"Boolean expression"
ERROR|WARNING
"message"
END_CONDITION

Where the type of precondition failure (i.e. error or warning) is defined by using either
the keyword ERROR or WARNING.
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Example:

CONDITION
PorosityCheck
"Precondition to ensure that porosity is valid"
"and(theta>=0,theta<=1)"
ERROR
"Invalid porosity specified in theta"
END_CONDITION

A.20 Calculation Options (CALC_OPTIONS)

The CALC_OPTIONS block records the number of runs, the seed and the sampling
approach.

number of runs
seed
MONTE-CARLO
[USE-LHS]

Where the optional USE-LHS line should be included if Latin-hypercube sampling is
required. Note that a deterministic run need only specify the number of runs as 1,
whereby the seed and sampling type are unimportant.

Example:

100
987654321
MONTE-CARLO
USE-LHS

The maximum order of the polynomial used by the solver is also recorded in the
CALC_OPTIONS block, where it differs from the default maximum order of five.

MAX-ORDER number

Example:

MAX-ORDER 2

A.21 User Units (USER_UNITS)

The USER_UNITS block stores the units that AMBER will use for time and amount:

UNIT TIME Years|Months|Days|Hours|Minutes|Seconds
UNIT AMOUNT Moles|Becquerels|Kilograms|Grams

A.22 Export Parameters (EXPORT_FILES)

Details regarding export files are included in EXPORT_FILE sub-blocks. The syntax is:

EXPORT_FILE
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"filename.aaf"
FILE_DESCRIPTION:
"description"
parameter1
parameter2
…
END_EXPORT_FILE

Any number of parameters can be listed and will be exported to a text-based file.

Example:

EXPORT_FILE
"FluxesToBiosphere.aaf"
FILE_DESCRIPTION:
"Fluxes from the geosphere to the biosphere"
FluxToSoil
FluxToRiver
FluxToLake
END_EXPORT_FILE

A.23 Import Parameters (IMPORT_PARAMETERS)

Import parameters are defined via IMPORT_PARAMETER sub-blocks. The syntax is:

IMPORT_PARAMETER
name for import parameter
"description"
[MULTIPLICITY [nameset][nameset]]
FILE "name of import file.aaf"
NAME name of parameter in the import file
[NAMESET_LINKAGE
name of nameset in case file
FILE_NAMESET name of nameset in the import file
USE import file item1 FOR case file itema
USE import file item2 FOR case file itemb
...
END_NAMESET_LINKAGE]
END_IMPORT_PARAMETER

If the parameter has multiplicity, then the optional MULTIPLICITY line can be used.
If the NameSets in the import file and case file don’t match, then the optional
NAMESET_LINKAGE block can be included. Where the items in the import file NameSet
and the case file NameSet do not match, then the optional USE lines can be included.

Example:

IMPORT_PARAMETER
SourceFlux
"Source flux to the soil"
MULTIPLICITY [Contaminants]
FILE "FluxesToBiosphere.aaf"
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NAME FluxToSoil
NAMESET_LINKAGE
Contaminants
FILE_NAMESET Contaminants
USE H3 FOR H_3
USE C14 FOR C_14
END_NAMESET_LINKAGE
END_IMPORT_PARAMETER

A.24 Result File Options (ADF_OPTIONS)

Result file options are stored in the ADF_OPTIONS block:

SINGLE_PRECISION|FULL_PRECISION
ALL_COMPS|COMP_SELECTION selection name
REPORT_NEVER|REPORT_ALWAYS|REPORT_ABOVE file size in MB

An example for full precision with a user defined compartment selection and warning if
the results file is greater than 100 MB is given below.

Example:

FULL_PRECISION
COMP_SELECTION KeyCompartments
REPORT_ABOVE 100

A.25 Partial Sampling Options (FOR_PARTIAL_SAMPLING)

Includes a list of parameters to be held at their best estimate value for partially sampled
cases, where each parameter has the following line:

USE_BEST_EST_FOR paramName

Where paramName is the name of the parameter to be held at the best estimate value.

A.26 List of Times (RESULT_TIMES)

AMBER needs to be given a set of times for reporting the results. These do not affect the
time stepping, so if the only result of interest is a steady state from a constant input just
a few times (or even just one) could be specified. The block just lists the times in years.

Examples:

RESULT_TIMES
V3
1 10 100 1000 10000
END_RESULT_TIMES

A.27 Spatial Model (SPATIAL)

The spatial model is defined in a SPATIAL block. The description of this block is provided
for informational purposes and it is strongly recommended that spatial models are set-
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up through the AMBER user interface rather than by directly defining or modifying
a spatial model in the case file. An individual spatial model is defined within the
SPATIAL_MODEL block; in principle more than one spatial model can be defined for any
given compartment model. At present, all coordinates are specified in metres. In this
block, any scaling of the axes is defined; the default values when there is no scaling are
x_scale = y_scale = z_scale = 1 (see Section 8.8 for more details). Also in this
block, the calculation tolerance to distinguish between spatial points is defined using
CALC_TOLERANCE.

The following syntax is used to define the boundaries of the spatial model.

SPATIAL_MODEL name
"description"
IMAGE xmin ymin xmax ymax "image file name"
X xmin xmax
Y ymin ymax
Z zmin zmax
AXIS_SCALES x_scale y_scale z_scale
CALC_TOLERANCE 1e-10

The next part of the SPATIAL_MODEL block contains the definition of all the XY
coordinates of the system as quoted values.

XYPOINTS
XY0 "x-coord" "y-coord"
XY1 "x-coord" "y-coord"
…
XYn "x-coord" "y-coord"
END_XYPOINTS

The z-coordinates are defined next. It is possible for multiple ZPOINTS to have the
same numerical value. The z-coordinates can either be defined as a specific coordinate
using a quoted value or defined in terms of inheriting their position (inherit is one of
INHERIT_MIN or INHERIT_MAX) from the bottom or top of another spatial cell (cellname)
at the relevant x-y point.

ZPOINTS
Z0 "z0-coord"
Z1 "z1-coord"
…
Zk inherit cellname
…
Zn "zn-coord"
END_ZPOINTS

The xyz-points are then defined in the XYZPOINTS block. This block is redundant and no-
longer used and may be removed in future versions.

XYZPOINTS
XYZ0 XYi Zj
XYZ1 XYk Zm
…
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XYZn XYo Zp
END_XYZPOINTS

Individual cells are defined in a CELL block as a series of three or more lines of text
defining the vertical edges of the shape; i.e. x-y coordinates (from XYPOINTS) with
associated upper and lower z-points (from ZPOINTS). Only three vertical edges are
defined for any given cell to enforce planar top / bottom surfaces, the remaining vertical
edges of the cell (x-y points with NULL z-points) are determined by intersection with
these top / bottom planes.

CELL Cellname
XYZZ0 XYi Zi1 Zi2
XYZZ1 XYj Zj1 Zj2
XYZZ2 XYk Zk1 Zk2
XYZZ3 XYm NULL NULL
…
XYZZn XYo NULL NULL
END_CELL

Example:

CELL Aquifer0
XYZZ0 XY1 NULL NULL
XYZZ1 XY0 Z12 Z45
XYZZ2 XY2 Z11 Z38
XYZZ3 XY3 Z43 Z36
END_CELL

If there are any point dependencies, these are defined next (after the CELL blocks). Point
dependencies are used to indicate which z-points depend on which cells.

START_POINT_DEPENDENCIES
cellname Zi Zj Zk …
…
END_POINT_DEPENDENCIES

The individual SPATIAL_MODEL block is closed using:

END_SPATIAL_MODEL

The whole spatial block is closed using:

END_SPATIAL

If there are any saved views, these are defined next in the START_SAVED_3D_VWS block.
Information regarding camera location, angle, degree of zoom, hidden and selected cells
for a given view (View_name) are stored. The two 4x4 arrays are used by AMBER's 3D
library to determine the camera location, angle and degree of zoom. If no cells have been
explicitly picked to be hidden or selected, then those aspects of the block are blank.

 START_SAVED_3D_VWS
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START_SAVED_3D_VW View_name
""
START_VIEW_MATRIX
4 x 4 array used by AMBER to determine camera location, angle and
 degree of zoom 
END_VIEW_MATRIX
START_MODEL_MATRIX
4 x 4 array used by AMBER to determine camera location, angle and
 degree of zoom
END_MODEL_MATRIX
START_HIDDEN_CELLS
Hidden_cell1
...
Hidden_cellN
END_HIDDEN_CELLS
START_SELECTED_CELL
Selected_cell1
...
Selected_cellM
END_SELECTED_CELL
END_SAVED_3D_VW
 

A.28 Graphical Information

Graphical information about the case is stored at the end of the case file within the block
that is delineated with START_GUI_INFO and END_GUI_INFO.
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